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ABSTRACT

The relationship between deformation and dehydration has been investigated in Hercynian

regionally metamorphosed rocks exposed on NW Sardinia. Two episodes of prograde

mineral growth (M, and M2) involving dehydration are recognised: growth of

chlorite/phengite porphyroblasts at anchizone metamorphic conditions, contemporaneous

with the first phase of deformation, D„ and growth of biotite from chlorite and phengite

coincident with the second phase of deformation, D2. Deformation during both episodes of

dehydration is characterised by penetrative axial planar foliations defined by well-

developed phyllosilicate preferred orientations quantified by XRD textural goniometry, tight

to isoclinal similar folds (interlimb angles < 40°), and mineral-filled veins (hydrofractures)

oriented parallel to axial planar foliations, that formed contemporaneously with the

development of the penetrative foliations. No prograde mineral growth occurred during D2

at chlorite-zone conditions. D2 deformation in the absence of dehydration is characterised

by non-penetrative crenulation cleavages, poorly developed phyllosilicate preferred

orientations, relatively open (interlimb angles > 40°), low-strain similar folds and minor

brittle deformation. Systematic variations in macrofold interlimb angles, with respect to the

timing of mineral growth, indicate that enhanced shortening (c. 80 %) occurred during

dehydration. Microfabrics show that the onset of dehydration is associated with the

transition from a crenulation cleavage to a penetrative foliation. The presence of axial

planar hydrofractures that formed coevally with dehydration and fabric development

requires that supralithostatic fluid pressures and low differential stresses (< c. 20 MPa)

accompanied dehydration. These features demonstrate a connection between the timing of

dehydration and the style of deformation.

A time-independent, cellular automaton model based on the elastic mechanics of tensile

(mode I) microcracks was developed to investigate the evolution of rock strength and

hydraulic connectivity during progressive dehydration. Fluid produced by dehydration is

assumed to be accommodated by microcracks, which propagate through a simulated rock

matrix due to elevated fluid pressures. Crack propagation affects rheology by stress

relaxation and interaction, and affects hydrology by permitting fluid flow between

neighbouring cracks. Numerical simulations with undrained boundary conditions show that

reactions releasing small quantities offluid (< 0.25 wt. % ) in a rock matrix with zero initial

hydraulic connectivity induce large strength reductions (ca. 80-90%). Strength reduction

occurs abruptly at the onset of dehydration and continues until approximately 10 %

reaction, when a low-strength plateau is reached. Subsequent reaction causes almost no

further effect on rock strength until the percolation threshold is attained, at which point the

strength drops to zero. Results with drained boundary conditions yield similar strength

reductions before hydraulic connectivity of the crack network is achieved. Thereafter, fluid

drainage allows partial strength recovery. The results indicate that the dominant

rheological response induced by dehydration is caused by the generation of fluid
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overpressures and is unrelated to the establishment of hydraulic connectivity coinciding with

attainment of the percolation threshold Although rocks characterised by zero initial

hydraulic connectivity retain additional strength relative to rocks with initial hydraulic

connectivity, the magnitude of this additional strength is small (< 20 % original strength)

The spatial distribution of a single generation of axial planar synmetamorphic veins

exposed in greenschist facies rocks on NW Sardinia was investigated with the aim of gaining

insight into the processes controlling the fracture spacing The vein spacing distribution

measured along linear profiles is non-uniform and approximately lognormal Although the

vein abundance and absolute vein spacing is strongly influenced by rock type, the vein

spacing distribution is independent of rock type Comparison of the observed spacing data

with synthetically-generated fracture distributions indicates that the observed distribution

can be reproduced by the process of Kolmogorov fragmentation, but cannot be reproduced

by either random, even-bisection or fractal processes These results are interpreted to

indicate that the positions of the fractures which become veins are interdependent In an

attempt to explain the interdependency offracture positions, the perturbations of stress and

fluid pressure associated with an isolated open underpressured axial planar fracture were

investigated Simple calculations show that the fluid pressure drop inside a fracture

coinciding with failure locally perturbs the adjacent stress andfluid pressure fields such that

the surrounding rock, extending over a lateral extent equivalent to approximately two

fracture lengths, is instantaneously driven into a critical stress state that satisfies the failure

condition This tends to localise the nucleatwn of subsequent fractures close to existing

fractures This mechanism can explain the existence of non-random or clustered fracture or

vein spacing distributions forming by hydrofracture

Mechanisms proposed for the formation of metamorphic quartz veins are evaluated by

considering simple models based on the assumption that the kinetics of silica dissolution

and precipitation are fast in comparison to silica transport The models are used to

determine parameters required to form veins by various mechanisms, which are then

compared with constraints imposed by consideration of the time- and length- scale of

metamorphic processes Results indicate that mechanisms involving large scale steady state

advective fluid flow (either fracture-induced focusing or thermal convection) cannot explain

the occurrence of quartz veins due to the unreahstically large vertical length scale (> 1000

m) over which hydraulic connectivity must be maintained A mechanism whereby fluid is

recycled on a local scale by pressure variations caused by episodic brittle failure is

demonstrated to contribute to, but not entirely account for, the formation of quartz veins

Steady state diffusive mass transfer driven by local stress gradients may be important for the

formation of veins iffractures, in differentially stressed rocks, remain open for a time interval

on the order of 10 years It is concluded that metamorphic quartz veins are most likely

formed by a combination of silica precipitation from a fluid mobilised on a local scale due

to episodic failure and local diffusion induced by stress induced chemical potential

Abstract
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gradients. Thus, metamorphic quartz veins are interpreted as passive features which form in

response to local processes driven by deformation under high fluid pressures.

The phase relations of divariant and trivariant assemblages involving combinations of

phengite, chlorite, biotite, K-feldspar, quartz and H20 were calculated with THERMOCALC

for the KFMASH system and the KMASH and KFASH subsystems. The stability fields of the

various equilibria are represented in pressure-temperature projections by contouring sets of

compositional isopleths for the Tschermak (Mg.,Si., Al2) and FeMg., exchange vectors,

buffered by the coexisting phyllosilicate phases. Four multivariant equilibria, which occur

in different regions of pressure-temperature-composition space, are potentially useful as

thermobarometers for low-medium grade metamorphic rocks of granitic and pelitic

composition. Thermobarometric calculations performed here show reasonable agreement

with respect to experimental and field-based data and calculations performed with

alternative data bases and solution models, at phengite compositions close to the muscovite

end-member, but display progressively larger discrepencies towards the celadonite end-

member. Fortunately, because celadonite-rich compositions (i.e. > 50 mol% celadonite) are

unusual in nature, the actual differences resulting from the choice of data and solution

models are anticipated to be significantly less than 5 kb for any given temperature and

composition. This study demonstrates the potential value of multivariant assemblages for

obtaining thermobarometric estimates, but indicates that the current errors associated with

such calculations may be on the order of 1 kb.

Abstract
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RIASSUNTO

// presente lavoro studia la relazione tra deformazione e disidratazione nelle rocce

metamorfiche di eta ercinica affwranti nella Sardegna nordoccidentale. Si riconoscono due

episodi di crescita mineralogica prograda comportanti disidratazione. II primo episodio e

caratterizzato dalla crescita porfiroblastica di fengite e clorite in codizioni

anchimetamorfiche, contemporanea alia prima fase di deformazione, D,. II secondo

episodio comporta la crescita di biotite da clorite e fengite, contemporanea alia seconda

fase di deformazione, D2. In entrambi gli episodi di disidratazione la deformazione e

caratterizzata da i) pieghe isoclinali a ventaglio (angolo di apertura < 40°); ii) formazione

di una foliazione di piano assiale a carrattere penetrativo, evidenziata dalla orientazione

preferenziale dei fillosilicati, orientazione quantificata da analisi al goniometro tessiturale

XRD; e Hi) vene (fratture idrauliche) parallele alia suddetta foliazione. La seconda fase di

deformazione e contraddistinta dall'assenza di cristallizzazioni prograde in zona cloritica.

In assenza di disidratazione la deformazione e caratterizzata da i) pieghe a ventaglio

relativamente aperte (angolo di apertura > 40°); ii) un clivaggio di crenulazione poco

sviluppato; e Hi) limitata deformazione fragile. La variazione sistematica degli angoli di

apertura relativa alia formazione contemporanea o meno delle pieghe con la crescita

mineralogica, testimonia come il raccorciamento sia accentuato (ca. 80 %) durante la

disidratazione. Le microstrutture indicano che con I'incedere della disidratazione avviene

una transizione da clivaggio di crenulazione a clivaggio a carattere penetrativo. La

presenza di fratture idrauliche parallele al piano assiale coeve alia disidratazione ed alio

sviluppo del fabric', e indicativa del fatto che la disidratazione sia stata accompagnata da

pressioni difluido sopralitostatiche e da bassi sforzi differenziali (< ca. 20 MPa). I suddetti

fenomeni dimostrano la stretta relazione tra stile di deformazione ed eta della deformazione.

L'evoluzione della resistenza delle rocce e della connettivita idraulica susseguente a

disidratazione progressiva e stato studiato grazie ad un modello numerico. Presupposto del

modello e che i fluidi generati dalla disidratazione vengano accomodati in microfratture, le

quali, grazie alle elevate pressioni di fluido che si vengono a creare, si propagano nella

matrice. II propagarsi delle fratture si ripercuote sulla reologia, facendo rilassare ed

interagire gli sforzi, e sulla idraulica, permettendo il flusso di fluidi tra fratture vicine. Le

simulazioni numeriche in condizioni di limite non drenate mostrano come reazioni che

liberano piccole quantita difluido (< 0.25 wt. % ) in una matrice rocciosa con connettivita

idraulica iniziale uguale a zero causino una drastica riduzione della resistenza delle rocce

(ca. 80-90%). Questa riduzione avviene, istantaneamente, all'inizio della disidratazione e

contiuna fino a che la reazione sia avvenuta pressappoco per il 10%, quando la resistenza

si stabilizza. L'ulteriore procedere della reazione non produce altri effetti fino a che la

soglia di percolazione viene raggiunta, dopo di che la roccia non sara piu in grado di

sostenere alcuno sforzo dijferenziale. Nel caso di condizioni di limite drenate i risultati sono

simili finche si raggiunge la connettivita idraulica della rete di fratture, dopo di che il
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drenaggio di fluidi consente un recupero parziale della resistenza. I risultati indicano come

la principale risposta reologica alia disidratazione sia causata dallo sviluppo di

sovrapressioni di fluido e non sia da mettere in relazione con I 'istaurarsi della connettivitd

idraulica coincidente al raggiungimento della soglia di percolazione. Sebbene i campioni

con connettivitd iniziale uguale a zero mantengano una resistenza superiore ai campioni

con connettivitd iniziale Vammontare di tali valori e minimo (<20% resistenza iniziale).

La distribuzione nello spazio di una singola generazione di vene di piano assiale

coincidenti al metamorfismo nella fades degli sciti verdi nelle rocce affioranti nella

Sardegna nordoccidentale e stata studiata con I'intento di illustrare i processi che regolano

la distribuzione delle distanze intercorrenti tra le vene. La distribuzione statistica delle

distanze intervena misurate lungo profili lineari non e uniforme e pud essere rappresentata

con una distibuzione log-normale. Sebbene I'abbondanza di vene e la low spaziatura

assoluta dipenda fortemente dalla litologia, la distibuzione delle spaziature ne e

indipendente. Paragonando le spaziature osservate in campagna con quelle prodotte

sinteticamente si stabilisce che la distribuzione osservata pub essere prodotta dal processo

di frammentazione 'Kolmogorov' ma non pud essere generata da processi 'random', di

bisezione-equa o frattali. L'interpretazione di questi risultati e che le posizioni delle fratture

che diventeranno vene sono interdipendenti. Con I'intento di spiegare tale interdipendenza

si sono studiate le perturbazioni dello sforzo e della pressione del fluido associate ad una

vena di piano assiale isolata, aperta e in sottopressione. Semplici calcoli mostrano che la

caduta di pressione del fluido nella vena associata alia rottura perturba sia il campo di

sforzo che la pressione del fluido nella roccia circostante cosicche questa, estendendosi

lateralmente di approssimativamente due volte la lunghezza della vena, viene

immediatamente a trovarsi in condizioni di sforzo critiche soddisfacenti il criterio di rottura.

Questo fenomeno porta alia localizzazion ed al nuclearsi di nuove fratture in prossimita

delle fratture gid esistenti. Tale meccanismo spiegherebbe la formazione per

idrofratturazione di una distribuzione delle spaziature intervena o interfrattura 'non-

random' o a grappoli.

Si procede ad una valutazione dei meccanismi proposti per la formazione di vene

metamorfiche di quarzo considerando modelli semplici basati sul presupposto che la

cinetica di dissoluzione e precipitazione di silicio sia piu efficiente del trasporto del

medesimo. I modelli sono usati per determinare i parametri necessari alia formazione di

vene secondo i diversi meccanismi per poi compararli con limiti temporali e spaziali imposti

dai processi metamorfici. I risultati indicano che i meccanismi comportanti flusso di fluidi

avvettivo 'steady-state' su larga scala (focalizzazione indotta da fratture o convezione

termica) non sono in grado si spiegare il formarsi di vene di quarzo, poiche la low

formazione richiederebbe che la connettivitd idraulica fosse mantenuta per distanze

superiori a 1000 m e cio e irrealistico. II meccanismo per cui i fluidi vengono riciclati

localmente grazie a variazioni di pressione causate dalla rottura fragile episodica risulta

Riassunto
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contribuire alia formazione di vene anche se non e in grado di spiegarle interamente. II

trasporto di materiale per diffusione 'steady-state' causato da gradienti di sforzo locali

potrebbe spiegare la formazione delle vene se queste restassero aperte per un lasso di tempo

superiore a 10s anni. Si conclude che la formazione di vene quarzitiche sia dovuta ad una

concomitanza di precipitazione di silicio da fluidi mobilizzati localmente grazie a rottura

episodica e di diffusione localizzata indotta da gradienti di potenziale chimico dovute a

sforzi. Pertanto le vene sono interpretate come strutture passive formatesi in risposta a

fenomeni locali causati da deformazione a pressione di fluido elevata.

Le relazioni di fase di paragenesi divarianti e trivarianti concernenti una combinazione di

fengite, clorite, biotite, felspato potassico, quarzo e H20 sono state calcolate nel sistema

KFMASH e nei sottosistemi KMASH e KFASH. II campo di stabilita dei vari equilibri e

rappresentato in proiezioni pressione-temperatura contornando dei set di isoplete per i

vettori di scambio Tschermak (Mg.,Si., Al2) e FeMg.,, tamponati dalle fasi di fillosilicati

coesistenti. Quattro equilibri multivarianti, localizzati in spazi pressione-temperatura-

composizione differenti, sono potenzialmente utili per la stima di limiti termobarometrici del

metamorfismo a basso e medio grado in rocce pelitiche e granitiche. I calcoli risultano in

accordo con i dati sperimentali e di terreno per composizioni fengitiche vicine al termine

muscovite, tuttavia presentano discrepanze progressivamente piu importanti (sino a 5 kb)

con I'avvicinarsi al termine celadonite. Questo studio conclude che la termobarometria

basata su fengite e in grado di fornire limiti pressione-temperatura realistici ma che gli

errori associati a tali stime possono essere notevoli, soprattutto per composizioni fengitiche

con un contenuto celadonitico superiore a 40-50%.

Riassunto
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 PREFACE

The transient presence of a free fluid phase during crustal metamorphism is indicated by

geophysical, geochemical, petrological and field-based studies [Fyfe et al, 1978; Nur and

Walder, 1992]. This association has led some workers to suggest that fluids can play an

active role in metamorphic processes by contributing to the advective transport of heat and

mass and by strongly influencing rheology [Bredehoeft and Norton, 1990; Etheridge et

al., 1983]. Evidence cited in support of this view includes the occurrence of precious

mineral deposits [Cox et al., 1986; Robert et al., 1995] and abundance of mineralised

tension fractures or veins [Etheridge, 1983], the transport of low-angle overthrusts

[Hubbert and Rubey, 1959] and the formation of metamorphic hotspots [Chamberlain and

Rumble, 1989]. An alternative possibility is that fluids rapidly and irreversibly leave the

system as soon as they are produced by devolatisation reactions [see Nur and Walder,

1990, 1992]. In this case, fluid flow is considered to be pulsed or episodic, and the

porosity, fluid pressure and rock strength vary as a function of time, space and history of

the system [see also Gold and Soter, 1985; Connolly, 1997]. Moreover, fluids are

envisaged to contribute little or nothing to heat and mass transfer and to the evolution of

the time-averaged metamorphic episode. This latter view is supported by numerical

modelling of crustal metamorphism which indicates that typical regional-scale fluid fluxes

are too small to significantly influence the amounts of mass and heat transferred during

metamorphism [Brady, 1988; Connolly and Thompson, 1989; Peacock, 1989]. This

view is also upheld by the mechanical argument that because the intermingling of two

viscous fluids of differing density is inherently unstable in systems with hydraulic

connectivity [McKenzie, 1984], then deforming rocks are unlikely to be in mechanical

equilibrium with a free fluid phase.

Recognition that fluids can induce profound effects on rheology and that crustal fluid flow

during metamorphism may be pulsed or episodic implies that the nature of metamorphic

systems can change abruptly in both time and space and that the history of such systems

progressively evolves. Given these possibilities, it is important to determine, under what

circumstances measurable features in metamorphic rocks (e.g. veins and fractures,

mineral reactions, microtextures, macroscopic folds) reflect instantaneous processes, and

when the measurable features reflect the finite system history. Although both aspects are

important, which aspect is relevant for any particular scientific investigation depends on

the time and length scale of the process(es) being investigated. In order to determine the

history of a dynamic metamorphic system it is necessary to understand how the rocks
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respond to the presence of fluids, in terms of the magnitude of the response, and the time

and length scale of the perturbation induced by fluids.

Metamorphism is part of a continuum process involving the transport of heat, mass and

momentum [Turcotte and Schubert, 1982]. That fluids are capable of influencing

metamorphic processes is reflected by the repeated occurrence of fluid properties in the

equations that govern the transport of heat, mass and momentum [e.g. Bredehoeft and

Norton, 1990]. The importance of determining whether the presence of fluids in

metamorphic rocks reflects a catalytic or a causative role is due to the different processes

operating within fluid-active and fluid-passive systems [e.g. Bickle and McKenzie,

1987]. It is necessary to determine whether the length and time scales, over which mass

and heat are transported, are controlled by fluid-mediated advection or by diffusion [e.g.

see Thompson, 1997]. Furthermore, it is necessary to determine whether the rheology of

the metamorphosing crust is adequately described by conventional constitutive laws (e.g.

linear viscous, power law viscous) or by laws controlled by the presence of a high

pressure fluid phase or by advective mass transport [see Etheridge et al., 1984].

1.2 OBJECTIVES, APPROACH AND THESIS DESIGN

This thesis presents results of an investigation carried out to determine the extent and the

nature by which fluids influence deformation and mass transport during low grade

regional metamorphism. The principal aim of this thesis is to ascertain under which

circumstances fluids participate actively or passively in metamorphic processes. Given the

broadness of this topic, attention here is restricted to several smaller related problems:

• The temporal and spatial relationship between dehydration reactions and deformation

• The evolution of rock strength and hydraulic connectivity during dehydration

• The role of the fluid phase in the formation of vein spacing distributions

• The mechanism by which silica is transported into fractures to form quartz veins

The results presented in this thesis are based partially on field data collected within a

metamorphic sequence exposed on NW Sardinia, and partially on theoretical

considerations and modelling. This integrated approach was adopted in an attempt to

provide an understanding of the role of fluid in metamorphism which is not only based on

empirical data but that is also quantitative and rigorous within a theoretical framework. An

effort is made to focus on processes of systems more than on specific geological

situations in order to maintain generality.

Chapter 1
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The secondary objective of this thesis is to assess the status of calculative phengite

thermobarometry using multivariant assemblages involving combinations of the phases

phengite-biotite-chlorite-K-feldspar-quaitz-H20. The motivation for this investigation

comes from the general lack of understanding of the topologies of reactions involving

these phases and from recently published work performed in extracting thermodynamic

data for the tschermak end member phases which enables a reassessment of phengite

thermobarometry as presently used in the petrological community.

The contents of this thesis are organised into six chapters following this introduction. The

following four chapters (i.e. chapters 2-5) and chapter 7 are individually independent in

that each contains an abstract, introduction, methods, results, discussion and conclusions.

Chapter 6 presents a synthesis of results pertinent to chapters 2 to 5 and chapter 8

presents the major conclusions and suggestions for future work. The rest of this section

outlines brief introductions to the following chapters to establish background information

and to define the problems investigated.

1.3 INTRODUCTIONS

1.3.1 Introduction to Chapter 2:

Dehydration-Related Deformation During Prograde Regional

Metamorphism, NW Sardinia, Italy

This chapter reports results of an investigation of the relationship between dehydration

reactions and deformation in regionally metamorphosed rocks, which was carried out

with the aim of determining to what extent prograde mineral reactions influence the

rheology of naturally deforming rocks. The motivation for this study comes from the fact

there is little field evidence for prograde mineral reactions directly influencing

deformation, despite numerous studies [e.g. Raleigh and Paterson, 1965; Chaklader,

1963] which have experimentally demonstrated that mineral reactions can have a profound

weakening effect on reacting rocks. The results presented in this chapter are based on

field work carried out on the low-grade (greenschist facies) Hercynian metasedimentary

basement exposed on NW Sardinia, Italy. The approach taken to determine the influence

of prograde mineral reactions on the rheology is to systematically compare the finite strain

and deformation style in rocks, within which the timing of prograde mineral growth has

varied both spatially and temporally.

Chapter 1
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1.3.2 Introduction to Chapter 3:

The Evolution of Strength and Hydraulic Connectivity During

Dehydration: Results from a Microcrack Model

This study focuses on quantifying the Theological response induced by dehydration

reactions in the limiting case whereby reaction-generated fluid pressures, in rocks of

negligible initial hydraulic connectivity, are assumed to be accommodated by

microcracking. One of the principal aims of this study is to determine whether low

permeability rocks, which release small amounts of fluid during dehydration reactions,

can maintain a significant proportion of their strength during dehydration. That such

strength retention may occur is demonstrated by experimental studies [e.g. Heard, 1960;

Handin etal, 1963] which have shown that significant deviations from the classic effect

stress concept occur when hydraulic connectivity is low. The approach taken to

investigate this problem is to develop a time independent, cellular automaton, numerical

model based on the elastic mechanics of tensile (mode I) microcracks, which is used to

calculate the evolution of strength and hydraulic connectivity during dehydration.

1.3.3 Introduction to Chapter 4:

Synmetamorphic Vein Spacing Distributions: The Characterization and

Origin of a Vein Spacing Distribution from NW Sardinia, Italy

This chapter reports results of a study of a vein spacing distribution within greenschist

facies metamorphic rocks exposed on NW Sardinia. In addition to quantifying the nature

of the vein spacing distribution, one of the main aims of this study is to investigate

physical processes which may be responsible for causing metamorphic veins (or more

generally, fractures) to cluster in space. Such spatial clustering is a widely recognised

phenomena but is poorly understood in terms of the causal processes. This study is based

on statistical distributions obtained from the measurement of several hundred veins in

one-dimensional scan lines. Insight into the processes leading to the formation of the

measured distributions is achieved by comparing the results with synthetic distributions

generated by well known stochastic processes.

Chapter 1
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1.3.4 Introduction to Chapter 5:

Mechanisms for the Formation of Quartz Veins: Constraints Imposed by

Consideration of the Time- and Length-Scales of Metamorphic Processes

This study presents an evaluation of the various mechanisms proposed to explain the

transport of silica into fractures to form metamorphic quartz veins. This topic is of interest

not only because there is a general lack of consensus concerning the vein formation

mechanism but because the various mechanisms imply drastically different styles of fluid

flow and mass transport during metamorphism. The main silica transport mechanisms

considered in this study are (1) single-pass, fluid focusing induced by high permeability

fractures, (2) fluid pumping associated with the episodic failure of elastic rocks, (3)

thermal convection and (4) local diffusive mass transfer of silica into an open fracture

driven by stress-induced chemical potential differences. The approach taken is to

determine parameters (e.g. fluid flux, time, diffusion length, focusing length) required to

form veins by each mechanism using simple theoretical models, and to compare these

requirements with constrains imposed by consideration of the time and length scales of

metamorphic processes.

1.3.5 Introduction to Chapter 7:

Phengite Thermobarometry: Calculated Phase Relations of Assemblages

Involving Combinations of the phases Phengite, Chlorite, Biotite, K-

feldspar, Quartz and H20

This chapter presents results of calculations performed using THERMOCALC [Powell

and Holland, 1988] and the recently published data set of Holland and Powell [1998] of

multivariant equilibria existing between combinations of the phases phengite, chlorite,

biotite, K-feldspar, quartz (and H20) in the KFMASH system. Several of these

equilibria, namely those involving the formation of biotite, are commonly observed in

low- medium-grade metamorphic rocks of sedimentary and granitic origin. The principle

aim of this investigation is to constrain the positions of, and relationships between, the

various phase equilibria, the topology of most of which has only been schematically

determined. Given the recent work carried out on extracting thermodynamic data for Fe

and Mg tschermak end-members for the common phyllosilicate phases [e.g. Massonne

and Szpurka, 1997], petrologists are now confronted with several different versions of

data for a single phase with which calculations can be performed. This chapter evaluates

the application of the calculated reactions for thermobarometry and assesses the sensitivity

of the calculations with respect to the version of thermodynamic data set used.

Chapter 1
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Dehydration-related deformation during regional metamorphism,
NW Sardinia, Italy
C. D. H. SIMPSON

Institute for Mineralogy and Petrology, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH), Zurich, Switzerland

(email: simpson@erdw.ethz.ch)

ABSTRACT The relationship between deformation and dehydration has been investigated in Hercynian regionally
metamorphosed rocks exposed on NW Sardinia. Two episodes of prograde mineral growth (Mt & M2)
involving dehydration are recognized: growth of chlorite/phengite porphyroblasts at anchizone meta¬

morphic conditions, contemporaneous with the first phase of deformation, D1; and growth of biotite from

chlorite and phengite coincident with the second phase of deformation, D2. Deformation during both

episodes of dehydration is characterized by penetrative axial planar foliations defined by well-developed
phyllosilicate preferred orientations quantified by XRD textural goniometry, tight to isoclinal similar

folds (interlimb angles <40°), and mineral-filled veins (hydrofractures) orientated parallel to axial planar
foliations, that formed contemporaneously with the development of the penetrative foliations. No pro-

grade mineral growth occurred during D2 at chlorite-zone conditions. D2 deformation in the absence of

dehydration is characterized by non-penetrative crenulation cleavages, poorly developed phyllosilicate
preferred orientations, relatively open (interlimb angles >40°), low-strain similar folds and minor brittle

deformation. Systematic variations in macrofold interlimb angles, with respect to the timing of mineral

growth, indicate that enhanced shortening (c. 80%) occurred during dehydration. Microfabrics show that

the onset of dehydration is associated with the transition from a crenulation cleavage to a penetrative
foliation. The presence of axial planar hydrofractures that formed coevally with dehydration and fabric

development requires that supralithostatic fluid pressures and low differential stresses (<c. 20MPa)
accompanied dehydration. These features demonstrate a connection between the timing of dehydration
and the style of deformation.

Key words: mineral reactions; dehydration; deformation; differential stress.

INTRODUCTION

The interdependency of deformation and fluid flow is

well established and has been repeatedly demonstrated

in the literature (e.g. Etheridge et al, 1983; Cox &

Etheridge, 1989; Sibson, 1989; Oliver et al., 1990;
Oliver, 1996). There is some evidence which shows a

connection between fluid ingress, deformation and the

enhancement of mineral reactions, particularly in

ductile shear zones (e.g. Jamtveit et al, 1990; Dipple
& Ferry, 1992). However, there is little evidence for

prograde mineral reactions directly influencing defor¬

mation, despite numerous experiments, involving dehy¬
dration (e.g. serpentine, Raleigh & Paterson, 1965;

gypsum, Heard & Rubey, 1966; chlorite, Murrell &

Ismail, 1976) and also solid-solid reactions (e.g.
alpha-beta quartz transition, Chaklader, 1963), which

show that mineral transformations have a profound
weakening effect on the reacting rock. There are

observations which indicate that the style of defor¬

mation during mineral growth (producing cleavages
through grain alignment) may be different to the style

of deformation when no mineral growth is taking place
(producing spaced cleavages) (Gray, 1981; see also

Weber, 1981). The widespread presence of mineral-

filled hydrofractures has sometimes been attributed to

reaction-generated deformation (e.g. Walther & Orville,
1982; Yardley, 1983), although only seldomly has a

direct relationship been described between the timing
of mineral growth and hydrofracture (e.g. Cesare, 1994).

This study reports results of an investigation of the

relationship between metamorphism and deformation

in regionally metamorphosed rocks, with the aim of

determining to what extent prograde mineral reactions

influence the rheology of naturally deforming rocks.

This is carried out by systematically comparing the

finite strain and deformation style in rocks, within

which the timing of prograde mineral growth has

varied both spatially and temporally. The mineral

reactions investigated all involve dehydration of phyllo-
silicates with increasing metamorphic grade. The

sequence upon which this study is based is the low-

medium grade Hercynian metasedimentary basement

exposed on NW Sardinia, Italy.

O Blackwell Science Inc., 0263-4929/98/J14.00
Journal of Metamorphic Geology, Volume 16, Number 3, 1998, 457-472
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THE METASEDIMENTARY SEQUENCE OF NW

SARDINIA

Previous work and regional geology

General aspects of the Hercyman metamorphic
basement of north-western Sardinia have been

described by Carmignani et al (1979, 1982) and

Franceschelli et al (1990) but are summarized here

The metamorphic sequence is exposed over a distance

of 25 km on the north-western coastline ranging from

the chlorite zone in the south to the garnet-oligoclase
zone in the north (Franceschelli et al, 1990) Only
the chlorite, biotite and the lower-most garnet zones

are considered in this study (Fig 1) The rock types
within these zones are dominated by psammites and

pelites (>90% volume), but also include metabasalts,

metagabbros and oohtic ironstones (Franceschelli
et al, 1990) Although the hthological subdivision of

Carmignani et al (1979) has been retained here

(Fig 1), the divisions are only of a broad nature

Considerable hthological variation occurs within each

unit, and the unit boundaries are gradational and

poorly defined

Two phases of prograde deformation (D1; D2) and

one phase of retrograde deformation (D3) have been

described within the Sardinian sequence (Carmignani
et al, 1979) The first phase of deformation (DJ
produced south-vergent, shallowly east-plunging over¬

turned folds (Fj) with moderately south-dipping axial

planar cleavages (St) that are best preserved near

Punta Argentiera (Fig 2a) North of Argentiera are a

series of Iate-Dj top-side-south shear zones that have

not been described previously The shear zones disrupt
and rotate the D1 structures related to folding observed

in the Argentiera region, but the shear zones themselves

are folded during D2 The second phase of deformation

(D2) produced north vergent, shallowly east plunging
folds (F2) that have south dipping and E-W striking
axial planar surfaces (S2) throughout the region D3
had a minor influence within the chlorite and biotite

zones where it is manifest by a sporadically developed,
weak crenulation cleavage
Two main episodes of mineral growth (here termed

Mj and M2) have been recognized within the chlorite

and biotite zones (Carmignani et al, 1979) Mt
occurred at very low-grade (probably anchizone)
metamorphic conditions during Dl (Franceschelli et al,

1986), whereas M2 occurred at higher metamorphic
grade in the northern part of the area investigated and

coincided largely with D2

Methodology of sample collection and analysis

Mapping of the sequence exposed between Punta Argentiera and

Stintino was carried out to analyse changing structures with

increasing metamorphic grade More detailed mapping focused on

the sequence near Argentiera (Fig 2a) and in the region north of

Isola Pom that spans the biotite isograd (Fig 2b) To classify fold

porphyroblastic paragneiss

tad mica schist

oligoclasejn

Sardinia

Fig. 1. General geology map of the metamorphic sequence

exposed on NW Sardinia (modified after Carmignani et al

1979, 1982) Inset stereographic projections (equal area, lower

hemisphere) summarize the characteristic D! and D2 structures

measured withm this investigation throughout the region The

more detailed maps shown in Fig 2 and the positions of some

samples discussed within the text are indicated

types and to determine fold interlimb angles, measurements of over

50 macroscopic folds were made both in the field and from

photographs taken parallel to fold axes The relationship between

the orientation of veins in relation to folds and fabrics, and the

relative timing of veining to these structures was investigated in detail

The relationship between mineral growth and microstructure was

studied in more than 100 thin sections In order to identify the

phyllositicates and to detect expandable phases, 13 low grade
samples were examined by XRD (with and without glycolation)
using a SCINTAG USA/DMS 2000 The intensity of the preferred
orientation of chlorite (002) and muscovite (001), and the relative

orientation of microfabrics was quantified for 12 samples using XRD

texture gomometry (SCINTAG-USA/DMS 2000) using a combi¬

nation of reflection and transmission modes (see Siddans, 1976 for

general method description)
The compositions of coexisting minerals phases in 15 samples

were determined using a Catneca SX 50 electron microprobe
equipped with five spectrometers, operating at 15 kV acceleration

Chapter 2
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Fig. 2. Structural maps and schematic cross sections (a) in

the vicinity of Argentiera in the south and (b) across the

biotite isograd in the northern part of the area

investigated (see Fig. 1 for exact location). Sarnples
numbers refer to specimens discussed in the text. The

legend to both maps is shown in (b).

potential, 20 nA beam current with a slightly defocused beam. The

count times were 20 s for the peak position and 10 s for the

background. A ZAF-type correction was applied to the data. The

fine grain size of the phengites analysed, particularly in the chlorite

zone (i.e. c. 10 pm across), caused problems obtaining analyses with

consistently reliable compositions. As a result, the phengite analyses
presented in Table 1 show unusually high H20 contents, and

significant deficiencies in the alkali site. However, despite these

problems, the phengite analyses show internally consistent composi¬
tional variations with respect to the analysed bulk rock compositions,
implying that the phengite analyses closely reflect true variations.

The bulk chemical compositions of nine samples were determined

by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis with a sequential spectrometer
(Philips PW 1404). Rocks were ground in a tungsten carbide mill.

Major elements were determined using glass beads that were

fused in gold platinum pans at 11 SO °C from ignited rock powders
mixed with Li2B407 in a 1/5 ratio. Intensities were corrected for

instrumental drift, background and matrix effects.

The nature and timing of mineral reactions during prograde
metamorphism

The relationship of minerals to microfabrics has been

used to determine the timing of mineral growth and

dehydration with respect to deformation during the

prograde metamorphism.

M, growth of interlayered chlorite and white mica

The first episode of mineral growth (Mj) took place
throughout the area studied, but is best recognized in

the lowest grade rocks in the southern part of the

sequence (Fig. 2a). In these rocks, lens-shaped porphy¬
roblasts of interlayered pale green phengite and chlorite

are preserved at various stages of evolution within any

single thin section (e.g. GS15 in Fig. 3a-h). The margins
of the porphyroblasts are aligned parallel to S, and

are invariably folded by F2 microfolds. The largest (up
to 100x400/an) and least-deformed porphyroblasts
consist of subparallel phyllosilicates consistently orien¬

tated at a high angle to St (Fig. 3a). Most porphyro¬
blasts have been deformed to varying degrees during
Di, as shown by rotation of the phyllosilicates within

the porphyroblasts towards St (Fig. 3b), resulting in a

well-developed preferred orientation of phengite and

chlorite parallel to St (Fig. 3c). Within some porphyro¬
blasts, kinked phengite and chlorite with axial surfaces

parallel to S1; occur directly adjacent to undeformed

(except for D2 buckling) phengite and chlorite orien¬

tated perpendicular to St (Fig. 3d).

Chapter 2
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Table 1. Representative muscovite (Ms), chlorite (Chi) and biotite (Bt) compositions (wt % oxides) obtained by microprobe
analysis

Sample no GS139 GS82 GS18" GS72 GS122

Spot no 109 99 102 68 69 66 90 88 86 130 117 59 115 117

mineral Ms Chi Bi Ms Chi Bt Ms Chi Bt Ms Chi Bt Ms Chi

Si02 48 92 25 6'' 36.07 4908 2513 35 65 49 51 2503 3653 5006 24 63 3598 5257 24 63

AljO, 3490 2027 17 75 32 90 2170 17 30 34^4 2112 17 38 3171 2171 1696 2998 2171

TiOj 044 010 Z02 049 011 192 035 008 177 033 005 198 0 24 003

FeO 228 2801 22.91 2 52 2812 22.84 2 53 29 59 22 57 3 07 29 31 22 78 2 96 29 31

MnO 004 0 32 015 000 0 35 014 000 029 009 004 0 27 008 006 0 27

MgO 120 1412 936 173 14 56 981 109 13 26 9 37 235 13 50 905 2 31 13 50

CaO OX 003 000 004 001 001 ooo 002 001 000 001 001 000 001

NajO 054 002 003 024 0.01 004 044 001 010 027 0.03 008 0.22 0.03

K,0 1017 003 9 22 1065 004 908 1021 003 914 1017 003 924 1041 0 03

Total 98 49 88 57 97 51 97 65 9003 96 79 9887 89 43 96 96 9800 89 54 9616 98 75 89 54

Si 630 544 545 640 5 24 5 43 635 530 5 53 650 520 5 52 675 5 20

Al 530 506 316 505 533 311 5 25 5 27 310 485 540 307 454 540

Ti 004 002 023 005 002 022 003 0 01 020 003 001 023 002 001

Fe 0 25 4 96 2 89 0 27 490 2 91 027 5 24 2 86 0 33 517 292 032 517

Mn 000 0 06 002 000 006 002 ooo 005 001 000 005 001 001 005

Mg 0 23 4 46 211 034 4 52 2 23 021 4 18 211 045 425 207 044 425

Ca 000 001 000 001 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000

Na 013 001 001 006 000 001 011 000 003 007 001 002 005 001

K 167 001 178 177 001 176 167 001 177 168 001 181 171 001

Sample no GS66 GS118 OS115 GS60 GS23

Spot no 176 164 154 77 80 126 13< 147 160 150 12 16

mineral Ms Chi Bt Ms Chi Bt Ms Chi Ms Chi Ms Chi

SiOj 5017 2468 35 25 5155 2449 3547 52 30 2506 49 58 2402 5114 2443

Al20, 3096 2202 1743 3001 22 08 17 87 2995 2193 32 25 22.16 3016 2143

TiOi 0 34 012 201 019 009 207 023 017 0 39 007 060 006

FeO 3 72 29 51 2059 3 26 3023 2042 330 29 35 299 3310 294 28 27

MnO 001 048 019 004 028 014 005 016 003 016 003 031

MgO 233 1300 902 145 1213 871 240 13 55 214 10 61 305 1204

CaO 002 001 000 001 000 003 004 001 002 001 000 001

Na,0 028 002 006 016 002 012 026 002 035 002 039 000

K20 1040 002 912 10 28 00' 864 9 61 000 9 85 008 9 58 001

Total 98 23 89 86 93 66 97 95 89 37 93 48 9814 9025 97 60 90 23 97 89 86 56

Si 6 53 520 5 50 6 69 '20 5 52 674 523 645 5 13 662 5 32

Al 4 75 5 47 121 4 39 5 53 327 4 55 540 495 5 58 460 5 50

Ti 003 002 0 24 002 001 024 002 003 004 001 006 001

Fe 040 520 269 035 5 37 '66 036 513 033 5 92 032 514

Mn 000 009 002 000 005 002 001 003 000 003 000 006

Mg 045 408 210 047 384 202 046 4 22 041 3 38 059 390

Ca 000 000 000 000 000 001 001 000 000 000 000 000

Na 007 001 002 004 001 004 006 001 009 001 010 000

K 173 001 182 170 001 171 158 000 163 002 158 000

Phengite and biotite calculated on the basis of 22 O chlorite calculated on the basis of 28 O all Fe shown as FeO

Fig. 3. Photomicrographs (plane polarised light) of chlorite and biotite zone metasedimentary rocks (a) Chlorite zone pehtic schist

(GS15) displaying a penetrative axial planar fabric (S,) The large porphyroblast (200 x 70 /an) in the centre compnses interlayered
phengite and chlorite orientated (parallel to arrow) almost perpendicular to the Sj fabric This porphyroblast is interpreted to have

grown late relative to D, (b) Chlorite zone schist (GS15) showing a pod (90 /an long) of interlayered phengite and chlorite which

have basal planes onentated (parallel to arrow) obliquely to S, This, is inferred to be a rotated equivalent of the porphyroblasts
shown in (a) above (c) Chlonte zone schist (GS15) with an interlayered pod (80 /an long) of phengite and chlonte orientated

parallel to S\ (and arrow), which is inferred to be a more-rotated equivalent of the porphyroblasts shown in (b) above (d)
Interlayered phengite/chlonte porphyroblast (c 150x70/an) that contains (1) micas that grew during early t>i and have

subsequently been folded by F, (indicated by arrow), and (2) newly grown late-D, micas onentated perpendicular to S, (e)
Relationships between bedding (S0), St and the onentation of micas within a late-Dj porphyroblast m a chlonte zone schist

(GS15) The micas comprising the porphyroblast are not orientated parallel to bedding (even though there are micas parallel to

bedding) but are onentated perpendicular to S] Hence, the porphyroblast is inferred to have grown instead of being a sedimentary
relict (field of view c 14x05 mm) (f) Typical chlonte zone schist m which a penetrative St cleavage that developed dunng the

growth of chlorite and phengite (Mx) has been crenulated dunng D2 to form the S2 axial planar cleavage No mineral growth
occurred during D2 at this metamorphic grade (field of view c 1 x 0 65 mm) (g) D2 biotite (Bt) growmg parallel to S2 and

obliquely to the S, fabric defined by well orientated phengite and chlonte (h) Well developed S2 axial planar foliation defined by
onentated biotite, phengite and chlonte No trace of Sx is seen due to its complete transposition during D2
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The variable degrees of deformation of the porphyro-
blasts within any one rock type, with respect to the Sj
surface, is taken to indicate that the porphyroblasts
grew at different times during D^ This is consistent

with growth of phengite and chlorite sometimes

within older, deformed porphyroblasts (e.g. Fig. 3d).
Porphyroblast growth must have ceased before D2
because all porphyroblasts undeformed by Dj
shortening are rotated around F2 microfolds. A relict

(sedimentary) origin for the porphyroblasts is unlikely
because the phengite and chlorite within the porphyro¬
blasts display no systematic angular relationship with

respect to the orientation of bedding (Fig. 3e), despite
the fact that the bedding surface (S0) is defined by the

preferred orientation of micas. Furthermore, the orien¬

tation of the phyllosihcates in the porphyroblasts could

not have survived Dj shortening without producing
some evidence of the Dj deformation episode (e.g.
Fig. 3a). Hence, these textural relations are taken to

indicate that most chlorite/phengite porphyroblasts
grew contemporaneous with the development of the

Si cleavage during Dj.
The reaction that formed the interlayered chlorite/

phengite porphyroblasts cannot be identified because

the reactant phases are unknown. X-ray analysis
(involving glycolation) revealed no evidence for any

expandable phyllosihcates (e.g. smectite) or K-feldspar
that may have been precursors to the chlorite/phengite
porphyroblasts. That no expandable phyllosihcates
were detected within these rocks is consistent with the

measured illite crystallinity values (20 ranges from

0.211-0.099), and the occurrence of the 2M1 mica

polytype, both implying epizone metamorphic con¬

ditions. However, the interlayered association of

chlorite/white mica is a common product of smectite

decomposition and is observed to grow as porphyrob¬
lasts, with very similar characteristics to those described

here, in very low grade (anchizone) metamorphic rocks

(Hower et al., 1976; Velde, 1977; Hower, 1981; Frey,
1987). The details of this transformation are poorly
understood, but the previous authors proposed the

dehydration reaction:

smectite + K-feldspar- illite+chlorite + quartz + H20
(1)

to explain the formation of interlayered illite and

chlorite. Illite subsequently disappears in the dehy¬
dration reaction:

illite— phengite+chlorite+H20. (2)

On the basis of the similarity between the chlorite/
phengite porphyroblasts described here, and those

described elsewhere that formed by decomposition of

expandable hydrous phases (e.g. Hower, 1981), it is

suggested that the chlorite/phengite porphyroblasts
formed at anchizone metamorphic conditions by
dehydration reactions similar to reactions (1) and (2).

M2 growth of biotite

Within the NW Sardinian sequence, the second episode
of prograde mineral growth involving dehydration
(M2) is recognized by the presence of biotite, which

first appears * 1 km north of Isola Porri (Fig. 2b).
Throughout the biotite zone, biotite occurs as fine

grained (50-300 /an) laths that are invariably associ¬

ated with chlorite and phengite. Biotite either replaces
earlier chlorite grains to form interlayered aggregates,
or nucleates on the margins of chlorite and phengite.
In the latter case, biotite grows parallel to the S2 axial

planar surface and obliquely to the Sj surface defined

by chlorite and phengite (Fig. 3g). Most biotite zone

samples display little evidence of D! deformation due

to pervasive recrystallization of the mineral assemblage
during D2, resulting in well developed preferred
orientations of phengite, chlorite and biotite parallel
to S2 (Fig. 3h).
The observation that biotite grew parallel to S2 and

obliquely to the St surface (Fig. 3 g) indicates that

biotite grew during D2. Rare samples contain DL
structures in the form of laths of internally undeformed
biotite, phengite and chlorite orientated parallel to the

St surface, that is folded by F2 microfolds. Although
the biotite in these samples may have mimitically
overgrown the Sj foliation during D2, the fact that

these samples display an S2 crenulation cleavage (as
opposed to the typical S2 foliation characteristic of the

biotite zone) suggests that this biotite probably grew

during Dx. Other rare samples contain biotite that has

statically overgrown D2 microfolds. However, the fact

that most biotite zone samples show a well developed
preferred orientation of biotite, phengite and chlorite

parallel to S2, and display almost complete transpo¬
sition of Si (outlined further in the succeeding section),
indicates that most biotite growth occurred con¬

temporaneous with D2.
The rocks the span the biotite isograd consist of a

continuous sequence dominated by approximately
equal amounts of psammite and pelite interlayered al

a scale from 10 cm to 50 m. No major structural or

lithological discontinuities are observed to coincide

with the isograd. North of Coda della Carasanta

(Fig. 2b) the proportion of psammite gradually
increases until, in the vicinity of the garnet isograd,
the proportion of psammite relative to pelite is as 3:1.

Although Carmignani et al. (1979) showed a change
in rock type at the biotite isograd, this is seen here to

be due to a change in the general appearance of rocks,

in the biotite zone, resulting from a combination of

more intense D2 deformation (outlined in the proceed¬
ing sections) and to marked grain size coarsening in

the biotite zone. For example the length of phengite
parallel to (001) in pelites ranges between 5 and

100 /an (mean 50 /an) in the chlorite zone, compared
with between 20 and 300 /an (mean 150/an) in the

biotite zone. Likewise, the grain size of quartz (long,
axis) in pelites is between 10 and 60 /an (mean 30 /an)
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in the chlorite zone, compared with between 20 and

200 /an (mean 100 ftm) in the biotite zone.

The biotite-forming reaction was established using
a combination of mineral chemistry, whole rock

geochemistry and petrography on nine samples taken

across the isograd. AKF diagrams (Fig. 4a) show that

the bulk rock and mineral compositions are consistent

with the observed mineral assemblages. In general, the

compositions of chlorite and biotite are constant, both

within and between different samples (Table 1). The

white micas have greater compositional variation

within any one sample (Fig. 4b) and show an imperfect
decrease in tschermak content with increasing meta-

morphic grade (Fig. 4b). Modal analyses (Table 2)
show that the abundance of biotite is directly related

to the abundance ratio of muscovite/chlorite (Fig. 4c),
due to consumption of chlorite at the expense of

biotite. However, phengite, chlorite and biotite coexist

together over a considerable distance (i.e. c. 5 km for

sample GS139) after the first appearance of biotite.

K-feldspar is not observed in the chlorite zone, and is

only observed in some biotite-zone samples where it is

interlayered with chlorite, and formed by retrogression
of biotite during D3.
Even in the lowest grade rocks, the mineral assem¬

blages (and the metamorphic quartz veins - see

subsequent sections) are well recrystallized. The uni¬

form cation distributions observed between chlorite

and biotite (Table 1) suggest that chemical equilibrium
was attained in the biotite zone, although variations

in phengite compositions imply some local disequilib¬
rium. However, the compatibility observed between

the bulk rock and mineral compositions and the

observed assemblages is taken to indicate an approach
towards chemical equilibrium in volumes the size of a

hand specimen.
The formation of biotite is best explained by the

continuous dehydration reaction:

chlorite+phengite->biotite+Al2(Fe,Mg)_1Si_i (3)
+ quartz+H20

whereby the phases phengite, chlorite and biotite

become progressively depleted in their tschermak

component (Al2(Fe,Mg).1 Si.i) with increasing meta¬

morphic grade. In the KFMASH system, reaction (3)
is trivariant and is strongly controlled by chemical

compositions. Reaction (3) is consistent with the

reaction proposed by Carmignani et al. (1982) for the

same sequence, although these authors suggested that

the appearance of biotite may be more closely related

to changes in the bulk rock chemistry than to

increasing metamorphic grade. However, although
changes in the bulk rock composition control the

exact appearance of biotite (e.g. compare vi, v & iv in

Fig. 4a), some rocks that span the biotite isograd (e.g.
GS29, GS122 & GS187), have similar compositions
with respect to all major chemical components

(Table 3) and these rocks display a consistent

relationship with respect to the position of the

presently mapped biotite isograd. This indicates

that despite compositional variations, the appearance
of biotite is related to increasing metamorphic
grade.

Garnet growth is observed in some rocks as 2 km

north of the biotite isograd (Fig. 2b). However, because

of the restricted occurrence of garnet-bearing rocks in

the area considered, garnet growth is not considered

further here.

The relationship between microfabrics and the timing of

mineral growth

Microtextures showing the relationship between Dx
and D2 within the chlorite zone are best preserved in

the vicinity of Argentiera, in the southern part of the

area investigated (Fig. 2a). The rocks in this area show

bedding (S0) and the development of two axial planar
surfaces, Si and S2, that formed during Dt and D2,
respectively. Si is characterized by a penetrative, non-

domainal slaty cleavage defined by the preferred
orientation of phengite and chlorite. Both micas grew

during D1; with basal planes extending perpendicular
to Sj, to form porphyroblasts that are preserved at

varying stages of evolution. Only the porphyroblasts
that grew at the end of D! contain micas with basal

planes orientated at a high angle to Si (Fig. 3a). Most

porphyroblasts were progressively destroyed by kink¬

ing and sliding on (001) basal planes (Fig. 3b & c).
Quartz forms highly elongate grains parallel to S, and

shows evidence both for deformation by pressure
solution and minor dislocation creep. Within these

same rocks, S2 is defined by a non-penetrative
continuous crenulation cleavage exhibiting rhythmi¬
cally spaced (c. 250 /an) subparallel domains (Fig. 3f).
The micas are deformed dominantly by bending and

kinking and display no evidence for D2-recrystalliz-
ation. Quartz shows evidence for both pressure solution

and minor dislocation creep.

Phyllosilicate preferred orientations of the Si and S2
surfaces were quantified by XRD texture goniometry
(Fig. 5a-h). Chlorite zone samples display variable

phyllosilicate preferred orientation distributions, due

to rotation of the St foliation by F2 microfolds.

Samples only weakly deformed by D2 (e.g. Fig. 5f)
exhibit well developed (tightly clustered) preferred
orientations of both phengite and chlorite aligned
parallel to Sj (orientated near-horizontal and E-W in

Fig. 5f). As the intensity of D2 increases, S, becomes

progressively rotated towards the pole to S2 (orientated
at the centre of all plots) to form girdle distributions

(e.g. Figure 5e). Nowhere in the chlorite zone does the

maxima of the preferred orientation coincide with the

pole to S2, even when the development of D2 is intense

(e.g. Figure 5d).
Unlike the crenulated D2 microstructures of the

chlorite zone, the biotite zone rocks are characterized

by a penetrative S2 axial planar foliation defined by
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prograde

(increasing

Chi metamorphic
grade)

celadonite * GS139

#
GS82

• GS187

A GS72

0
GS122

0 GS118

* GS115

+
GS60

X
GS23

increasing

metamorphic
grade

prograde

Fig. 4. (a) AKF plots for chlorite and biotite zone samples collected

across the biotite isograd (sample positions located in Fig 2b) showing
relationships between representative mineral compositions and bulk

rock compositions The samples are ordered from (rx) to (l) with

mcreasmg metamorphic grade Microprobe compositions are joined by
tie lines (Ms = muscovite, Chi = chlorite, Bt = biotite), bulk rock

compositions are shown as filled stars (not determined for GS82) A =

A1203-(K20 + Na20 + CaO), K = K20, F =- FeO + MgO +MnO (using
molecular portions) (b) Plot of Si content (cations per formula unit)
against (Mg+Fe2+) for representative white micas from chlorite and

biotite zone samples (samples locations are shown either on Fig. 1 or

Fig 2b) The diagonal line represents the line for ideal tschermaks

substitution between the endmembers muscovite and celadonite This

plot indicates a broad decrease in tschermaks exchange with increasing

metamorphic grade (c) Plot of the modal abundance (%) of biotite

against the modal abundance ratio of phengite/chlonte for chlorite and

biotite zone samples (see Table 2 for results of point counting) The

direct relationship between the abundance of biotite and phengite/
chlorite reflects net consumption of chlorite in the biotite-forming
reaction
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Table 2. Modal abundances (% volume) determined by point counting (minimum <of 1000 points per thin section).

GS139 GS82 GS187 GS72 GS122 GS66 GS118 GS115 GS60

Bt 20 16 11 22 — 3 8 — —

Ms 40 42 27 37 31 54 52 29 13

Chi 2 5 8 3 11 14 9 18 8

Qtz 12 13 48 28 36 23 12 30 65

Pig 25 23 5 9 20 4 17 22 13

Opo, 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1

Table 3. Whole rock analyses (wt. % oxides) obtained by XRF.

GS139 GS187 GS72 GS122 GS66 GS118 GS115 GS60 GS29 GS18

SiOj 53 77 6949 6063 6816 5521 5066 63 10 83 20 6809 7577

AljOj 2003 1363 18 87 1561 1952 23 76 17 00 7 97 1427 1196

TiO, 092 069 091 060 096 132 084 046 064 0 55

FeO, 754 471 680 445 717 8 00 689 194 436 366

MnO 007 003 006 002 009 008 003 000 005 004

MgO 3 19 1 75 2.74 185 330 328 293 060 109 067

CaO 075 032 030 0 30 047 061 041 019 1.42 040

Na,0 162 2.98 198 267 271 249 305 148 117 090

KjO 5 35 260 520 315 404 548 2 54 1.56 3 68 2.90

P20, 017 020 022 017 023 0 28 023 008 009 011

H, 2.85 231 2.35 2 72 383 413 315 1 48 444 289

Cr.O, 003 002 003 002 003 003 003 002 002 002

Total 97 29 98 72 10009 9972 97 56 10012 10020 9897 98 32 98 87

HzO determined by loss on ignition

the preferred orientation of phengite, chlorite and

newly grown biotite (Fig. 3h). St is typically intensely
transposed in rocks that contain biotite. Most micas

show little optical evidence for internal deformation.

The transition from the S2 crenulation cleavage to the

pervasive S2 foliation is coincident with the syn-D2
growth of biotite at the biotite isograd. The S2
crenulation cleavage is only preserved in the biotite

zone either in biotite-absent rocks (e.g. GS122), or in

rocks that contain D^biotite. The phyllosilicate pre¬
ferred orientations of three typical biotite zone samples
are well defined, with intensity maximas orientated

parallel to S2 (Fig. 5a-c). The contrast between chlorite

and biotite zone D2 microstructures is seen by the

increased intensity of the preferred orientation, pro¬

jected parallel to the S2 surface, in the biotite zone

(right hand side of Fig. 5). The direct relationship
between the abundance of biotite (Table 2) and the

intensity of the S2 surface (Fig. 5) is due to destruction

of the chlorite zone crenulation cleavage and the

formation of a penetrative foliation during biotite

growth.

Macroscopic deformation and mineral dehydration

In the chlorite zone, Ft folds verge southward and

have south dipping axial surfaces. Fx folds are

distinguished from F2 folds because the later verge

northward and have axial surfaces that dip towards

the north. Ft folds are tight to isoclinal (Fig. 6a) and

are of perfect similar form, displaying thickening hinges
and thinned limbs. Their interlimb angles (Fig. 7)
range from <5° to w40o (measurements on F! folds

disrupted by top-side-south shearing during late-Dj in

the Capo Manu region are excluded from consideration

here). F2 folds in the chlorite zone rocks have relatively

open interlimb angles (Fig. 7), ranging from %40° to

140° (mean 80°). Most F2 folds display closely similar

form, with the exception of some buckle folds in the

Argentiera region.
Fj folds are rarely preserved in the biotite zone due

to the strong intensity of E>2 structures developed in

these rocks. F2 folds occur continuously along the

north-western coastline in both chlorite and biotite

zone rocks. Overprinting of Fj folds by F2 folds is

observed best in the Argentiera region (Fig. 2a). Unlike
the open F2 folds of the chlorite zone, those of the

biotite zone rocks are typically tight to isoclinal

(Fig. 6c) and are of similar form. The transition

between these two fold types occurs at the biotite

isograd, which marks an abrupt decrease in the

interlimb angle of F2 folds towards the direction of

increasing metamorphic grade (Fig. 7).
Throughout the chlorite and biotite zones, folds

measured within thick (e.g. >50m) pelitic units have

tighter interlimb angles (by up to 30°) than folds

measured within thick psammitic units. Variations in

the interlimb angles due to such compositional differ¬

ences are avoided in the Argentiera region because both

Ft and F2 folds can be measured within the same unit.

Hence, the small interlimb angles of the Fj folds (relative
to the F2 folds) in this area are not due to lithology-
controlled rheological variations. Interlimb angles of F2
folds in both the chlorite and biotite zones display no

relationship to the lithological subdivisions shown in

Fig. 1. In fact, the tight to isoclinal F2 folds in the

biotite zone occur in a sequence that has a 'greater'
proportion of psammite (relative to pelite) compared
with rocks within the upper chlorite zone. Therefore,

lithological-related rheological variations cannot explain
the tightening of F2 folds in the biotite zone.

The systematic spatial and temporal variations in
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Fig. 5. Data obtained by XRD texture gomometry plotted (as
normalized intensity contours expressed in multiples of a

random distribution) on upper hemisphere, equal area

projections. The pole figures represent continuous density
distributions of poles to the muscovite (Ms) (001) and chlorite

(Chi) (002) lattice planes All specimens are orientated such

that the pole to S2 occupies the centre of the pole figure. The

intensity profile at the right of the figure is obtained by reading
the intensity of the preferred orientation from the pole figures,
in an orientation parallel to the pole to S2.

fold interlimb angles outlined here (Fig. 7) are inter¬

preted to result from fold modification during dehy¬
dration. Macroscopic folds that formed during either

Mt or M2 mineral growth (i.e. all Ft folds and biotite

zone F2 folds) have smaller interlimb angles than folds

that developed when no mineral growth occurred (i.e.
chlorite zone F2 folds). On the basis of the model folds

shown in Fig. 9 of Parrish et al. (1976), a decrease in

the interlimb angle from 80° (characteristic of folds

that formed in the absence of dehydration) to 25°

(characteristic of folds that formed during dehydration)
indicates increased shortening of «80% during dehy¬
dration. Although the tightening of F2 folds in the

biotite zone, relative to F2 folds in the chlorite zone,

can be explained if D2 deformation had begun earlier

in the biotite zone than in the chlorite zone (i.e. the

biotite zone rocks would have greater finite strains),
this scenario is considered unlikely because the F2
folds have a north vergence which indicates that D2
most likely propagated northward, and not southward,
with time. Furthermore, the change in the F2 fold

interlimb angles between the chlorite and biotite zones

coincides abruptly with the biotite isograd, and does

not change gradually throughout the sequence.

Veining during metamorphism

The intimate association between the Dt phase of

deformation and the occurrence of mineral-filled

fractures (veins) orientated parallel to the S, axial

planar surface, is a striking feature observed through¬
out the entire area investigated. The veins are filled

dominantly with quartz, although minor carbonate,
chlorite, muscovite and plagioclase are also found. The

mineralogy of the veins is always identical to the

mineralogy of the adjacent rocks. On average, the

axial planar veins comprise sk1% volume of the

chlorite and biotite zone rocks, although their abun¬

dance is irregular. Veins tend to be most common

within pelitic rocks where they often make up 10% of

the volume, and locally up to 50%. The axial planar
veins are straight sided and typically display no offset

across their margins. They are between 1 mm and

15 cm thick, and are continuous for up to several tens

of metres. The veins occur in parallel arrays that show

no fanning around Fj fold hinges, and no preference
for fold hinges vs. fold limbs (Fig. 8a). Hence, the veins

formed parallel to the axial planar foliation, and were

not rotated into this orientation by subsequent defor¬

mation. Many of the axial planar veins are boudinaged
within the Si surface (Fig. 8b). Carbonate-rich veins

display brittle boudinage of the vein perpendicular to

the extension lineation and subsequent infilling by
quartz, whereas quartz-dominated veins are boudin¬

aged in a ductile fashion. The observation of variably
boudinaged veins, within any one unit, indicates that

the veins formed at different times and contempor¬
aneously with Dj deformation. D, axial planar veins

occasionally cut, or are cut, by veins orientated

subperpendicular to the Sj surface and the extension

lineation. These veins also formed during D,, as

revealed by their subsequent buckling.
Throughout the chlorite zone, veins that formed

during D2 are rare (Fig. 8c). Occasional discontinuous
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Fig. 7. Interhmb angles of F, (stars) and F2 (diamonds)
macroscopic folds measured in chlorite and biotite zone rocks

from Punta Argentiera to the garnet isograd The F, folds are

tighter than the F2 folds, except in the biotite zone where the

F2 folds show a marked decrease in their interhmb angle

Rocks in the upper chlorite zone that display
anomalously intense D2 deformation (eg Fig 5d)
show no evidence for recrystallization associated with

D2 Similarly, units in the lowermost biotite zone that

display only weak D2 deformation (eg Fig 5b) still

contain biotite that grew during D2 Hence, the

intensity of deformation did not control mineral

growth Instead, mineral growth was probably con¬

trolled by the P-T conditions of the mineral reactions

The close link between mineral growth and the style
of deformation described here is interpreted to result

from the influence that mineral reactions (driven by
increasing metamorphic grade) have had on

deformation

It is difficult to establish how mineral growth
affected deformation in the sequence investigated On

the basis of microstructures, the dominant deformation

mechanisms operating in the absence of mineral growth
were dislocation creep, pressure solution and gram

rotation This differs from the deformation during
dehydration, in which recrystallization was also an

important mechanism Indeed, mica recrystallization
accompanied by grain rotation explains the transition

from the crenulation cleavage to the penetrative
foliations, associated with the onset of mineral growth
It can also, at least partially, explain the increased

shortening displayed by macroscopic folds that formed

contemporaneous with mineral growth However, fluid-

assisted deformation may also have been important

during metamorphism, as suggested by the devolatiz-

ation-nature of the reactions taking place, and by the

common presence of hydofractures that formed during
mineral growth

Fluid pressure and differential stress during metamorphism

The abundance of purely extensional axial planar
hydrofractures, that formed contemporaneously with

deformation and mineral growth, indicates the exist¬

ence of tensile effective stresses and suprahthostatic
fluid pressures dunng at least part of the dehydration
(Fig 9a) From a Mohr-circle analysis, several authors

(eg Fyson, 1987, Gratier, 1987, Wickham, 1987, Lucas

& St-Onge, 1995) have shown that the formation of

axial planar fractures, in the same stress field as the

folds they cut, requires that the differential stress must

be less than the difference between the tensile strength
of the axial planar amsotropy (TA) and the tensile

strength of the rock in all other orientations (T) [i e

(rjj-c^) < (T-TA)] Hence, axial planar fractures require
lower differential stresses than other fracture types

(Fig 9a)
The presence of variably deformed veins within

individual units indicates that veining occurred at

different times during the deformation, and therefore,
that low differential stresses and suprahthostatic fluid

pressures were common, although not necessarily
representative of deformation during mineral growth
The absence of axial planar fracturing when no mineral

growth occurred (le chlorite zone D2) may be due to

either higher differential stresses, lower fluid pressures or

the absence of a low tensile strength axial planar fabnc

The experimental data of Hobbs (1964) and Nova &

Zamnetti (1990) showed that the tensile strength perpen¬
dicular to anisotropics is lower than in other orientations

by up to 20 MPa Solely on this basis, the formation of

axial planar veins is predicted to be more likely in the

well-foliated biotite zone rocks than in the non-

penetrative chlorite zone rocks during D2 However, a

Mohr-failure analysis of shear fractures that formed

during D2 in the chlorite zone (e g Fig 8d) reveals that

the differential stresses were indeed greater, and the fluid

pressures were sublithostatic when no mineral growth
occurred (Fig 9b) Therefore, dehydration caused fluid

pressure to mcrease and the differential stress to decrease

durmg metamorphism (Fig 10)

The rheological response of rocks during metamorphism

That the rocks investigated here were subjected to low

differential stresses (< 20 MPa) and suprahthostatic fluid

pressures during dehydration is consistent with rheolog-
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Fig. 9. (a) Relationship between differential stress and fluid pressure for different failure types as predicted by the combined

GrifBth/Navier-Coulomb failure envelope assuming the angle of sliding friction is 30° and Coulomb failure. On the left and lower

axes the differentia) stress and fluid pressure are shown in terms of the tensile rock strength (T). On the right and upper axes the

differential stress and fluid pressure are shown for a typical tensile strength (T) of20MPa (Jaeger & Cook, 1979) and cr3 of

200 MPa. The conditions for axial planar failure are dependent on the difference between the tensile strength of the axial planar
fabric (TA) and the tensile strength of the rock (T). Axial planar fractures indicate very low differential stresses and supralithostatic
fluid pressures, (b) Mohr diagram showing the stress constraints imposed by (A) extension failure parallel to the axial planar fabric

(B) extension failure perpendicular to the axial planar fabric and extensional lineation and (C) compressive shear failure on

fractures orientated 60° to the axial planar fabric. Two failure envelopes are shown; one represents failure on the low-tensile

strength axial planar anisotropy and the other failure in all other orientations (modified after Wickham, 1987; Lucas & St-Onge,
1995).

stress had already been reduced. It follows that the

veins played a passive role in the deformation, in that

although they reflect the stress and fluid pressure

conditions during the deformation, they do not

represent the mechanism by which stress-drop occurred

during the reaction.

CONCLUSIONS

This study shows that the style of deformation during
regional metamorphism on NW Sardinia was strongly
influenced by the spatial and temporal distribution of

dehydration reactions. Deformation during dehy¬
dration is penetrative and characterized by tight to

isoclinal folds. This differs from the deformation in the

absence of mineral growth that is non-penetrative and

characterized by folds with relatively large interlimb

angles. The abundance of planar fractures (veins) that

formed coevally with dehydration, and were deformed

during penetrative cleavage development, requires low

differential stresses (<c. 20 MPa) and supralithostatic
fluid pressures. The near absence of brittle deformation

when no mineral growth occurred, and the presence

or rare shear fractures implies higher differential
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F2 chlonte zone _. ^v.
^

TTA

Fig. 10 Interpretative summary of the relationships between deformation and dehydration during prograde regional
metamorphism In the absence of dehydration (1 e in the stability field of either the expandable phyllosihcates or of chlonte and

phengite) the rocks are characterized by open folds with crenulated axial planar cleavages, subhthostatic fluid pressure, and are

subject to high differential stresses Consequently, when brittle deformation takes place failure occurs by compressive shear During
dehydration the folds tighten towards isoclinal and the crenulation cleavage becomes transposed into a penetrative axial planar
schistosity with a low tensile strength (TA) The rocks are subject to supralithostatic fluid pressures and relatively low differential

stresses Accordingly, brittle deformation is common and is dominated by axial planar failure

stresses and lower fluid presbures Hence, dehydration
caused fluid pressure to increase and differential stress

to decrease during metamorphism
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Chapter 3:

Evolution of Strength and Hydraulic Connectivity

During Dehydration: Results from a Microcrack

Model

Abstract: A time-independent, cellular automaton model based on the elastic mechanics

of tensile (mode I) microcracks was developed to investigate the evolution of rock

strength and hydraulic connectivity during progressive dehydration. Fluid produced by

dehydration is assumed to be accommodated by microcracks, which propagate through

a simulated rock matrix due to elevated fluid pressures. Crack propagation affects

rheology by stress relaxation and interaction, and affects hydrology by permitting fluid

flow between neighbouring cracks. Numerical simulations with undrained boundary

conditions show that reactions releasing small quantities offluid (< 0.25 wt. % ) in a

rock matrix with zero initial hydraulic connectivity induce large strength reductions (ca.

80-90%). Strength reduction occurs abruptly at the onset of dehydration and continues

until approximately 10 % reaction, when a low-strength plateau is reached. Subsequent

reaction causes almost nofurther effect on rock strength until the percolation threshold is

attained, at which point the strength drops to zero. Results with drained boundary

conditions yield similar strength reductions before hydraulic connectivity of the crack

network is achieved. Thereafter, fluid drainage allows partial strength recovery. The

results indicate that the dominant rheological response induced by dehydration is caused

by the generation of fluid overpressures and is unrelated to the establishment of

hydraulic connectivity coinciding with attainment of the percolation threshold. Although

rocks characterised by zero initial hydraulic connectivity retain additional strength

relative to rocks with initial hydraulic connectivity, the magnitude of this additional

strength is small (< 20 % original strength).
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

Experimental studies have demonstrated that metamorphic dehydration reactions can

have a profound effect on the mechanical properties of a rock. In undrained experiments

dehydration induces an abrupt order-of-magnitude loss of strength in response to the

generation of high pore fluid pressures [Heard and Rubey, 1966; Murrell and Ismail,

1976; Olgaard et al, 1995; Raleigh and Paterson, 1965]. Drained dehydration

experiments display more complex behaviour whereby initial weakening is followed by

time-dependent strength recovery [Ko et al, 1995; Olgaard et al, 1995]. The samples

upon which most dehydration experiments have been performed are near-monomineralic

hydrous aggregates of gypsum, serpentine and chlorite which release between 10 and 13

wt. % fluid during dehydration. This study focuses on determining the rheological

response induced by dehydration reactions that are representative of metamorphosed

sediments and granites, which are the volumetrically dominant rock types of the

continental crust. Such rock types release a total of approximately 4 wt. % fluid during

metamorphism [Fyfe et al., 1978] and typically not more than 0.25 wt. % fluid during

any one reaction [Connolly, 1997].

In general, the mechanical influence of fluids on deformation is due to the dependency of

strength (differential stress) on the effective stress, pe = pt - a pf, where pt is the total

stress, pf is the fluid pressure and a is the poroelastic parameter that relates stress and

pore pressure. Experimental investigations have demonstrated that if rocks are permeable

to a pore fluid that is prevented from draining, the strength decreases progressively to the

standard crushing strength (strength at atmospheric pressure) as the ratio of the pore

pressure to the confining pressure increases from 0 to 1. [e.g. Handin et al, 1963]. This

behaviour is consistent with the classic effective stress concept, originally developed for

unconsolidated soil, where the value of a=l. [Terzaghi, 1923]. For low-permeability

rocks in which the internal pore fluid pressure is prevented from equilibrating, the

strength reduction for any given pore pressure is diminished relative to predictions based

on the classic effective stress concept [Handin et al, 1963; Heard, I960]. Such

deviations are consistent with the scarce amount of laboratory work done on the

relationship between deformation and effective stress which show that low-permeability

rocks have a values of less than unity [e.g. a = 0.77 - 1, Fatt, 1959; a = 0.5 - 0.89,

Christensen and Wang, 1985; a = 0.65 - 0.95, Warpinski and Teufel, 1992]. Nur and
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Byerlee [1971] suggested that as the porosity approaches zero, a should also approach

zero (and the effect of a pore fluid on the rock strength approaches zero).

One of the principle aims of this study is to determine whether low permeability rocks,

which release small amounts of fluid, can maintain a significant proportion of their

strength during dehydration. Strength retention is predicted to occur if poorly connected

rocks can maintain a values of less than unity throughout dehydration. The only known

data pertaining directly to this problem were collected by Murrell and Ismail [1976] who

experimentally investigated the strength of a dehydrating granodiorite containing 2.7 wt.

% of structurally-bound water and an additional 1.4 wt. % of free water. These authors

demonstrated that even before the onset of dehydration, the small quantity of free water in

the sample caused a strength decrease of 70-80 % relative to samples containing no free

water. The strength dropped to even lower values (ca. 1 - 2 % of the initial strength)

during subsequent dehydration and partial melting.

In the limit that the initial permeability is negligible, dehydration reactions with positive

volume changes generate fluid pressures equivalent to the rock pressure after infinitesimal

reaction progress. In this case, the mechanism by which reaction-induced dilational strain

is accommodated depends on the rate at which fluid overpressures are produced relative

to the rate at which deformation can dissipate the fluid overpressure [Nishiyama, 1989]. If

heating rates are slow, or if reactions take place at equilibrium conditions such that fluid

pressure fluctuations may regulate the reaction rates, reaction-generated fluid

overpressures may be dissipated by viscous creep [Connolly, 1997]. If heating rates are

relatively rapid, or if reactions occur at conditions far from equilibrium, then the time

scale at which fluid overpressures are created compared to the rate of viscous strain is

such that hydro-microfracturing can occur [Connolly et al, 1997]. This paper investigates

the end-member case where reaction-generated fluid pressures, in rocks of negligible

initial hydraulic connectivity, are assumed to be accommodated by microcracking. For a

given proportion of rock taking part in typical reactions and the amount of fluid released

by these reactions, principles of linear-elasticity are used to calculate the fluid pressure and

determine the stability of microcracks that propagate throughout the rock matrix. Crack

propagation affects rheology by stress relaxation and interaction, and affects hydrology by

permitting fluid flow between neighbouring cracks. The approach taken here follows

from similar (fluid-absent) microcrack models utilising linear elastic fracture mechanics
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[e.g. Brodsky et ai, 1983; Costin, 1985; Spetzler et ai, 1982] that have proved successful

in quantitatively demonstrating that the behaviour of brittle rocks deformed under

compression can be interpreted in terms of tensile crack growth. Crack interaction and

fluid flow are treated here using a nearest-neighbour, cellular automaton in a manner

similar to Henderson et ai, [1994] and Wilson et ai, [1996].

3.2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS

3.2.1 Stress-induced propagation of microcracks

The deformation of brittle materials under compression is primarily controlled by the

nucleation, growth and interaction of microcracks [Kranz, 1983; Paterson, 1978]. Direct

observation [Tapponnier and Brace, 1976; Wong, 1982] has shown that microcracks

nucleate from pre-existing flaws, such as grain boundaries and points where there are

mismatches in elastic properties, which are thought to act as localised tensile stress

concentrators. As the applied deviatoric stresses are increased, microcracks propagate

predominantly as mode I tensile fractures in a direction parallel to the maximum

compressive stress, eventually resulting in macroscopic failure [Kranz, 1983; Wawersik

and Brace, 1971].

Elastic fracture mechanics postulates that a perfectly sharp crack with traction-free walls,

embedded in a linear-elastic solid, propagates once a critical stress intensity factor (KIC) is

exceeded at the crack tip [Lawn and Wilshaw, 1975]. Assuming that the tensile stress

concentrations associated with microcracks are proportional to the applied deviatoric

stresses, Costin [1985] formulated an approximate expression for the stress intensity

factor of a penny-shaped, mode I crack, which is modified here as:

K, = —-^/Fa
n

Gm -Pf +
(d\

Vay
m d, (3.1),

where I[fi] = (l-(2a/s)2)"
1

if
\P = 0 (i.e. colinear) j
1/3 = 90 (i.e. orthogonal)/'

a is the crack radius, d is a length scale determined by the size of the tensile

concentrations, s is the crack separation distance, am is the mean stress, pf is the fluid

pressure and D, is the deviatoric stress (D, = a, - am) (see Table 3.1 see summary of
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notation). Neglecting for the moment the fluid pressure (i.e. pf = 0), the first term on the

right hand side of equation 3.1 is due to the presence of a compressive mean stress (am <

0), which acts to inhibit crack growth. The second term is due to the deviatoric

component of the applied stresses. The deviatoric component may stabilise or destabilise

cracks depending on the crack orientation with respect to the applied stresses. If the

applied deviatoric stress is increased, cracks oriented perpendicular to positive (tensile)

components of deviatoric stress become more unstable, while the reverse is true for

cracks oriented perpendicular to negative components of deviatoric stress. This causes

cracks to preferentially grow parallel to the maximum compressive stress. Cracks are

stationary when Ki < Klc, and propagate when Ki > KIC. Initial crack propagation is

stable because the localised tensile stresses associated with microcracks are relieved as

cracks extend. Following Cosin [1985], it is assumed that stresses are relieved during

crack growth according to the term (d/a) in equation 3.1. Cracks continue to propagate

until the condition Ki < KIC is satisfied.

Table 3.1 Symbols and Typical parameter Values.

Symbol Meaning Value Units

K, stress intensity factor for mode I cracks MPam

Kic critical stress intensity factor 1.5 MPam

2a diameter of penny shaped crack m

2a, initial crack diameter 2 xlO4 m

s crack spacing 103 m

dz3 volume of individual model cell lO"9 m

2a
c

critical crack diameter at which fluid

redistribution occurs

0.4x103 m

d length scale of tensile region 6 x 10-4 m

D.
i deviatoric stress (- ai

~

°m)
MPa

<*m mean stress 3.8xl02 MPa

Pf fluid pressure MPa

E Young's modulus 25xl03-105 MPa

Kf bulk modulus of fluid lxlO3 MPa"1

D
Poisson's ratio 0.15

Q fluid mass kg

Pf
fluid density lxlO3 kgirr3

Pr
rock density 2.6xl03 kgm3

wtp„ total weigth % fluid produced in rock

As the separation distance between adjacent microcracks becomes small, crack

interactions may result in stress amplification (increase of K{) or shielding (decrease of

KO, depending on geometry [Kachanov, 1994]. Two crack configurations are considered

here: colinear and orthogonal. The interaction between colinear arrays of cracks, which are
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characterised by stress amplification, is treated here with the term (l - (2a/s) 12 [after

Costin, 1985], which is an analytical approximation to the pseudo-traction numerical

solution obtained by Horii and Nemat-Nasser [1983]. This term causes cracks to grow at

progressively lower stresses as the separation distance between cracks decreases. The

interaction term becomes undefined when the crack length 2a, equals the crack spacing, s.

Colinear interaction is the most severe case, and therefore represents an upper bound on

the effect of crack interaction. Stress interaction between mode I cracks oriented

orthogonally was shown by Kachanov [1994] to be small, even when the spacing

between cracks was one-tenth the crack length. On this basis, no stress interaction is

assumed to occur between cracks oriented orthogonally.

Figure 3.1 shows the effects of stress relaxation and interaction during crack propagation

under uniaxial compression. Initial crack growth is stable for all crack configurations, in

that Kj decreases with increasing crack length. Cracks aligned in colinear arrays become

progressively less stable as they propagate, and they eventually become unstable at small

separation distances.

colinear array

s

~~2a

orthogonal array

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

2a/s

Figure 3.1 The effect of stress relaxation and interaction on the stress intensity factor of a penny-

shaped mode I crack in a local tensile region subject to over-all compression (computed from

equation 3.1 using om/D = 1, d = 6 x 10"4 m and pf = 0). Cracks propagating in colinear arrays ((3 =

0) are initially stable but become progressively less stable as the normalised separation distance

(2a/s) between cracks decreases. Orthogonal crack arrays (P=90) are characterised by stable crack

growth even at small separation distances.

Kl

2/7i(7ia)1/2D
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3.2.2 Fluid pressure-propagated microcracks

Fluids influence the stability of cracks both chemically, by reducing bond energies at the

crack tips, and physically, by increasing the crack opening forces [see Atkinson, 1987;

Meredith, 1990]. Only the physical effect of fluids is considered here. The propagation of

penny-shaped fractures by fluid pressure has been considered by Abe et al. [1976]. They

solved the appropriate equations of linear elastic fracture mechanics and fluid dynamics to

derive an expression for the fluid pressure (pf) inside a penny shaped fracture:

3ttEQ

k a pf 16[l-u J

where a is the crack radius, cn is the far-field applied normal stress (on < 0), E is the

Young's modulus of the rock, v is the Poisson's ratio, Q is the mass of fluid in the

fracture and pf is the fluid density. The fluid density is also a function of the fluid

pressure. This relationship can be obtained from the definition of the fluid compressibility

(ft:

P d Pf Kf

by integrating and rearranging to obtain (a linearised approximation):

^
= %- + 1 (3.4),

A Kf

where Kf is the bulk modulus of the fluid, p! is the fluid density at reference pressure and

p2 is the fluid density at the pressure pf. Equation 3.2 can be rewritten as:

pf=crn--^C (3.5),
A

where C =

7ra3p216(l-u2)*
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Substituting (3.4) into (3.5), and rearranging gives an equation for the fluid pressure

inside a penny shaped crack filled with a non-viscous compressible fluid:

Pf =^£ (3.6).
1 + —

Kf

Equation 3.6 indicates that the fluid pressure in a crack with constant fluid mass is

determined by the relative compressibilities of the fluid and the enclosing elastic medium.

In the limit of a highly compressible fluid such as air (Kf —> 0), the fluid pressure

induced by the applied external stress approaches zero. In the opposite limit (Kf —> °°),

equation 3.6 reduces to equation 3.2. Introduction of the fluid pressure term into equation

3.1 destabilises cracks (increases Ki) by reducing the compressive mean stress.

The Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio are assumed to undergo no modification

during microcrack evolution. Introduction of effective elastic constants that decrease

during microcrack propagation [see Costin
, 1983] will decrease the fluid pressure and

therefore the rheological response to dehydration. However, as demonstrated later,

variations in the elastic constants have little bearing on the dominant rheological response

induced by dehydration.

3.3 NUMERICAL MODEL OF MICROCRACKING IN A

DEHYDRATING ROCK

3.3.1 Basic structure

A cellular automaton model was developed to predict the influence of reaction-generated

fluid overpressures on the compressive strength and to investigate the progressive

evolution of hydraulic connectivity. The model rock is represented by a two-dimensional

grid consisting of cells of equal volume (dz ). The cell dimensions are physically equated

with the grain size. Each cell is assigned a penny-shaped crack of uniform initial

diameter, 2at, such that 2at < dz. (Figure 3.2). For simplicity, cracks are randomly

oriented parallel to either the maximum or minimum principle stress axis and are

assumed to propagate in-plane as pure-mode I cracks. As shown by Gueguen et al.

[1990], more complicated crack geometries consisting of initial cracks inclined with

respect to a1; from which mode I wing-cracks propagate [e.g. Ashby and Hallam, 1986;

Kemeny and Cook, 1987], result in more realistic fracture geometries but produce

calculated elastic yield surfaces that are indistinguishable from models considering only

mode I cracks [Costin, 1985].
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Figure 3.2 Diagrammatic representation of the model consisting of discrete cells each containing a

penny-shaped crack oriented parallel to either the maximum (a,) or minimum (a3) principle stress

axis. For computational purposes, the applied stresses are resolved into homogeneous (am) and

deviatoric (D,) parts.

3.3.2 Treatment of dehydration reactions

Metamorphic reactions are treated by assigning a fixed proportion of cells in the model

rock, each of which releases a fixed amount of fluid (x weight percent H20) progressively

during the course of the reaction. The remaining cells produce no fluid during the

reaction. The distribution of productive and unproductive cells is randomly specified. The

model presented here is time independent and does not consider reaction kinetics [see

Connolly, 1997; Nishiyama, 1989]. Changes in the elastic properties between reactant and

product phases are not considered. This is not expected to introduce large errors for the

case of a reacting quartzo-feldspathic pelite because the product and reactant phases have

similar elastic properties [Birch, 1966]. Changes in solid volume associated with

reactions are neglected.
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3.3.3 Fluid redistribution

Initially, the fluid pioduced within a particular productive cell is assumed to be

accommodated solely by propagation of the microcrack within that cell (1 e no fluid

redistribution) However, as a microcrack propagates towards the margins of the cell, the

fluid that is driving the crack will be exchanged with neighbouring cells To account for

fluid redistribution, it is assumed that once cracks have reached a critical crack diameter

2a( (heieafter called the critical length), the fluid mass of the cell producing fluid can

equilibrate (conserving mass) with the neighbouring cells (Figuie 3 3) The iatio ot the

initial ciack length to the critical length is a measure of the ease with which fluid can be

redistributed throughout the rock by hee-flow versus fracture-propagated fluid flow In

the limit that the critical length is equal to or less than the initial crack length, fluid can

equilibrate without microfractunng In the other extreme, where the critical length is large

compared to the initial crack length and the crack spacing, macroscopic failure takes place

before fluid is redistributed

K(ij+1)<KIC
crack stationary

2a 1 I

Oj)

Z 1

(i+l J)

2ac
(1J+1)

1

0+1 j+D

1

dj+2) 0+1 J+2)

(a)

K(ij+1)>K1C
crack propagation

2a(.j+l)>2ac
fluid redistribution

1 —

1 1

— —

fi4

W

(b) (c)

progressive dehydration

1 —

1

—

(d)

Figure 3.3 Schematic representation of crack propagation and fluid redistribution among nearest

neighbours Cell,, l+])
is the only cell producing fluid by dehydration As the reaction progresses the

increasing fluid pressuic (represented by the intensity of shade) in ccll(1|+1) eventually causes the

stress intensity factor (K„ |+1) ) to exceed the critical stress intensity factor (K,c) and the crack in this

cell begins to propagate (step b) However it is not until the length of crack,, |+1)
has reached the

critical length (2aJ (step c), that the cell,, |+n
can equilibrate fluid mass with the neighbouring cells

(l e cell(1]) and cell,, |+,,) Fluid equilibration decreases the fluid pressure (and increases the stability)

of cell, l+]
and increases the fluid pressure of the neighbouring cells In this manner fluid produced

by dehydration in localised sites spreads throughout the rock causing a wave of damage (step d)
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Experiments show that not only is microfracturing induced during reaction [Connolly et

al, 1997; Ko et al, 1995] but also that the fluid can drain from a dehydrating system

while the rock has a finite strength [Ko et al, 1995]. These results indicate a critical length

intermediate between the initial crack length and the crack length at which failure occurs.

Connolly etal, [1997] observed that after reaction, the lengths of individual microcracks

were approximately equivalent to the average grain size. On this basis, a critical length

slightly less than the crack spacing was adopted for most runs. Note that this condition

implies that the initial hydraulic connectivity is negligible. The effect of varying the critical

length is discussed in subsequent sections.

3.3.4 Choice of intrinsic parameters

The solution of equation 3.1 requires specification of a number of critical parameters (i.e.

size of the tensile region, d, initial crack length, 2a,, and crack spacing, s) which are either

unknown, poorly constrained or highly variable from one rock to another. Varying these

parameters leads to large variations in the absolute calculated strength. However, because

interest here is focused on the magnitude of the rheological response during dehydration,

the results are plotted in terms of the ratio of strength during dehydration to the initial

strength before dehydration (i.e. fluid absent). As demonstrated in the following section,

the magnitude of this strength ratio is robust with respect to order-of-magnitude

parameter variation.

Critical stress intensity factors (KIC) measured at room temperature vary between 0 and

3.5 MPaVm for a wide range of rock types [Atkinson and Meredith, 1987]. Unless

stated otherwise, all computations were carried out with a KIC of 1.5 MPaVm. The

presence of fluid decreases the resistance to fracture propagation causing cracks to

propagate at lower stress intensities [Atkinson and Meredith, 1987]. Although this is not

accounted for here, incorporation of time-dependent subcritical crack growth would

increase the severity of the rheological response to dehydration. The size of the cell

volume was arbitrarily assigned to be 1 mm
.
Because each cell is assigned a single crack

at the centre of the volume, the crack spacing is uniform and equal to 1 mm. Uniform

initial crack radii of 2x10" m were used for all models. The spatial extent of the tensile

region associated with individual cracks (d) is assumed to be 5x10" m.
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3.3.5 Calculation procedure

The method used to calculate the elastic strength (peak deviatoric stress) of dehydrating

rocks is summarised in the flow chart of Figure 3.4. For every increment of reaction

extent the strength calculation is carried out in two main parts:

1. A constant homogeneous stress is applied at the boundaries of the elastic rock. At a

fixed extent of reaction, the amount of fluid produced in discrete cells is used to

calculate the fluid pressure in individual microcracks of specified initial length using

equation 3.6. The stability of cracks is tested using equation 3.1; cracks with Ki > KIC

are propagated until stability is achieved whereas cracks with Ki < KiC remain of

fixed length. If crack radii exceed the critical length, the fluid mass is equilibrated

among the neighbouring cracks (conserving mass), and both the fluid pressure and

crack stability are re-assessed. This procedure is continued iteratively until all cracks

have attained stability.

2. The fluid-bearing elastic medium is loaded with monotonically increasing deviatoric

stress. Crack stability is continuously monitored and cracks are propagated

accordingly. The sample is loaded until crack growth becomes unstable. The

deviatoric stress at the onset of crack instability is recorded (as the compressive
strength), and the calculation is repeated for the next increment of reaction as

described in 1 above.

Reaction extenc (x %)
I

calculate fluid mass at x%

initial crack dimensions

and elastic parameters

I
initial boundary

stresses

±
calculate fluid pressure (equation 3-6)

calculate stress intensity factor (equation 3-1)

crack propagation

if KjSK^,

(i e crack stable) (le crack unstable)

if2a<2ar if2a>2a„

fluid redistribution

when all cracks have

satisfied this condition

increase boundary deviatoric stresses

Figure 3.4 Summary flow chart of

the procedure used to calculate the

compressive yield strength at a fixed

extent of reaction. The calculation is

repeated for different extents of

reaction to map-out a failure

envelope.

compressive yield strength

(maximum differential stress)
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3.4 MODEL RESULTS: evolution of strength and hydraulic

connectivity during dehydration

3.4.1 No-flow boundaries

The first runs presented here were carried out with no fluid flow across the external

boundaries. This configuration simulates a scenario whereby a dehydrating rock is

enclosed within an infinite medium also undergoing dehydration. Model results for a

dehydration reaction releasing 0.05 wt.% fluid are presented in Figure 3.5. For the case in

which the initial crack lengths are smaller than the critical crack length for fluid

redistribution (i.e. 2a, < 2^), strength decreases abruptly at the onset of reaction and

continues to decrease until a low-strength plateau is reached by approximately 20%

reaction extent. Subsequent reaction causes no further strength reduction so that the

simulated rock still retains approximately 6% of its original strength after reaction is

complete. Also presented in Figure 3.5a for comparison is the strength profile for a

simulation in which the initial crack lengths exceed the critical crack length for fluid

redistribution (i.e. 2aj > 2^). This simulation represents an extreme situation in which

fluid can be redistributed throughout within the sample without inducing microcracking

but no fluid can flow out of the external boundaries. In this scenario, strength also drops

abruptly at the onset of dehydration reaching values of 20 % original strength after less

than 5 % reaction. The subsequent rheological response is characterised by monotonically

decreasing strength with increasing reaction extent. The simulated rock has zero strength

after approximately 40% extent of reaction.

The abrupt (70 %) strength reduction that occurs at the onset of dehydration is due to the

generation of fluid pressures exceeding the rock pressure and a consequent reduction in

the effective confining pressure within fluid-producing regions of the rock (Figure 3.5b).

For the case in which 2aj > 2ac, strength reduction occurs almost linearly in response to

monotonically increasing fluid pressure as the reaction progresses. This near-linear

behaviour occurs because fluid produced by dehydration at localised reaction sites is

redistributed throughout the entire rock. This response differs from the simulation in

which 2a, < 2ac, which displays an initial strength drop that takes place almost

independently of fluid pressure, followed by almost no change in either fluid pressure or

strength for the rest of the reaction. In this case, the constancy of fluid pressure and

strength with increasing reaction extent occurs because fluid overpressures generated by

dehydration at reaction sites are accommodated by local fluid redistribution among

neighbouring cells and not by the entire rock. It is the lack of pervasive connectivity that

enables the rock to retain strength even after the reaction has gone to completion.
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Figure 3.5 Calculated strength

versus reaction extent (a) and

strength versus fluid pressure

(filled stars represent conditions

after negligible reaction progress)

(b) for a dehydration reaction

releasing 0.05 wt. % fluid in rocks

with no initial hydraulic

connectivity (i.e. 2a, < 2at, solid

line) and pervasive initial

hydraulic connectivity (i.e. 2a, >

2aL, dashed line). The rock

strength is calculated as
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The inset images in Figure 3.5a oi *

(calculated for 2a, < 2at) show

the progressive microcrack

damage (normalised crack length

= (a-a,)/(s-a,)) as a function of

reaction extent. At high stresses

before the onset of dehydration

(i.e. images i and ii) most crack
u

growth has occurred in an 0

orientation parallel to the

(horizontal) maximum principle stress, whereas crack growth is more random at lower stresses (i.e.

images iii, iv and v). Note that the deformation during dehydration is both more intense and more

distributed than deformation in the absence of fluid (cf. images iii, iv and v with i and ii in Figure

3.5a). Also plotted in Figure 3.5b (dotted lines) is the analytical relationship (see Appendix)

between the pore fluid pressure and the strength (ratio of differential stress for a given fluid pressure

to differential stress with zero fluid pressure), as predicted on the basis of the Coulomb criteria and

contoured for different a values, where a is the poroelastic parameter that relates total stress and

pore pressure (calculated from equation 3.A5 using 28 - 60°, (i = 0.7 and T0/G„, = 0).
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Results for a reaction producing 0.1 wt. % fluid in a simulated rock with zero initial

connectivity are presented in Figure 3.6. As observed earlier, strength drops abruptly at

the onset of dehydration and continues to decrease until a low-strength plateau is reached

after approximately 10% reaction. The strength profile in Figure 3.6 differs from the

profile in Figure 3.5 in that the low-strength plateau is terminated at approximately 70 %

extent of reaction as the strength drops to zero. The images presented in Figure 3.6 show

that the drop to zero strength coincides with attainment of the hydraulic percolation

threshold. Before the percolation threshold is reached, the crack network is made up of

finite-sized clusters so that fluid redistribution only occurs locally around fluid-producing

sites. The size of the largest crack cluster increases as the threshold is approached with

increasing reaction, until approximately 90% volume of the sample is hydraulically

connected, at which point the strength drops to zero.

Figure 3.6 Calculated strength

( {l/n D -Jk~s}IKic ) (solid line)

and size of the largest connected

crack network (dashed line) plotted

versus reaction extent for a

dehydration reaction releasing 0.1

wt. % fluid (E/K, = 25, d/s = 0.5,

2a,/ac = 0.5, wtpB = 0.1 wt. % H20).

Inset images show the evolution of

the largest crack cluster (white

area) during progressive

dehydration. When the size of the

largest cluster reaches

approximately 90% of the total

sample volume, fluid can be

redistributed pervasively through the

entire sample and the strength drops
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The presence and exact position of the percolation threshold in reaction extent space is

determined by the rate with which the crack density increases during dehydration and the

magnitude of the critical crack length at which fluid redistribution can take place. Rapid

crack growth is favoured either by large total amounts of fluid released during

dehydration (wtpB) or by large ratios of the Young's modulus (E) to the bulk modulus of

the fluid (Kf) (Figure 3.7), both of which affect rheology through the fluid pressure term

(equation 3.6). The percolation threshold occurs at smaller extents of reaction for

conditions favouring rapid crack growth and for small critical crack lengths.
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Figure 3.7 Calculated crack density

as a function of reaction extent for
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percent fluid released by the reaction
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The magnitude of strength reduction occurring at the onset of dehydration is robust with

respect to variations in material parameters. Results of numerical experiments within

which the normalised initial fracture density (2a, /dz ) and the normalised size of the

tensile region (d/s) were each varied by two orders of magnitude are presented in Figure

3.8. The greatest sensitivity occurs at high initial crack densities where the calculated

strength drop is reduced to approximately 30% of the original strength. However, all

simulations investigated display large and abrupt reduction in strength coinciding with the

onset of dehydration.
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Figure 3.8 Effects of material parameter variation on the strength versus reaction extent profile for a

reaction releasing 0.05 wt. % fluid (E/Kf = 25, 2a/ac = 0.5). (a) Variation in the initial crack density,

2a,3/dz3 (d/s = 0.5). (b) Variation in the spatial extent of the tensile region normalised to the crack

spacing, d/s (2a,3/dz3= 0.064).
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3.4.2 Influence of a drained boundary

The no-flow boundaries investigated in the previous examples are unrealistic if the fluid

produced within dehydrating rocks can drain away. To determine the rheological effect of

fluid drainage during dehydration, a drained boundary was introduced by removing the

fluid mass from any cell connected in a continuous network to the drained-boundary.

This implies that cracks longer than the critical length remain open and conductive with

respect to fluid transport.
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Figure 3.9 Results for

dehydration with a simulated

drained boundary, (a) Evolution

of strength (solid line) and the

degree of connectivity to the

drained boundary (dashed line)

as a function of the reaction

progress for a reaction

releasing 0.05 wt. % fluid

(2a/ac = 0.67, E/K, = 25). The

calculated images depict

cracks hydraulically connected

(white) and unconnected

(black) to the drained

boundary (top surface), (b) The

magnitude of weakening and

strength recovery during

drained dehydration is

dependent on the ratio of the

initial crack length, 2a,, to the

critical length, 2at (the crack

length at which fluid can be

redistributed between

neighbouring cells). All peak-

strength profiles were

calculated for the same

reaction and elastic

parameters.
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Model results for a drained dehydration reaction releasing 0.05 wt. % fluid are presented

in Figure 3.9. In general, the strengths display abrupt decreases at the onset of

dehydration. Weakening persists until a connected crack network has been established

with the drained boundary. Development of connectivity to the drained boundary, and a

consequent reduction in fluid pressure, result in partial strength recovery. For any one

reaction, the magnitude of weakening during dehydration is dependent on the ratio of the

initial crack length to critical length (Figure 3.9b). However, only if the critical length is

less than or equal to the initial crack length (i.e. no cracking) does the rock show no

response to dehydration. Strength reductions on the order of half the initial strength are

predicted, even for small critical lengths.

3.5 DISCUSSION

3.5.1 Evolution of rock strength during dehydration

Numerous experimental studies have demonstrated that the dehydration of near-

monomineralic hydrous aggregates such as serpentine, gypsum and chlorite (which

release between 10 and 13 wt. % H20) induces a large and abrupt loss of strength.

Murrell and Ismail [1976] showed that a similar rheological response was induced by the

dehydration of a granitic rock containing a small quantity of water (ca. 4 wt. % or less). In

fact, even prior to dehydration, samples containing only 1.4 wt. % free water were weaker

by a factor of 70-80 % relative to samples containing no free water. This latter result

suggests that the release of large quantities of fluid during dehydration is not required to

induce a large rheological response. One of the main aims of the investigation presented

in this paper was to further investigate the rheological effect of dehydration reactions

releasing small quantities of fluid. Numerical simulations indicate that dehydration

reactions releasing less than 0.25 wt. % fluid induce a profound rheological effect.

Dehydration simulations of a rock matrix having zero initial hydraulic connectivity and

undrained boundary conditions display an abrupt loss of strength (ca. 80-90%) coinciding

with the onset of dehydration. Strength continues to decrease until a low strength plateau

is reached after which there is no further strength reduction with increasing reaction

progress until the percolation threshold is attained. With the exception of the observed

strength drop coinciding with the percolation threshold, which has not been observed

experimentally, the model generates results in good agreement with experiments [Heard

andRubey, 1966; Murrell, 1985; Murrell and Ismail, 1976]. Simulations of dehydrating

rocks with a drained boundary display abrupt weakening at the onset of dehydration
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followed by strength recovery once connectivity with the drained boundary is established.

Again, these features are in good agreement with experimental observations [Ko et al,

1997].

The results presented here indicate that whenever fluid flow is obstructed (either by poor

hydraulic connectivity and/or undrained conditions) such that excess fluid pressures are

generated, dehydration reactions in elastic rocks will induce embrittlement. The generation

of excess fluid pressures creates a mechanical instability which becomes increasingly

unstable with increasing differential stress. Thus, unless the differential stress is removed,

microcrack growth becomes unstable and leads to macroscopic fragmentation. The

results do not necessarily imply that if dehydration reactions induce embrittlement, the

time-averaged rock strength must become low. Indeed, one can envisage a scenario

whereby dehydration reactions induce embrittlement which immediately creates

permeability, enabling fluid to drain away and thus for high effective stresses to become

re-established. The time-averaged strength of elastic rocks during dehydration depends on

the ability of fluid to flow out of the dehydrating system once embrittlement has been

induced.

3.5.2 Relationship between strength evolution and the

development of connectivity

One of the advantages of the approach taken here is that the evolution of the pore fluid

pressure and the state of hydraulic connectivity can be quantified as the reaction

progresses. This evolution demonstrates that the major rheological response induced by

dehydration does dot coincide with the hydraulic percolation threshold. In fact, whereas

the major rheological response occurs abruptly at the onset of dehydration, almost no

further weakening occurs during the period when the state of hydraulic connectivity is

evolving towards the percolation threshold. This result differs from the view held by

Nishiyama [1989], who proposed that the generation of reaction-induced hydrofractures

coincides with the percolation threshold. The investigation carried out here indicates that

the scenario envisaged by Nishiyama [1989] could only be realised if rocks are subjected

to externally applied differential stresses low enough to ensure they would not experience

embrittlement at the onset of reaction. Given that most deforming rocks, at least in the

upper crust, are probably stressed close to their yield stress [Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980;

McGarr and Gay, 1978], dehydration reactions in elastic undrained rocks are likely to

induce failure at the onset of dehydration. The implication of this behaviour is that, for
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naturally deforming rocks, the percolation threshold is unlikely to be achieved by the

gradual evolution of the microstructure during progressive dehydration. On the contrary,

percolation is most likely to be generated by embrittlement occurring at close to the onset

of dehydration. In this case, the subsequent response of the rock will depend on the

stress-drop during failure and on the ability of fluids to drain from the dehydrating

system.

3.5.3. The influence of initial connectivity on the evolution of rock

strength

Given that experimental studies have demonstrated that low permeability rocks display a

diminished response of fluid pressure on rock strength [Handin et ai, 1963; Heard,

1960], this study investigated whether rocks characterised by an initially low degree of

hydraulic connectivity can maintain a significant proportion of their strength when they

undergo dehydration reactions. The ratio of the initial crack lengths to the critical crack

length for local fluid redistribution was used to vary the state of initial hydraulic

connectivity. This parameter is a measure of the ease with which fluid can be redistributed

throughout the rock by free-flow (i.e. 2a; > 2ac) versus fracture-propagated fluid flow (i.e.

2a; < 2ac). The model results for undrained boundary conditions indicate that although

samples with no initial hydraulic connectivity retain strength relative to samples with

pervasive initial connectivity, the magnitude of this residual strength is small (< 20 % of

the original strength). The residual strength is maintained until the largest hydraulically

connected crack cluster reaches the size of the entire dehydrating system (i.e. the hydraulic

percolation threshold) at which point the sample strength drops to zero.

This study shows that in rocks which have no initial hydraulic connectivity, the dominant

rheological response induced by dehydration coincides with the generation of fluid

overpressures and not with the creation of hydraulic connectivity. On the basis of this

result, it anticipated that the incorporation of time-dependent subcritical crack growth into

the model would have little influence on the major rheological response induced by

dehydration. The addition of subcritical crack growth would make it unlikely that

dehydrating rocks, which contain a fluid phase pressured to, or exceeding, the rock

pressure, could maintain poor hydraulic connectivity. In such a case, poorly connected

rocks are anticipated to naturally evolve towards states of pervasive connectivity.
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3.5.4 The behaviour of naturally deforming rocks undergoing

dehydration

That dehydration reactions typical of common crustal rocks such as pelites and granites

are capable of inducing a profound brittle rheological response is consistent with a

number of observations made in sequences metamorphosed to grades between the

greenschist and amphibolite facies. Cesare [1994] and Simpson [1998] have

demonstrated a direct spatial and temporal relationship between dehydration reactions and

brittle deformation, represented by the formation mineral-filled fractures (veins).

Numerous other studies have documented the widespread occurrence of similar

synmetamorphic veins [e.g. Fisher and Byrne, 1990; Ramberg, 1961; Sawyer and

Robin, 1986; Yardley and Bottrell, 1992] which have sometimes been attributed to

reaction-generated deformation [Walther and Orville, 1982; Yardley, 1983]. The

existence of extensional hydrofractures has been interpreted to indicate lithostatic fluid

pressures and low differential stresses (< ca. 40 MPa) during metamorphism [Etheridge,

1983]. The widespread synmetamorphic axial-planar fractures described by Simpson

[1998] were interpreted as indicating fluid pressures exceeding the rock pressure and even

lower differential stresses (< ca. 20 MPa) than other types of hydrofractures. Similar

foliation-parallel veins have been described from a large number of regional metamorphic

belts world-wide [e.g. Ague, 1994; Gratier, 1987; Kerrich, 1986; Lucas and St-Onge,

1995; Sawyer and Robin, 1986; Yardley, 1983] and may be interpreted to indicate that

low differential stresses and high fluid pressures are typical during the period when rocks

are undergoing dehydration reactions.

3.5.5 Limitations

This study is concerned with quantifying the time-independent rheological response of

rocks should elevated pore pressures develop. Indeed, there is abundant evidence that

elevated pore pressures exist, at least episodically, at upper and mid crustal levels [e.g.

[Etheridge et al, 1984; Fyfe et al, 1978; Vrolijk, 1987]. No consideration is given here to

how excess fluid pressures are maintained [see Gavrilenko and Gueguen, 1993;

Hanshaw and Bredehoeft, 1968; Walder and Nur, 1984; Wong et al, 1997] or how

fluids generated by reactions escape the dehydrating system [see Connolly, 1997; Gold

andSoter, 1985; Nur and Walder, 1992]. The accommodation of reaction-generated fluid

overpressures by microcracking represents an end-member case for the rheological

response of rocks to dehydration reactions. This scenario is most likely to be realised
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when initial porosities are low or when reaction rates are rapid relative to the rate at which

fluid dissipates, and hence is favoured during dehydration of low permeability rocks

undergoing rapid heating (e.g. during contact metamorphism), or if reactions have been

significantly overstepped. Even though fluid pressures equivalent to, or in excess of, the

rock pressure are an inescapable consequence of dehydration under undrained conditions,

embrittlement is not inevitable. Viscous creep may be important, particularly at relatively

high temperatures and slow reaction-induced strain rates, and if the rocks have significant

tensile strengths and large initial porosities [Connolly et al, 1997]. Viscous creep would

decrease the magnitude of the rheological response relative to the purely elastic case.

3.6 CONCLUSIONS

This study shows that rocks with zero initial connectivity which release small quantities

of fluid during dehydration (< 0.25 wt. %) induce large and abrupt strength reductions

(ca. 80%) at the onset of reaction. Strength reduction coincides with the generation of

fluid pressures equivalent to, or exceeding, the rock pressure and is unrelated to the

attainment of the percolation threshold. Although rocks characterised by a low degree of

initial hydraulic connectivity can retain additional strength relative to rocks with initial

hydraulic connectivity, the magnitude of this additional strength is small and probably

geologically insignificant.
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3.7 APPENDIX: analytical relationship between the pore fluid

pressure and differential stress

The law of effective principle stress (at, i = 1,2,3) is conventionally defined as:

a] =ai-a pf (3.A1),

where a is a material constant typically assumed to be unity. Assuming plane strain

conditions, the shear stress T, acting on a plane orientated at 9° to the maximum principle

stress is:

t =
^—^- sin 20 (3.A2)

and the normal stress, on, acting on the same plane is:

<7„=<7m--^T^cos20 (3.A3),

where am is the mean stress. Finally, the Coulomb criterion provides a relationship

between the normal stress and the shear stress at conditions for failure:

T = yi on + T0 (3.A4),

where \i is the internal angle of friction and t0 is the cohesive strength. Equating relations

3.A2 and 3.A4, rearranging and inserting relations 3.A1 and 3.A3 gives a relationship

between the magnitude of the differential stress (strength), and the magnitude of the fluid

pressure:

^-c^ ^n(Gm-aPf) + T0

2 sin20 + Jucos20

This relationship is plotted for comparison with model results in Figure 3.5b.
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Chapter 4:

Synmetamorphic Vein Spacing Distributions:

Characterization and Origin of a distribution of veins

from NW Sardinia, Italy

Abstract: The spatial distribution ofa single generation ofaxial planar synmetamorphic

veins exposed in greenschistfades rocks on NW Sardinia was investigated with the aim

of gaining insight into the processes controlling the fracture spacing. The vein spacing

distribution measured along linear profiles is non-uniform and approximately

lognormal. Although the vein abundance and absolute vein spacing is strongly influenced

by rock type, the vein spacing distribution is independent ofrock type. Comparison of the

observed spacing data with synthetically-generated fracture distributions indicates that

the observed distribution can be reproduced by the process of Kolmogorov

fragmentation, but cannot be reproduced by either random, even-bisection or fractal

processes. These results are interpreted to indicate that the positions of the fractures

which become veins are interdependent. In an attempt to explain the interdependency of

fracture positions, the perturbations of stress and fluid pressure associated with an

isolated open underpressured axial planar fracture were investigated. Simple

calculations show that the fluid pressure drop inside a fracture coinciding with failure

locally perturbs the adjacent stress and fluid pressure fields such that the surrounding

rock, extending over a lateral extent equivalent to approximately two fracture lengths, is

instantaneously driven into a critical stress state that satisfies the failure condition. This

tends to localise the nucleation of subsequent fractures close to existing fractures. This

mechanism can explain the existence ofnon-random or clusteredfracture or vein spacing

distributionsforming by hydrofracture.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

Mineral-filled extension fractures or veins are common and regionally distributed in rocks

metamorphosed to grades between the lower greenschist and granulite facies [Cartwright

etal, 1994; Fisher and Byrne, 1990; Romberg, 1961; Sawyer and Robin, 1986; Yardley

and Bottrell, 1992]. As with most fracture sets in natural materials, the spatial distribution

of metamorphic veins is not evenly spaced [see Barton, 1995]. In fact, the few studies

that have quantitatively characterised the spatial distribution of metamorphic veins have

shown that vein spacings follow power-law (fractal) distributions [Johnston, 1992;

Manning, 1994; McCaffrey et al, 1993] or lognormal distributions [Fisher et al, 1995].

This data indicates that vein sets display greater degrees of clustering than if veins were

distributed purely randomly [see Manning, 1994; Fisher et al, 1995]. While the

distribution of veins is sometimes clearly related to lithology [e.g. Sawyer and Robin,

1986], clustered vein spacing distributions have also been observed within homogeneous

rock types [McCaffrey et al, 1993]. In this latter case, the presence of either a power-law

or lognormal spacing distribution indicates that the position of veins (or fractures) are

interdependent [Gillespie et al., 1993]. Despite recognition of this interdependence, there

has been little attempt to explain the spatial distribution of metamorphic veins explicitly in

terms of likely physical processes [however see Segall, 1984].

This paper reports the results of a study of the vein spacing distribution within greenschist

facies psammitic and pelitic metamorphic rocks exposed on NW Sardinia (Figure 4.1),

which was undertaken with the aim of gaining insight into the processes controlling the

spacing distribution. The broad temporal and spatial relationship between deformation

and dehydration reactions are described in a previous paper [Simpson, 1998, chapter 2].

The veins upon which this study is based occupy pure-extension fractures and form

planar sets oriented parallel to axial planar foliations. Similar axial planar veins have been

described from numerous metamorphic belts worldwide [Sawyer and Robin, 1986;

Turner, 1941; Vidale, 1974; Yardley, 1975; Yardley and Bottrell, 1992]. Despite initial

controversy relating to the origin of axial planar veins [see Sawyer and Robin, 1986], it is

now generally accepted that axial planar veins form during deformation as the result of

fluid pressure-induced hydrofracture of a low tensile strength foliation surface under low

differential stresses [Kerrich, 1986; Simpson, 1998]. This study demonstrates that the

spacing of a single generation of axial planar veins displays non-random clustering which

is best described by a lognormal distribution. Simple theoretical consideration of the
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perturbations of fluid pressure and stress associated with existing fractures are

investigated to determine the role of fluids in influencing the vein spacing distribution.

Figure 4.1. Map [modified after

Simpson, 1998] showing summary of

(D,) structures and the location of the

measured profiles discussed in the

text.

4.2 METAMORPHIC VEINS FROM NW SARDINIA

4.2.1 General features of veins

Metamorphic veins are exposed in lower-greenschist fades Hercynian rocks on NW

Sardinia [Simpson, 1998, Chapter 2]. The sequence in which the veins are found (Figure

4.1) is dominated by metasandstones, phyllites and metaquartzites, which are interlayered

at a scale of several centimetres to several tens of metres. The veins are oriented parallel to

a penetrative axial planar fabric (S,) of regionally extensive tight (Fj) folds that formed

during coaxial (Dj) deformation. The veins occur in planar sub-parallel sets which clearly

cut across bedding contacts and show no fanning around fold hinges and no preference

for fold hinges versus fold limbs (Figure 4.2a). The occurrence of veins is controlled to

some degree by the presence of lobe-and-cusp structures, which are developed at the

contacts between competent psammitic units and relatively incompetent pelitic units

(Figure 4.2b). Many of the axial planar veins are boudinaged within the foliation surface

(Figure 4.2c). Together, these features indicate that the veins formed parallel to the (S,)

axial planar foliation (i.e. they were not rotated into this orientation by subsequent

deformation) during the episode of deformation that formed the (F,) folds. The axial

planar veins have finite lengths typically of between 10 cm and approximately 20 m and

thicknesses of between 1 mm and 10 cm. All veins narrow towards their terminations
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and have sharp, non-branching tips, implying that they formed by stable fracture growth

[Segall, 1984]. The axial planar veins typically display no offset across their margins

(Figure 4.2d). Veins are filled dominantly with quartz, although carbonate, chlorite,

muscovite and feldspar are also found. The vein minerals are identical to the minerals

present in the adjacent rocks (but not in proportion). Original vein growth textures are

seldom preserved due to recrystallization of the original vein filling minerals. However,

when original textures are preserved, euhedral grain terminations indicative of open space

filling are observed (Figure 4.2e).

oriented parallel to the (S,) axial planar surface, (c). View onto the surface of a carbonate-rich axial

planar vein which was stretched parallel to the extension lineation (perpendicular to pencil) during

Dt deformation, broken and infilled by quartz, (d). Photograph of a thin section which shows an axial

planar vein cutting a bedding lamination (arrow) with no lateral displacement (field of view ca. 1x2

cm), (e). Photomicrograph of an axial planar microfracture into which a quartz crystal (arrow) with a

euhedral termination has grown. The quartz crystal is interpreted to have grown into an open fluid-

filled fracture during metamorphism (field of view ca. 2x3 mm).
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4.2.2 Failure Conditions

Observations (Figure 4.2) indicate that the axial planar veins formed as open, fluid-filled

fractures. Given the observed coaxial nature of the deformation [Simpson, 1998, chapter

2], and assuming that the penetrative axial planar fabric contains the X and Y axes of the

finite strain ellipse, it follows that the mineral-filled fractures lie in a plane perpendicular

to G\ that contains $2 and 03. This inference is consistent both with the absence of shear

displacement across the veins (Figure 4.2d) and with the subsequent boudinage of the

veins along the axial surface (Figure 4.2c). The observed dilational displacements are thus

inferred to have been driven by fluid pressure within the fractures. In the absence of stress

reversals, the conditions for the formation of axial planar fractures are [e.g. Kerrich,

1986]:

Pf=<71+Ts (4.1)

and

(cr1-CT3)<(T-Ts) < (4.2),

where pf is the fluid pressure, a, and c3 are the local maximum and minimum

compressive stresses, Ts is the tensile strength of the of the axial planar anisotropy and T

is the tensile strength in all other orientations.

4.2.3 Scanline measurements

The distribution of 114 (DO veins was measured (Figure 4.3a) in a typical, continuously

exposed, 45 m long profile (profile 1 hereafter) located in the chlorite zone near

Argentiera (Figure 4.1). An additional 200 (DO veins were measured in 9 shorter profiles

within homogeneous rock types in the same area. These profiles are presented in

combined-form in Figure 4.3b. The sampling sites were chosen because of the

continuous nature of the outcrop and because the outcrop surface was reasonably planar.

The scanline profiles were oriented (towards 060°) perpendicular to the strike of the veins

and axial planar foliations. The vein thicknesses and positions, the rock type and the

lithological boundaries were recorded. The spacing between veins was measured from

vein centre to vein centre. All measurements were corrected for dip, and hence represent

true spacings and thicknesses oriented normal to the vein sets.
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Figure 4.3. Distribution and thickness of (D,) axial planar veins (right hand column) and rock types

(left hand column) in one-dimensional profiles oriented perpendicular to the strike of the veins and

the (S,) axial planar foliation. Veins thicker than 5 cm are indicated by an arrow and the veins

thickness (in cm), pelite (dark narrow bars) and psammite (light wide bars), (a) Continuous

measured section (termed profile 1, shown above) located on the coast ca. 700 m west of Argentiera.

The profile has an average of 8 % volume veins with a mean vein spacing of 28 cm and a mean

vein thickness of 25 mm. (b) Nine separate profiles (labelled A-I, shown on next page) measured in

continuous, homogeneous pelitic or psammitic units from within 200 m of profile 1. The profiles are

presented here in a combined column. The real boundaries between the different profiles coincide

with the rock types changes in the combined column.
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Figure 4.3b (caption on last page)

vein thickness (cm) vein thickness (cm)

meters 024, 024

4.2.4 Results and characterization of vein spacing distribution

Three vein spacing distributions have been investigated:

1. Veins in profile 1, regardless of host rock type (Figure 4.3a)

2. Veins in psammitic rock types (units B, D and F in Figure 4.3b)

3. Veins in pelitic rock types (units A, C, E, G, and I in Figure 4.3b)

The veins distributions in the psammitic and pelitic rock types were compiled from the

eight longest profiles presented in Figure 4.3b (i.e. excluding section H). The distribution

of veins in both measured profiles is irregular (Figure 4.3). In profile 1, veining is an

order of magnitude more abundant in the pelitic units (14 % volume veins) than the

psammitic units (1.5 % volume veins) and the average vein spacing in pelitic units (18

cm) is almost an order of magnitude smaller than the average vein spacing in the

psammitic units (1.3 m). While these observations indicate that the location of veins is
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strongly influenced by the distribution of rock types, the distribution of veins within

homogeneous rock types also displays non-uniform, clustered distributions. This

clustering, that is unrelated to rock type variation, is particularly evident in Figure 4.3a

between 37 and 45 meters and in Figure 4.3b between 4.2 and 8.2 metres and between

11.3 and 13.5 metres.

The vein spacing data for profile 1 has a skewed distribution (with a mean vein spacing of

28 cm and a median of 10 cm) on a linear histogram (Figure 4.4a) and a reasonably

symmetrical distribution on a logarithmic histogram (Figure 4.4b). Cumulative frequency

- vein spacing plots of this data set are convex-up on log-log axes (Figure 4.4c) and

convex-down on log-linear axes (Figure 4.4d) indicating that the vein spacing distribution

is not well described by a power-law nor negative exponential, respectively. On the basis

of a Chi-squared test (Table 4.1), the observed vein spacings support (at the 5 % level) the

hypothesis that the data were drawn from a lognormal population.

60-

40-

20-

(a)

100 200 300 400

vein spacing cm

Z 10

-0.1 0.64 1.38 2.12

log (vein spacing) cm

1 10 100 1000

Vein spacing (cm)

100 200 300

Vein spacing (cm)

Figure 4.4. Measured vein spacing data for profile 1 shown on (a) linear histogram, (b) logarithmic

histogram (solid line is the normally distributed fit), (c) plot of logarithmic cumulative frequency

versus logarithmic vein spacing (d) plot of logarithmic cumulative frequency versus linear vein

spacing. Power-law distributions plot as straight lines on log-log axes whereas negative-exponential

distributions plot as straight lines on log-linear axes. A Chi-squared test (Table 4.1) indicates that

the veins spacing distribution is approximated by a lognormal distribution.
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The vein spacing populations in the pelites and psammites are statistically

indistinguishable (Figure 4.5) and are similar to the distribution of veins in profile 1

(Figure 4.4). Both rock types have skewed vein spacing distributions on linear

histograms (Figure 4.5, a & b) and symmetrical distributions on logarithmic histograms

(Figure 4.5, e & f). On cumulative frequency - vein spacing plots both pelites and

psammites have distributions which are convex-up on log-log axes (Figure 4.5c) and

convex-down on log-linear axes (Figure 4.5d). Once again, the hypothesis that the data

can be described by a lognormal distribution is accepted at the 5% level on the basis of a

Chi-squared test (Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.5. Vein spacing

distributions for the pelitic

and psammitic units

presented in Figure 4.3b

(excluding the thin

psammitic unit labelled H).

The data is shown on linear

histograms (a & b),

logarithmic cumulative

frequency versus logarithmic

vein spacing plots (c),

logarithmic cumulative

frequency versus linear vein

spacing plots (d), and

logarithmic histograms (e &

f). The solid lines in e and f

show normal distributions

fitted to the logarithmic vein

spacing histograms. The vein

spacing populations are

statistically indistinguishable

in the different rock types

and are best approximated by

log-normal distributions

(Table 4.1).
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Total profile 1 Psammites

N 144 104

Mean (log10) 1.055 0.817

SD 0.60 0.47

DOF 11 6

U 9.9 0.6

X2oo5(DOF) 18.3 12.6

Table 4.1. Chi-squared tests [Krumbein and Graybill, 1965] of the hypothesis that the vein spacing

data were drawn from lognormal populations (JV=number of data points, SD=standard deviation,

n

DOF=degrees of freedom, U=\ (Af Npt) /Npt (where Np, is the expected frequency, N, is the

1=1

observed frequency, n is the number of intervals (=DOF+l) and j£2oo5(DOF) is the chi-squared value

at the 5 % level for the relevant degree of freedom). The hypothesis tested can be accepted (i.e. U <

X20o5) at the 5% level for all three distributions investigated.

Pelites

88

0.823

0.47

5

4.4

11.1

4.3 DISCUSSION

4.3.1 Influence of heterogeneity in controlling the spacing
distribution

The results presented here demonstrate that although the vein abundance and absolute

vein spacing is strongly influenced by rock type (Figure 4.3), the vein spacing distribution

is independent of rock type (cf. Figure 4.4 & 4.5). Thus the origin of the vein spacing

distribution is apparently unrelated to the distribution of rock types. Furthermore, the

observed lognormal distribution is not controlled by the distribution of the

(approximately) uniformly spaced lobe-and-cusp structures, although these structures

clearly influence the distribution locally (Figure 4.2b). That the lobe-and-cusp structures

do not control the vein spacing distribution is also indicated by the fact that the average

vein spacing inpelitic (18 cm) and psammitic (1.3 m) rocks for profile 1 is significantly

different.
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4.3.2 Implications of the observed spacing distribution

In order to investigate the implications of the observed spacing distribution, the data is

compared with various theoretical distributions (Figure 4.6) generated by the following

well known stochastic processes [a similar analysis was made by Gillespie et al, 1993]:

1. Regular bisection. This process yields an even distribution with an constant spacing.

2. Random point distribution. Fractures are randomly distributed along the length of a

profile, generating a negative exponential distribution [Priest and Hudson, 1976].

3. Kolmogorov fragmentation. This iterative process of random bisection can be

simulated by placing two initial fractures at random positions and by successively

breaking each fracture-bound segment at a random position [Aitchison and Brown,

1957].

4. A scale invariant, fractal process (the Cantor Dust). A fractal distribution can be

generated by breaking the centre third of a profile, and then breaking the centre third

of the two remaining segments, and repeating iteratively [Mandelbrot, 1983].

o

,'*• Kolmogorov

fractal

4 observed distribution

-2.5 0

Figure 4.6. Comparison between

the observed vein spacing

distribution (for profile 1) and

various other population

distributions (uniform, negative

exponential (random), lognormal

and fractal) generated by

common stochastic processes

(see text for discussion). The

measured (lognormal)

distribution is well reproduced by

Kolmogorov fragmentation. The

plot is obtained by dividing the

section into equally spaced

subdivisions of length r and

counting the number of

-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5

log 1/r (cm)

subdivisions that contain one or more veins, Nr. The range in r that can be investigated is an

intrinsic property of the data set and is defined by both upper and lower cut-offs [Chiles, 1988]. The

upper cut-off is the value of r for which each segment is intersected by at least one vein. The lower

cut-off is defined by the widths of the veins.
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The observed data and theoretical distributions are plotted on a diagram of logarithmic

frequency versus logarithmic (inverse) spacing (Figure 4.6), which proves useful in

comparing and discriminating between different types of distributions [see Chiles, 1988].

The Kolmogorov fragmentation process generates a characteristically lognormal fracture

spacing distribution [Aitchison and Brown, 1957] that closely matches the observed

distribution. The observed vein spacing distribution is not well reproduced by either the

random or regular bisection fracture generation processes, both of which lead to fracture

patterns less clustered than actually observed. Likewise, the observed distribution is not

well reproduced by the scale invariant Cantor Dust process which leads to a distribution

more clustered than observed.

The comparison presented in Figure 4.6 demonstrates that the observed vein spacing

distribution cannot be generated by a random process. In fact, the process leading to the

observed distribution must involve interaction between fractures, such as that simulated

by the iterative procedure carried out during Kolmogorov fragmentation. Although the

Kolmogorov fragmentation process is successful at reproducing the observed lognormal

distribution, Ranalli and Hardy [1990] showed that a lognormal distribution can also be

derived from the superposition of different fractal subpopulations. However, even if the

observed distribution did result from the superposition of different fractal populations, the

formation of each of these fractal populations would require that fracture positions were

interdependent [Ranalli and Hardy, 1990].

4.3.3 Potential controls on vein spacing

The discussions in the previous two sections have shown that the observed vein spacing

distribution was controlled by neither heterogeneity nor randomness, but was influenced

by interaction between fractures. This section briefly considers two potential sources for

interaction between fractures to investigate whether they can explain the observed non-

random distribution. In the following text it is recognised that although veins represent

fractures, the veins themselves reveal no direct information regarding the initiation and

evolution of fractures to the observed veins. It is appreciated that each vein may result

from more than one fracturing event and that veins may have different ages even though

all veins formed within the same episode of deformation.
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Fracture-induced perturbation offluid pressure: Ladeira and Price [1981] suggested a

factor which may influence the spacing between hydrofractures whereby the initiation of a

fracture causes a localised zone of reduced fluid pressure to develop, which will tend to

inhibit the initiation of new fractures close to existing open fractures (Figure 4.7a). If this

mechanism is dominant in the generation of the observed vein spacing distribution, the

fracture spacing is predicted to be no smaller than the length scale of the fluid pressure

perturbation.
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Figure 4.7 (a). Schematic diagram

which illustrated the hypothesis that

the perturbation of fluid pressure

around an open underpressured

hydrofracture may prevent the

initiation of new fractures close to

existing fracture [Ladeira and Price,

1981]. (b). Plot of the characteristic

length that a transient in a scalar

potential diffuses for a variety of

times and permeabilities.

Calculated from equation 4.3 using

S,= 10' m"1, p, = 950 kg m"\ g =

9.8 m s2 and fi = 5xl0'4 m s kg1.

The observed range in vein

spacings is also shown. This

diagram indicates that, even for a

low permeability of 10"2(1 m2, a fluid

pressure perturbation with

equilibrate over a length scale of 10

cm in approximately 1 day.
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An estimation of the characteristic length scale over which the perturbation of fluid

pressure propagates by diffusion can be obtained from the relation [e.g. Turcotte and

Schubert, 1982, page 177]:

XD = 4*7D (4.3)

where Xd is the characteristic distance that a transient in a scalar potential diffuses in a time

t, and the hydraulic diffusivity D (mV),is:

where Ss is the specific storage (m1), k is the permeability (m2), pf is the fluid density (kg

m"3), g is the gravitational constant (m s"2), ji is the dynamic fluid viscosity (m s kg"1) and

Kis the hydraulic conductivity (=k pf g/^i). Calculations based on this relation (Figure

4.7b) show that even for a low permeability of 10"20 m2, pressure perturbations will

equilibrate over length scales of 10 cm in approximately one day. This characteristic

diffusion length scale is an order of magnitude greater than the minimum observed vein

spacing (ca. 1 cm). Thus, unless permeabilities are less than approximately 10"20 m2, and

unless fracture networks develop in time scales of less than approximately 1 day, such a

mechanism is unable to explain not only the small veins spacings that are observed but

also the existence of fracture clustering.

Fracture-induced perturbation of stress field and fluid pressure: A factor not

considered in the above analysis is that in order to maintain mechanical equilibrium, the

compressive stress acting on the outside of the crack surface must equal the fluid pressure

acting on the inside of the crack surface. This requires that both the fluid pressure and the

principle stress trajectories must be perturbed in the vicinity of open fractures. Simple

estimates for both stress and fluid pressure perturbations are considered here. Pollard

and Segall [1987] provide analytical solutions for the perturbations of the stress field

existing around underpressured open fractures embedded in a undeforming elastic media.
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The one-dimensional perturbation of the <r, stress trajectory that extends perpendicular to

a fracture from midway along its length is described by the relation:

Gx=G[+(<j[-G[)[x'(x2+a*yi2-\ (4.4)

where a[ is the remote applied maximum compressive stress, <r, is the local maximum

compressive stress, a\ is the fluid pressure on the inside of the crack surface, x is the

orthogonal distance from the crack and a is the fracture half-length. Insight into the

characteristic shape and evolution of the fluid pressure perturbation can be obtained by

considering the time-dependent analytical solution to the diffusion equation for the decay

of a semi-infinite slab confined between -h < x < h. Assuming no advection and no

source or sink, the fluid diffusion equation is:

(&~ \^Pf
_

J d Pf

a
= K

<3x2
(4.5),

the solution of which is [Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, page 54]:

(Pf ~ Pf)
(P? " Pf)

erf + erf
^h + x^

2s[Di
(4.6)

where pj is the initial fluid pressure in the rock, p" is the initial fluid pressure in the

fracture, D is the hydraulic diffusivity and t is the time. The calculated stress and fluid

pressure perturbations associated with an underpressured hydrofracture are presented in

Figure 4.8.

This Figure illustrates two important features both of which may influence the initiation

of subsequent fractures. Firstly, the perturbation of <j, develops instantaneously with

fracture initiation whereas the fluid pressure profile perturbation evolves in a finite time.

Secondly, in the region close to the fracture (x/2a < 0.5) cx varies laterally with a

concave-up shape whereas the steady state fluid pressure profile varies laterally with a

convex-up shape. The implication of these two features is that the initiation of an isolated,

underpressured fracture instantaneously generates a zone, initially extending laterally over

a length scale of approximately two fracture lengths either side of the existing fracture,

which satisfies the failure condition for the formation of new fractures (equation 4.1).

This critically stressed zone is predicted to be a site for the preferential nucleation of new
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fractures, the position of which is anticipated to be a variable dependent on a number of

factors including the position relative to the adjacent fractures, time, diffusivity, fracture

length and local heterogeneity. Such a mechanism is predicted to lead to the formation of

clustered fracture distributions which have no lower limit to the fracture spacing.

Furthermore, this mechanism will operate regardless of the characteristic diffusion length

since the critically stressed zone is created instantaneously.
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Figure 4.8. Plots of the dimensionless fluid pressure and dimensionless stress gradient in a one-

dimensional profile oriented perpendicular to and midway along an open underpressured axial planar

extension fracture of length 2a. (a) Plot of distance (x/2a) versus fluid pressure

(Pf'— (pf — Pf)/(Pf — P°) ) and normal stress ((7,' = (T, J[g\ — (T,c J) for three different

times (t' = ^D t/h ). Note that psf is the initial fluid pressure in the rock and p°f is the initial

fluid pressure in the fracture. The fluid pressure prior to failure (0.1) is uniformly equal to <T, + Ts'

where Ts' = Ts \(j\ — o[\ (Ts is the tensile strength of the axial planar foliation = 0.1). (b) Plot

of the distance (x/2a) versus the effective tensile stress (p/- a,'+ Ts) for three different times. Nole

that the failure conditions is satisfied wherever the plotted value of the tensile effective stress

exceeds zero. The fluid pressure profile is the time-dependent analytical solution to the one-

dimensional fluid diffusion equation (equation 4.5) (h/2a = 0.01). This solution strictly applies to a

semi-infinite sink (i.e. 2a —> °°) and hence should be viewed as schematic. The stress profile was

calculated from equation 4.4 [Pollard and Segall 1987]. This Figure illustrates that when an axial

planar fracture is induced, the stress perturbation in the surrounding rocks relaxes instantaneously

whereas the fluid pressure perturbation relaxes in a finite time. The result of this behaviour is that

immediately following failure, the adjacent rock (over a lateral extent equivalent to approximately

twice the crack length) is driven to a critical stress state in which the failure criterion is satisfied.
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4.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Synmetamorphic axial planar veins measured in greenschist facies meta-sediments

exposed in NW Sardinia display a non-uniform spacing distribution which is best

described as lognormal. Although the vein abundance and absolute vein spacing is

strongly influenced by rock type, the vein spacing distribution is independent of rock

type. Thus the origin of the vein spacing distribution is unrelated to the distribution of

rock types.

Comparison of the observed spacing distribution with synthetically generated fracture

distributions indicates that the observed distribution can be reproduced by the process

defined by Kolmogorov fragmentation but cannot be reproduced by either random, even-

bisection or fractal processes. These results indicate that the positions of the fractures

which formed the veins are interdependent, in that once a fracture is initiated, this fracture

influences where subsequent fractures will initiate.

To determine potential mechanisms by which the position of fractures (veins) may be

interdependent, the perturbations of stress and fluid pressure associated with an isolated

open underpressured axial planar fracture were investigated. Simple calculations show

that the fluid pressure drop inside a fracture coinciding with failure has two effects.

Firstly, it creates a convex-up gradient in fluid pressure around the open fracture which

propagates outwards with time. Secondly, it creates a perturbation in the local stress field

such that the local Gx stress component is reduced over a length scale extending

approximately two fracture lengths either side of the fracture. The combined result of

these effects is that, coinciding with the initiation of a single isolated axial planar fracture,

the surrounding rock extending over a lateral extent equivalent to approximately two

fracture lengths, is instantaneously driven into a critical stress state that satisfies the failure

condition. This will tend to localise the nucleation of subsequent fractures close to existing

fracture, leading to a non-random or clustered spacing distribution.
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Chapter 5:

Mechanisms for the Formation of Quartz Veins:

Constraints Imposed by Consideration of the Time-

and Length-Scales of Metamorphic Processes

Abstract: Mechanisms proposed for the formation of metamorphic quartz veins are

evaluated by considering simple models based on the assumption that the kinetics of

silica dissolution and precipitation arefast in comparison to silica transport. The models

are used to determine parameters required to form veins by various mechanisms, which

are then compared with constraints imposed by consideration of the time- and length-

scale ofmetamorphic processes. Results indicate that mechanisms involving large scale

steady state advectivefluid flow (either fracture-induced focusing or thermal convection)

cannot explain the occurrence of quartz veins due to the unrealistically large vertical

length scale (> 1000 m) over which hydraulic connectivity must be maintained. A

mechanism whereby fluid is recycled on a local scale by pressure variations caused by

episodic brittle failure is demonstrated to contribute to, but not entirely account for, the

formation of quartz veins. Steady state diffusive mass transfer driven by local stress

gradients may be important for the formation of veins if fractures, in differentially

stressed rocks, remain open for a time interval on the order of 105 years. It is concluded

that metamorphic quartz veins are most likely formed by a combination of silica

precipitation from a fluid mobilised on a local scale due to episodic failure and local

diffusion induced by stress induced chemical potential gradients. Thus, metamorphic

quartz veins are interpreted as passive features which form in response to local

processes driven by deformation under highfluid pressures.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

There is little consensus concerning the mechanism(s) by which silica is transported into

fractures to form quartz veins during metamorphism. Opinions range from the view that

silica is transported advectively over large distances into fractures by fluid flowing down

temperature and pressure gradients [Walther and Orville, 1982] to the view that silica

diffuses locally within a static fluid phase driven by chemical potential gradients [Yardley,

1975]. In contrast to the diversity of quartz vein formation models which have been

proposed [see Fisher and Brantley, 1992], veins exposed in a variety of different

metamorphic terranes in rocks ranging from the lower greenschist to upper amphibolite

facies display remarkably similar features (Table 5.1). This implies either that the

different vein formation mechanisms produce similar characteristic features, or more

likely that a single mechanism, or a particular combination of mechanisms, is dominant.

The aim of this study is to assess the applicability of the various quartz vein formation

models.

Table 5.1 Summary of the characteristic features displayed by quartz veins from a variety of

different metamorphic terranes.

Vein This study Ramberg (1960) Yardley (1986) Fisher et al. Ague (1994)
characteristics (1990)

Metamorphic greenschist greenschist amphibolite lower greenschist amphibolite

grade (facies)
Thickness 1 mm - 10 cm < 5 cm several mm -

several cm

< 1 mm - ca. 1 cm several mm - 1.5

m

Length 10 cm - 20 m up to 20 m several 10's of m 5 mm-several cm 7

Fracture type anisotropy-parallel variable (include anisotropy- anisotropy- anisotropy-

(mode I) mode I) parallel (mode I) parallel (mode I) parallel (mode I)

Infill texture recrystalhzed (rare

euhedral)

recrystalhzed recrystalhsed crack-seal,

euhedral

recrystalhzed

Vein margin < 3 cm silica 7 < 2 cm silica < 1 mm silica 0.5 - 2 cm silica

depletion depletion depletion depletion
Vein density <50% ? ca. 1 % ca. 5 % <24%

(% vol)

The mechanism by which silica is transported during quartz vein formation has general

consequences for the nature of fluid flow during metamorphism. Advective vein

formation models require large integrated fluid fluxes to account for the quantity of silica

in veins, due to the low solubility of silica at metamorphic conditions [Walther and

Helgeson, 1977]. Such a recognition has led to the proposal of various models which

achieve high integrated fluid fluxes by processes such as single-pass fluid focusing

[Walther and Orville, 1982], multi-pass fluid pumping [Etheridge et al, 1984; McCraig,

1988; Oliver and Wall, 1987] or thermal convection [Etheridge et al, 1983]. A variation

of these models which partially relieves the need for high integrated fluid fluxes was
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proposed by Sibson [1987] who suggested that silica precipitation may occur in response

to pressure gradients, significantly in excess of ambient gradients, caused by the episodic

failure of elastic rocks. Such a mechanism is envisaged to operate in tandem with fluid

redistribution induced by transient changes in the state of mean stress. Diffusive quartz

vein formation models [Sawyer and Robin, 1986; Yardley, 1975] need no advective fluid

flow but require chemical potential gradients that are both large enough in magnitude, and

long-lived enough, to achieve diffusive silica fluxes that can account for the quantity of

silica in veins. Sources proposed to provide the required chemical potential gradients

include local variations in stress, inelastic strain and interfacial energy [Dewers and

Ortoleva, 1989].

This study presents an evaluation of various mechanisms proposed for (foliation-parallel)

quartz vein formation. The approach taken here is to determine parameters (e.g. fluid flux,

time, diffusion length, focusing length) required to form veins by each mechanism, and

to compare these requirements with constraints imposed by consideration of the time-

and length-scales of metamorphic processes. All models investigated here are based on

the assumption that the kinetics of dissolution and precipitation are fast in comparison to

silica transport from the source to the sink site. The reader is referred to Mower [1987]

and Fisher and Brantley [1992] who present quartz vein models incorporating the

kinetics of dissolution and precipitation. The following sections consider the simplified

scenario that fractures (within which veins form) exist in spatial and temporal isolation of

other fractures. The implications of this assumption, along with other limitations, are

discussed within the text.

The term 'metamorphic veins' is used here to refer to veins which form

contemporaneously with regional metamorphism and deformation. Thus, any fluid

involved in the vein formation process is assumed to be derived from devolitization

reactions, and not from magmatic or meteoric fluid. Metamorphic veins are distinguished

here from veins associated with precious mineral concentrations.
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5.2 REGIONAL METAMORPHIC FLUID FLUXES

The time-averaged fluid flux obtained during a typical regional metamorphic event can be

estimated with a one-dimensional model of conductive isotherm migration through a

column of crust heated from below [e.g. Thompson, 1997; Walther and Orville, 1982].

Assuming the isotherms bracketing a dehydration interval move at the same rate and that

all fluids are derived by dehydration reactions, then the vertical fluid flux (q, kg H20 m"2

s"1) through the top of the depth interval is:

HXf pr
q =

f— (5.1),
dTldz

where H is the heating rate (K s"1), Xf is the weight fraction of fluid released from the

rock, pr is the rock density (kg m'3) and dT/dz is the geothermal gradient (K km"1) across

the dehydration interval. Calculations using 5.1 yield time-averaged fluxes of between 10"

8
and 10"10 kg H20 m"2 s"1 for parameters typical of regional metamorphism (i.e.

dT/dz=25K/km, H=10"3-10"5 K/yr"1, Xf = 0.01) [see also Brady, 1988; Connolly, 1997b;

Connolly and Thompson, 1989; Peacock, 1989; Thompson, 1989].

5.3 ADVECTIVE MODELS FOR SILICA TRANSPORT

AND VEIN FORMATION

5.3.1 Single-pass fluid focusing associated with an open fracture

If silica in veins was precipitated from fluid flowing down ambient pressure and/or

temperature gradients, then fractures must have accommodated anomalously large

integrated fluid fluxes, given the low solubility of silica at metamorphic conditions

(Figure 5.1). Indeed, it is well established that fractures are capable of transporting large

fluxes. However, in order to provide such fractures with sufficient fluid to form veins,

fluid must be focused laterally from the adjacent rocks. The focusing of fluid by high

permeability fractures has been treated by Phillips [1991]. The general solutions

presented by Phillips [1991] provide an opportunity to quantitatively determine whether

the magnitude of focusing around high permeability fractures is sufficient to account for

the transport of silica into quartz veins.
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2-D steadyflow around high permeabilityfractures

For two dimensional, steady state flow of an incompressible fluid in a non-deformable

media, the conservation of fluid mass can be written as:

du dw
— + —

dx dz
0 (5.2)

where u and w are the fluid velocities in the x and z directions, respectively. A convenient

way to describe the perturbation of fluid flow around a fracture is by use of the stream

function, \\f(x,z) [see Turcotte and Schubert, 1982, page 243], which satisfies equation 5.2

such that:

u =
dy/

~dz~'
w —

dy/

dx
(5.3).

Thus, the velocity component {u, w) in any direction (jc, z) is represented as the gradient

of the stream function in the orthogonal direction. Contours of constant-!)/ coincide with

the direction of fluid flow at each point.
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The volume flux of fluid between contours of constant-\|/ is constant. Consequently, fluid

velocities are fast where stream line contours are closely spaced, and vice versa.

Analytical Solution of2-Dfluidflow

Estimation of the two-dimensional steady state flow pattern around an isolated fracture

can be obtained with analytical approximations of the classical solutions of potential flow

in hydrodynamics if it is assumed that the fracture is much more permeable than the

surrounding matrix. These solutions can be expressed in elliptical coordinates as

[Phillips, 1991]:

x- a cosh£ cos/7,

z = a sinh£ sin 77,

which are such that a is the half-length of the fracture,

x2 z2
+

, ,,
=1 (5.4),

a cosh £ a sinh £

and

x2 z2
= 1 (5.5),

a2 cos2 77 a2 sin2 77

where contours of constant-^ define ellipses that shrink to the line z = 0 as \ -> 0 and

expand to infinity as x -> 00, whereas contours of constant-r) are a set of orthogonal

hyperbolas. The solution must satisfy the following boundary conditions: (i) the fluid

pressure inside and outside the fracture must be the same at all points on the surface of

the fracture, (ii) the normal component of the fluid velocity across the surface of the

fracture must be the same on both sides of the fracture, and (iii) the pressure distribution

must approach the undisturbed uniform gradient far from the fracture.
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Assuming the background fluid flow is directed parallel to a fracture, then the stream

distribution can be calculated from the expression [Phillips, 1991]:

yr = U a cosh^ sin r\ (5.6),

where U is the background fluid flux, a if the fracture half-length and the terms £ and t|

can be obtained by solving equations 5.4 and 5.5 above. As the angle between the fracture

length and the ambient pressure gradient approaches orthogonality (in the limit that the

permeability of the enclosing media is homogeneous), the focusing factor approaches

unity (i.e. there is no focusing; this is the situation presented in Figure 5.1). Thus, the

following calculations maximise the degree of focusing and provide a best case scenario

for the formation of quartz veins by focused flow in a homogeneous media.

Calculated stream lineflow pattern and the resulting pressure gradients andfluidfluxes

The calculated stream line pattern (Figure 5.2a) indicates that fluid is drawn in at the up¬

stream end of the fracture and dispersed at the down-stream end. The decrease in stream

line spacing (relative to unperturbed flow) towards the ends of the fracture indicates

enhanced pressure gradients and fluid velocities in these regions, whereas the increase in

stream line spacing in the rock adjacent to the middle of the fracture reflects the opposite

effect (Figure 5.2b). The absolute fluid pressure is perturbed laterally either side of the

fracture over a total length scale equivalent to the length of the fracture (Figure 5.2c). Only

at a depth corresponding to the midpoint of the fracture is there no fluid pressure

difference between the fracture and the adjacent rocks (at the same depth). The calculated

total fluid flux distribution (Figure 5.2d) shows slight decreases relative to background

values adjacent to the fracture and large increases within the fracture itself. In fact the total

flux midway along the fracture is precisely U2a [Phillips, 1991]. Hence, the fracture

captures fluid from the surrounding rock over a length scale precisely equal to the length

of the fracture.
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pattern indicating that fluid is

drawn-in at the up-stream end

of the fracture and dispersed

at the down-stream end of the

fracture, (b) Distribution of

pressure gradients parallel to

stream lines (relative to a
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gradient of 1). The greatest
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around the tips of the fracture
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lithostatic gradient and a

hydrostatic gradient. (c)

Perturbation of absolute
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defined by a hydrostatic fluid

pressure gradient whereas the
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one fracture length) is
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the background flux and 2a is

the fracture length.
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Silica precipitation associated withfocusedflow

To estimate the amount of silica precipitated in, and adjacent, to fractures by steady state

focused flow, the fluid was assumed to be pure water and just saturated with respect to

quartz. The total mass of silica, Ms, precipitated locally under equilibrium conditions in a

specified interval of time t, was computed from:

Ms = q(LZ t VC (5.7),

where qf*{ is the local fluid flux and VC is the silica solubility gradient (in the direction

of fluid flow) due to pressure variations (neglecting temperature variation). Because the

calculated silica precipitation distribution mimics the total integrated fluid flux (Figure

5.2d), precipitation in the rock adjacent to the fracture is negligible in comparison to inside

the fracture itself. Accordingly, attention here is centred only on precipitation within the

fracture. In Figure 5.3 the amount of silica observed in metamorphic quartz veins is

compared with the calculated total amount of silica precipitated within fractures in a

specified time for a variety of fracture lengths and background fluid fluxes.
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Because the magnitude of focusing is a linear function of the vertical extent of the fracture

(for fractures oriented parallel to the ambient pressure gradient), the time required to form

veins of a certain thickness is also linearly related to the fracture length. For typical
-8 -10 -2-1

(unfocused) regional metamorphic fluid fluxes of between 10-10 kg H20 m s
,

fractures which have a vertical extent of 1000 m take between 104 and 106 years to form a

1 cm thick vein, whereas fractures with a vertical extent of only 1 m take between 107 and

109 years to form a vein of the same thickness and background flux (Figure 5.3). The

results show that focused single pass flow is a viable mechanism for the formation of

veins if fractures have large vertical extents, but is not able to explain the formation of

veins with fracture lengths of less than 1000 m within a reasonable time interval (i.e. < ca.

105 years), unless anomalously high background fluid fluxes exist.

The focusing generated by high permeability fractures can be considerably greater than

calculated here for the case when a single fracture intersects a low permeability barrier

impeding regional fluid flow. Matthai and Roberts [1997] calculated that a single high

permeability fracture, with a vertical extent of 100 m that cuts a barrier with a

permeability 2 orders of magnitude lower than the background permeability, induces

focusing over a total lateral extent of approximately 2 km. This degree of focusing is

approximately one order of magnitude greater than focusing in the homogeneous-media

case (Figure 5.2). Matthai and Roberts [1997] noted that the magnitude of such focusing

is limited by the permeability contrast between the bulk rock and the low permeability

barrier.

The efficiency of vein formation by fracture-induced focusing in both homogeneous-

figure 5.2) and heterogeneous- [Matthai and Roberts, 1997] media, is likely to be

reduced by the incorporation of finite fracture spacings. In the case where fractures are

introduced in subparallel arrays (consistent with field observations presented in chapter 4)

such that the vertical extent of the bulk fracture network is not increased (and therefore the

focusing factor is not increased), the effect of introducing multiple fractures would be to

divide the total amount of focused fluid between several fractures, thereby reducing the

total flux through each fracture. It may be argued that fracture-induced focusing can only

occur over a length scale equal to the fracture spacing, which is on the order of 1 m of

less (Chapter 4). The implication, if this argument is valid, is that fracture-induced

focusing in unlikely to be important for the formation of metamorphic quartz veins.
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5.3.2 Multi-pass thermally-driven convective fluid flow

Rayleigh convection

That high fluid fluxes can be generated by free-convection around shallow cooling

intrusions has been recognised for some time [Norton and Knight, 1977]. A more

controversial suggestion was made by Etheridge et al. [1984] who proposed that large

scale, Rayleigh-type convection may operate in the crust within overpressured porous

systems capped by low permeability rocks. Etheridge et al. [1984] postulated that such a

process could account for the apparently large fluid fluxes required to advectively

transport silica into quartz veins.

Whether Raleigh convection occurs is determined by the magnitude of the Rayleigh

number, Ra, the ratio of the buoyancy driving forces to the dissipative mechanisms of

viscous drag and heat conduction [Elder, 1967]:

Ra =

kagVTh
(58X

where k is the permeability, g is the gravitational constant, a is the coefficient of thermal

expansion for fluid, h is the vertical extent of connectivity, VT is the temperature

differential across the connected layer, k is the thermal diffusivity and |i is the kinematic

fluid viscosity. Free convection occurs in a fluid saturated porous media subject to a

hydrostatic fluid pressure gradient which is heated uniformly from below when Ra

exceeds 4n2 (i.e. ca. 40). The important variables controlling whether free-convection is

likely to occur are the length scale at which efficiently connected fluid compartments (h)

can be maintained and the permeability (k). Yardley [1986] showed that the vertical extent

of the hydraulically connected zone is limited by the tensile rock strength and the

magnitude of the fluid pressure. For a tensile rock strength of 10 MPa, the thickness of

hydraulically connected zone can not extend more than approximately 600 m above a

region which has a fluid pressure equal to the rock pressure (i.e. A, = p/om = 1.0) without

inducing tensile failure. This thickness limit increases to approximately 7700 m

(assuming the same tensile rock strength) for a hydrostatic fluid pressure (i.e. X = ca.

0.37). Calculations based on equation 5.8 for likely parameter ranges (Figure 5.4) show
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that even for a high permeability of 10"16 m2, the thickness of the porous zone must be on

the order of 10000 m to enable Raleigh convection.
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Figure 5.4 Rayleigh numbers

for a variety of porous layer
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Non-Rayleigh convection

A more likely process to operate at mid crustal depths is non-Rayleigh convection, which

is driven by lateral temperature gradients [Wood and Hewett, 1982] or inclined

permeability layering [Bj0rlykke et al, 1988] within high fluid pressure compartments,

within which, the fluid pressure gradient is hydrostatic. Such a process has been

suggested as a mechanism capable of producing large scale mass transfer in sedimentary

basins [Wood and Hewett, 1982]. The fluid flux (or velocity) generated by non-Raleigh

convective fluid flow, q, oriented parallel to the slope of a non-horizontal isotherm or

permeable layer, 9, is [Wood and Hewett, 1982]:

q =
k a g sin 6 rVTV h

z —

V J \

(5.9),

where z is the distance measured from the base of the layer and the other parameters are

defined above. In order for non-Rayleigh convection to be important for the formation of

quartz veins, it must generate fluid fluxes several orders of magnitude greater than typical

background regional metamorphic flux rates (see Figure 5.1). However, calculations
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based on equation 5.9 show that even for 1000 m thick porous compartments,

exceedingly high permeabilities (i.e. > ca. 10"'4 m2) are required to generate fluid fluxes

significant for the formation of veins within a reasonable time interval (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5 Fluid fluxes

generated by non-Rayleigh

convection for a variety of

porous layer thicknesses (h)

and permeabilities (k)

calculated using equation 5.9

(oc= 1 x 10' K1, u = lO7 m- s

\k = 6 x 10"7 nr s', g = 9.8 m

s2, dT dz"' = 0.30°C m"1, 9 =

10°, z = h-(h/4)).
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5.3.3 Cyclic fluid flow associated with episodic fracturing

The presence of subparallel fibrous vein microstructures demonstrates that at least some

veins in metamorphic rocks form as the result of repeated fracture events [Cox and

Etheridge, 1983; Ramsay, 1980]. Such observations have led to the proposal of a

mechanism for quartz vein formation [e.g. Sibson, 1987] whereby stresses are

accumulated until failure is induced which causes a release of elastic stress, a drop in fluid

pressure and deposition of minerals having a positive dependency of pressure on

solubility (e.g. silica) in the low-pressure fracture sites. Once sealing of the fracture is

accomplished, stress can once again be transmitted across the fracture and the stresses can

once again accumulate until renewed failure. Whether such a mechanism can account for

the formation of quartz veins depends on the mass of fluid available, the magnitude of the

pressure drop (and hence concentration drop) associated with failure and the cumulative

number of fracture events. This possibility is investigated briefly here.
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The total mass of silica, Ms, precipitated due to fracture-induces pressure drops

(neglecting temperature effects) in a fluid-saturated porous rock is:

M,=(*VrP,)(i^)N (5.10).

where <|) is the rock porosity, Vr is volume of rock considered, pf is the fluid density, Xs

(6.262 x 10~3) is the slope of the line on a plot of percent solubility change (relative to the

solubility at 500°C, 500 MPa) versus pressure change (relative to 500 MPa), Ap is the

pressure drop per fracture event and N is the total number of fracture events. The pressure

drop induced by tensile failure is constrained to lie between the value of the tensile rock

strength, which measurements show to be on the order of 10 MPa [Hobbs, 1964; Nova

and Zaninetti, 1990], and the difference between the rock pressure and the hydrostatic

fluid pressure. Although the instantaneous pressure drop coinciding with failure may

actually approach zero, the silica precipitated during this transient event is likely to be

redissolved as the pressure in the fracture increases back to the hydrostatic fluid pressure.

The number of fracture events that is involved in the formation of observed veins by the

crack-seal process can be estimated quite accurately on the basis of fibre textures. The

spacing of inclusion bands and trails from a variety of studies indicates vein growth

increments of 10 - 200 |im [Cox and Etheridge, 1983; Ramsay, 1980] which equates to

50 - 1000 events for a 1 cm wide vein. The rock porosity is unlikely to exceed 1 % at mid

crustal levels and may be considerable less.

Expression 5.10 can be used to estimate the maximum density of quartz veining formed

by multiple fracture events, assuming that all silica is precipitated within fractures. The

results (Figure 5.6) show that for a porous rock containing 1% volume fluid which is

saturated with respect to quartz, 103 fracture events, each involving an extreme pressure

drop equal to the sum of the tensile rock strength (10 MPa) and the difference between

the rock pressure and the hydrostatic fluid pressure (curve labelled X = 0.37), form vein

densities of approximately 0.1 % (i.e. 1 cm thick veins spaced 10 m apart). Calculations

using the same parameters with a more conservative pressure drop, equal to the value of

the tensile rock strength (curve labelled A, = 1.0), yields vein densities of approximately

2xl0"2 % volume. This vein density is at least 2 orders of magnitude lower than typically

observed vein densities (see chapter 4).
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Figure 6. Estimation of the

number of fracture events required

to form quartz veins by the crack-

seal mechanism, for a range of

pressure drops and porosities

(related to the amount of fluid

present). The pressure drop

associated with hydraulic failure is

assumed to be equal to the sum of

the tensile rock strength (assigned

here to be 10 MPa) and the

difference between the rock

pressure and the fluid pressure after

failure, represented here as X

(where X = p,/C7m, and CTm is

assumed here to be 500 MPa).

Note that when X =0.37, the fluid pressure after failure is equal to the hydrostatic fluid pressure (this

represents the most extreme possible pressure drop). It is assumed that all quartz precipitated during

failure goes into fracture. Quartz solubilities were computed at 400°C, 500 Mpa.

5.4 DIFFUSIVE MODELS FOR SILICA TRANSPORT

AND VEIN FORMATION

Diffusive vein formation models [Fisher and Brantley, 1992; Romberg, 1961; Robin,

1979; Sawyer and Robin, 1986; Yardley, 1975] rely on the presence of local chemical

potential gradients to create a diffusive flux of silica from the rock into the fracture.

Whether the diffusive mechanism is able to account for the formation of quartz veins

depends on the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient, the magnitude of chemical

potential gradients and the time scale that these gradients can be maintained.

The four principle sources of free energy at a microstructural level are strain-, surface-,

chemical- and stress-energy [e.g. Dewers and Ortoleva, 1989]. The magnitude of the

strain-energy contribution has been investigated by Wintsch and Dunning [1985] who

showed that the energy associated with dislocations can raise the chemical potential of

silica appreciably if the dislocation density is high. For dislocation densities of 109 and

10'2 cm"2 the stored energy per mole of quartz is 2.2 and 1426 J respectively, which is

equivalent to increases in the activity of silica of approximately 0.04 and 29 %,
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respectively. Wintsch and Dunning [1985] concluded that since the density of free

dislocations in natural rocks (even in greenschist facies mylonites) rarely reaches 109 era"

2, the free energy increase resulting from stored strain is probably too small to effect

geochemical processes significantly. The surface-energy contribution may be important

for grain sizes of <10 |im, but it is insignificant for grain sizes on the order of 100 |im

[Parks, 1984, Dewers and Ortoleva, 1989], as typically observed (see chapter 2). Trie

magnitude of the chemical-energy contribution may be important in solid solution

minerals exhibiting chemical disequilibrium [e.g. see Stiinitz, 1998] but it unable 1o

generate significant energy in quartz. The elastic-energy contribution may be important in

the rocks under investigation, as indicated by the occurrence of brittle failure. In fact,

stress variations of 1 and 10 MPa induce silica solubility changes of 0.063 and 0.63%,

respectively, which are larger than the combined contribution from all other sources

considered above. The following section investigates the hypothesis that stress-induced

variations associated with brittle failure can create chemical potential gradients large

enough to transport silica into fractures to form veins.

5.4.1 Diffusive mass transfer associated with stress-induced

chemical potential gradients

If the fluid pressure in an open fracture is different from the applied remote stress

oriented perpendicular to the fracture orientation, the stress field around the fracture will

be locally perturbed [Pollard and Segall, 1987]. In fact, the only situation when an open

fracture will not perturb the local stress field is when there is no remote deviatoric stress

and the fluid pressure is equal to the rock pressure. It follows that not only will open

fractures almost invariably perturb the local stress field, but that the magnitude of the

maximum stress perturbation associated with open fractures is equal to the sum of half

the differential stress and the difference between the fluid pressure and the rock pressure

(mean stress).

Analytical solution of2D stressfield around underpressuredfractures

Linear elasticity provides analytical solutions of the perturbed stress field around an open

fracture for a specified fracture type, geometry and set of boundary conditions. The

following analysis considers the 2-D stress distribution around a pure mode I (tensile)

crack subject to remote (r) stresses <fu, and stresses on the fracture (c) surface o^, both
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of which are uniform in that they do not vary with spatial coordinates (Figure 5.7a). The

principle stress components for this problem are [Pollard and Segall, 1987]:

cu = <fu + Act, [rR_1 cos(# - 0)-1 + a2rR'3sin 0 sin30] (5.11)

a22 = o\2 + Act, [rET1 cos(# - 0) -1 + a2rR"3 sin 0 sin30] (5.12)

and the mean stress is:

<rm=(on +<J2i)l1

where

Act, = &u - (Jcu

0 = (01+tf2)/2

and a, r, rj, r2, B, 6] and &2 are defined in Figure 5.7a. The calculated distribution of

mean stress around a mode I fracture oriented parallel to the minimum compressive

stress (to be consistent with field observation, see Table 5.1), which is underpressured

with respect to the remote applied stresses (Figure 5.7b), consists of regions of

compressive stress either side of the crack which are separated from regions of tensile

stress around the ends of the crack. The singularities which occur at the crack tips result

from the assumption that the crack is perfectly sharp. These singularities are non-physical

in that they violate the 'small-strain' assumption inherent in linear elasticity and because

the rock cannot sustain infinitely large stresses [Scholtz, 1992]. Hence, it is assumed the

tensile stresses cannot exceed the tensile strength of rock, which is on the order of 1-10

MPa [Hobbs, 1964].
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Figure 5.7 (a) Schematic representation of a tensile (mode I crack, length = 2a) embedded in an

elastic medium subjected to uniform remote stresses and uniform stresses on the crack surface. The

tri-polar coordinate system used to calculate the perturbed stress field around the crack consist of r

and 9 with an origin at the crack centre, r, and 8, with an origin at the right hand crack tip, and r2

and Q2 with an origin at the left hand crack tip [Pollard and Segall, 1985]. (b) Calculated distribution

of the mean stress around mode I fracture, oriented parallel to the minimum compressive stress,

embedded in an elastic media and subject to uniform remote (r) stresses and uniform stresses on the

crack (c) surface. Depth and width are normalised to the fracture length (2a) and are dimensionless

(i.e. x/2a). The fracture is located at a width of 0 and a depth of between -0.5 and +0.5. The

perturbation of the mean stress is shown here as the dimensionless ratio Icf, — (Jcu )/l(j'l] — <7^ I.

Calculated diffusive fluxes

A fracture which is underpressured relative to the surrounding rocks is

thermodynamically unstable with respect to components such as silica whose solubility in

solution increases with increasing pressure because the pressure difference creates a

concentration gradient which causes diffusion of mass towards regions of low pressure.

The rate of diffusive mass transfer is described by Fick's first law:

J--DVC (5.13),

where J is the mass flux through unit area of a medium (kg m-2 s-i), De is the effective

diffusion coefficient (m2 s-1) and VC is the concentration gradient. To obtain the steady

state concentration gradients, VC, the silica solubility in a solution of pure water assumed

to be saturated with respect to silica was computed as a function of pressure (mean stress)

around the fracture. The concentration gradients were calculated in a direction normal to
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the crack surface and were assumed to be linear, which is a reasonable approximation for

the region close to the crack. The greatest uncertainty in the calculation is in estimating the

effective (bulk) diffusion coefficient, which must lie between values for liquids (1 - 0.1

m2 s"1) and values for silicate lattices (< 10"7 m2 s"1). Effective diffusion coefficients were

estimated from the empirically-derived relationship [Nakashima, 1995]:

De = Doy (5.14),

2 -1

where Dg is the diffusion coefficient of silica in pure water (2.4 m s at 500 C, 1 kb;

[Ildefonse and Gabis, 1974], <j) is the connected porosity and the porosity exponent n is

approximately 1.3 for consolidated rocks. For porosities in the 0.01 - 1. % range, this

relationship yields effective diffusion coefficients consistent with values measured for

2 -1

greenschist samples, which are between 102 and 10"5 cm s [Nishiyama et ah, 1990].

Calculated vein-fill times

The total mass of silica transported by diffusion into an isolated fracture was calculated

from equation 5.13 by integrating around the fracture (in 2-D) and through time, ignoring

advective transport of silica. The results (Figure 5.8) show that, for an estimated diffusion

coefficient of 3xl0"4 m2 s"1, a 1 m long fracture with a X value (o>cn/aru) of 0.99 will take

approximately 5xl04 years to fill with silica. A 10 m long fracture with the same degree

of underpressure and same diffusion coefficients will take an order of magnitude longer

to fill with silica because the pressure (and hence concentration) gradient is an order of

magnitude smaller.

The results of the diffusion model presented in Figure 5.13 are only valid for the limiting

scenario whereby the Peclet number, Pe {=hq/ppe where h is the length scale, q is the

fluid flux, p/ is the fluid density and De is the diffusivity) is considerably less than unity

(i.e. diffusive transport dominates over advective transport). This condition is most likely

to satisfied for low porosities, because the fluid flux is more strongly dependent on the

porosity than the diffusivity (i.e. compare q °= 03 mdDe <* 013), and for small length

scales. Calculations for the situation modelled in Figure 5.13 yield Peclet numbers on the

order of 10'6-10"4 for porosities between 0.1 and 1% and for length scales between 1 and

10 m. This indicates that, for small length scales and low porosities, diffusive transport
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sufficiently dominates over advective transport, such that the model results presented in

Figure 5.13 are valid.
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Figure 8. Plot of the time required to fill a 1 cm thick underpressured fracture (k-GculO'n=0 99)

by diffusive mass transfer from the adjacent rocks for a variety of effective diffusion coefficients and

fracture lengths. It is assumed that the rock has a tensile strength of 10 MPa. The effective diffusion

coefficient for porous rock must he between diffusion in pure liquid and diffusion in pure solid. The

dotted horizontal lines show the effective diffusion coefficients calculated for 0.1 and 1% porosity

using relation 5.14 in the text. The shaded box indicates the range in effective diffusion coefficients

measured in a greenschist sample [Nishiyama et ai, 1990].

5.5 DISCUSSION: The formation of quartz veins

It is generally accepted that precious mineral deposits require fluid focusing and large

integrated fluid fluxes to account for large scale advective mass transfer [Cox et ai, 1991;

Ridley, 1993; Robert et ai, 1995]. The model result that fractures with a large vertical

extent can induce large degrees of fluid focusing (Figure 5.3) is consistent with the

commonly observed spatial association of precious mineral deposits with crustal scale

shear zones. Although this association has led several workers to conclude that typical

(i.e. non-ore bearing) metamorphic quartz veins form as a result of focused fluid flow

[Ague, 1994b; Yardley, 1986], this conclusion has been based largely on knowledge that

fractures are capable of accommodating large fluid fluxes [Walther and Orville, 1982].
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That veins result from focused fluid flow conflicts with geochemical studies which have

shown that most veins display no evidence for infiltration of fluid out of equilibrium with

the host rocks [Cartwright et al., 1994; Cesare, 1994; Oliver et al, 1990; Yardley and

Bottrell, 1992].

5.5.1 Mechanisms involving large-scale fluid flow

The present study demonstrates, from consideration of the amounts of fluid available and

the mechanism by which the available fluid is focused, that the focusing model (in a

homogeneous media) is not viable for the formation of typical quartz veins. In fact, for

any of the large scale advective flow models (i.e. fracture-induce focusing, thermal

convection) to contribute to the formation of typical quartz veins, the vertical length over

which hydraulic connectivity must be maintained is on the order of 1000 m or greater

(Figures 5.3, 5.4 & 5.5). This length exceeds the possible depth limit for a hydraulically

connected, pressurised fluid compartments estimated on the basis of rock strength

estimates [Sector and Pollard, 1975] and on the basis of calculated viscous compaction

lengths [Connolly, 1997a]. Given these limits, and considering that the length scale of

connected porosity is further impeded by permeability variations [Bjfirlykke et al, 1988],

it is suggested that neither fracture-induced focusing in a homogeneous media nor

thermal convection contribute significantly to the formation of quartz veins during

metamorphism.

The focusing generated by high permeability fractures can be considerably greater than

calculated here for the case when a single fracture intersects a low permeability barrier

impeding regional fluid flow [Matthai and Roberts, 1997]. This effect is anticipated to

increase the efficiency of the vein formation process. On the contrary, the incorporation of

finite fracture spacings is anticipated to decrease the efficiency of the vein formation

process. This decrease in efficiency is argued on the basis that while adding fractures to

form a subparallel set of fractures (such as observed, see Chapter 4) does not increase the

degree of focusing (because the vertical extent of connectivity is not increased), the total

amount of fluid focused becomes divided between multiple fractures, thereby reducing

the total fluid flux through each fracture.
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5.5.2 Multi-pass fracture-induced fluid flow

The vein formation mechanism, whereby fluid is recycled on a local scale by pressure

variations caused by brittle failure, relies on the anticipation that hydraulic failure occurs

repeatedly throughout deformation accompanying metamorphism. The observation of

fibrous textures within metamorphic veins confirms that some veins form in an

incremental fashion associated with repeated brittle events [Cox and Etheridge, 1983;

Ramsay, 1980]. While the crack-seal mechanism has an advantage over large scale fluid

flow vein formation models (in that it is not limited by the magnitude of the background

fluid flux and the need to maintain large scale hydraulic connectivity), it is nevertheless

restrained by the total number of brittle events, the magnitude of the pressure drop during

each event, and the quantity of fluid involved. Calculations presented here confirm that the

crack-seal mechanism can contribute to vein formation (Figure 5.6) but indicate that, for

likely parameters (i.e. 10 MPa pressure drops, fluid volume equivalent to 1% porosity,

500-3000 fracture events) this process cannot entirely account for observed vein densities.

5.5.3 Diffusive vein formation mechanisms

Many metamorphic veins described in the literature display no evidence for crack-seal

type behaviour and have geochemical features indicating a closed system origin of silica

rocks [Cartwright et al, 1994; Cesare, 1994; Oliver et al, 1990; Yardley and Bottrell,

1992]. On the basis of such observations, several workers have suggested that veins may

form by the local diffusion of silica induced by chemical potential gradients [Fisher and

Brantley, 1992; Sawyer and Robin, 1986; Yardley, 1975]. Whether the diffusive

mechanism can account for the formation of quartz veins depends on the magnitude of

the diffusion coefficient, the magnitude of chemical potential gradients and the time scale

that these gradients can be maintained. Although assessment of the diffusive vein

formation mechanisms is impeded by large uncertainties in the governing parameters, a

speculative mechanism was investigated whereby silica diffuses into fractures driven by

local stress-induced chemical potential gradients. Using elastic solutions to define the

length scale over which pressure perturbations decay, it is estimated that 1 m long open

fractures underpressured by 5 MPa can fill with silica by diffusion on a time scale of

between 103-106 years, depending on magnitude of the diffusion coefficient.
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5.5.4 Summary

On the basis of the models investigated in this study, quartz veins in metamorphic rocks

are interpreted as passive features which form in response to local processes driven by

deformation under high fluid pressures. Even though the actual mechanism by which

veins fill is not decipherable, the following general statements can be made:

• Large scale advective fluid flow processes such as fracture-induced focusing and

thermal convection do not significantly contribute to the formation of non ore-bearing

metamorphic quartz veins.

• Local multi-pass advective fluid flow and pressure drops caused repeated brittle

failure can contribute to, but not entirely account for, the formation of quartz veins.

• The formation of quartz veins is difficult to explain without contribution from local

diffusion of silica down chemical potential gradients. However, the origin and

magnitude of such chemical potential gradients remains speculative

5.5.5 Comparison with other studies

The model results presented in this study are consistent with a large number of

geochemical investigations which have demonstrated that most (non ore-bearing)

metamorphic quartz veins display no evidence for large scale migration of silica

[Cartwright, 1994; Cesare, 1994; Fisher and Brantley, 1992; Oliver etal., 1990; Yardley

and Bottrell, 1992]. Nevertheless, several studies have described metasomatism

associated with rather unusual occurrences of focused flow [Ague, 1994a; Yardley, 1986].

Furthermore, numerous studies have made a case for significant loss of silica from pelitic

schists during metamorphism which cannot be explained by local segregation of quartz

into veins [Ague, 1994b; Bell and Cuff, 1989; Priest and Hudson, 1976; Stephens et al.,

1979]. The mechanism by which silica is lost from pelitic schists during metamorphism

remains unclear.

The result that the formation of metamorphic quartz veins is difficult to explain without

contribution from local diffusion is similar to the conclusion obtained by Fisher and

Brantley [1992], although is based on a different arguments and essentially different

physics. The preferred model presented by Fisher and Brantley [1992] relies on pressure

differences existing between the fluid within a vertical fracture and the surrounding rocks
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(i.e. due to the density difference between fluid and rock). Although these pressure

differences may be small, if fractures have short lengths and/or if fractures are not

oriented parallel to ambient pressure gradients, the apparent success of the Fisher and

Brantley [1992] model is due to the assumption that the pressure difference at the

fracture-rock interface is initially stepwise. Given that this assumption is mechanically

unrealistic, the approach taken here is to estimate the pressure gradients based on linear

elasticity. This analysis yields the result that the stress perturbation associated with

fractures decays laterally away from fractures over a length scale approximately

equivalent to the fracture length. It is clear on the basis of the calculations presented here

(Figure 5.8) that if the small pressure differences (0.01 to 0.1 MPa) suggested by Fisher

and Brantley [1992] decay over a length scale equal to likely fracture lengths (i.e. 1-10

m), the resulting diffusive fluxes are negligible. An alternative possibility argued in this

study is that the pressure difference existing between fracture and rock is equal to the sum

of half the differential stress and the difference between the fluid pressure and the rock

pressure (mean stress). Using conservative pressure differences estimated on the basis of

this argument (i.e. X = 0.99), it was demonstrated (Figure 5.8) that fractures can fill with

silica by diffusion in a time scale on the order of 105 years.

The results of this study differ markedly from the investigation carried out by Mawer

[1987] who proposed a model based on the assumption that the process of quartz vein

formation is limited by the rates of fracture propagation (opening) and kinetics of silica

precipitation. Using experimentally determined fracture propagation rates and data on

artificial growth of minerals, Mawer [1987] calculated that 100 m long and 175 cm wide

quartz veins form on a time scale of 10 years. The calculations presented by Mawer

[1987] apply to the limiting scenario whereby the rate of silica transport is larger than, or

of the same order as, the rate of silica precipitation. Similarly, Walther and Orville [ 1982]

postulated a mechanism for the formation of quartz veins by focused fluid flow based on

the implicit assumption of an infinite supply of fluid. The scenarios envisaged by Mawer

[1987] and Walther and Orville [1982] are most likely to be realised under conditions of

extreme focusing, such as may be induced by the localised failure of a laterally

continuous permeability barrier impeding fluid migration.
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Chapter 6:

Synthesis: The Role of the Fluid Phase During Low

Grade Metamorphism and Deformation

6.1 SUMMARY OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS

The principle objectives of this thesis were to determine the extent and the nature by

which fluids influence deformation and mass transfer during low grade regional

metamorphism. To achieve these objectives, field work was conducted in the low grade

regional metamorphic sequence exposed on NW Sardinia to investigate the temporal and

spatial relationship between deformation and dehydration reactions and to collect data

relating to the formation of quartz veins. Field observations have been combined with

theoretical constraints in an attempt to provide an integrated model of the role of fluids

during metamorphism.

This study shows that dehydration reactions, as observed in NW Sardinia, have a

profound influence of the style of deformation during metamorphism. Deformation

during dehydration is characterised by penetrative axial planar foliations defined by well

developed phyllosilicate preferred orientations, tight to isoclinal similar folds and

mineralised fractures that are oriented parallel to axial planar foliations and that formed

contemporaneously with deformation. Deformation in the absence of dehydration is

characterised by non-penetrative crenulation cleavages, poorly developed phyllosilicate

preferred orientations, low strain similar folds and minor brittle deformation. These

observations indicate that deformation during dehydration took place (at least

episodically) under conditions of low differential stresses and fluid pressure in excess of

the rock pressure.

That multivariant dehydration reactions releasing small quantities of fluid can influence

the style of deformation during metamorphism is consistent with the results of a

microcrack model investigated in this study. These results show that whenever fluid flow

is obstructed such that excess fluid pressures are generated, dehydration reactions in

elastic rocks will induce embrittlement. The generation of excess fluid pressures creates a

mechanical instability which becomes increasingly unstable with increasing differential
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stress. Thus, unless the differential stress is removed, microcrack growth becomes

unstable and leads to macroscopic fragmentation. The strength loss induced by

dehydration is predicted to occur at the onset of dehydration and is unrelated to the

establishment of hydraulic connectivity. The implication of this behaviour is that, for

rocks with low initial hydraulic connectivity, embrittlement may be induced before

dilational strain can be accommodated by a mechanism involving viscous deformation.

The distribution of deformation induced by dehydration reactions is strongly localised in

that it does not propagate, either spatially or temporally, into adjacent rocks not

undergoing reaction. Similarly, within rocks undergoing dehydration, the interaction

between stress and fluid pressure perturbations, associated with the formation of axial

planar fractures, acts to further localise sites of fracture initiation. These features

emphasise the profound affect that fluids can have on the rheology of the deforming

rocks, but they also indicate that the deformation in rocks which are not undergoing

dehydration is not significantly influenced by reaction-induced deformation in directly

adjacent rocks.

The mechanism by which fractures fill with silica remains uncertain. However, on the

basis of several simple models considered in this study, the most likely vein formation

mechanism is considered to involve a combination of silica precipitation from a fluid

mobilised on a local scale due to episodic failure and local diffusion induced by stress

induced chemical potential gradients. Large scale advective flow mechanisms were ruled

out as explanation for vein formation because of the unrealistically large vertical extent of

hydraulic connectivity that must be maintained in order to generate the required fluid

fluxes. That the mechanisms inferred to explain quartz veins involve silica migration on a

local scale is consistent with the observation that axial planar fractures are initiated in

response to the local response of rocks deforming in the presence of a high pressure fluid

phase.
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6.1.1. The passive versus active role of the fluid phase in influencing
deformation

Fluids exert an active influence on the deformation of metamorphosing rocks in that they

cause the mechanism of deformation to change from ductile to brittle. The nature of this

fluid-induced brittle deformation is demonstrated by the presence of abundant axial planar

mineralised fractures. Fluids are also predicted to induce pervasive fragmentation,

although the occurrence of such deformation is difficult to demonstrate in the field.

Pervasive embrittlement is, however consistent with the low differential stresses indicated

by the style of failure and by the tightening of macroscopic folds associated with the onset

of dehydration.

Dehydration experiments carried out under drained conditions [e.g. Ko et al, 1995;

Olgaard et al, 1995] show that the rock strength remains high during reaction even

though fluid pressures are episodically high and brittle failure is induced. This scenario

differs with field observations which indicate the loss of rock strength during

dehydration, as demonstrated by the transformation from shear-dominated failure in

rocks not undergoing dehydration to axial planar failure in rocks undergoing dehydration.

The observed strength loss associated with dehydration implies fluids could not freely

drain away following production. Similar behaviour is observed in dehydration

experiments carried out under undrained conditions [e.g. Heard and Rubey, 1966;

Raleigh and Paterson, 1965].

6.1.2. The passive versus active role of the fluid phase in

influencing chemical mass transfer

The most common evidence for chemical mass transfer in metamorphic rocks is the

formation of quartz veins. One of the aims of this study was to determine how quartz

veins form and what their presence implies about the role of metamorphic fluids in

transporting mass. Although this study failed to conclusively demonstrate the mechanism

by which veins form, the results of simple models indicate that veins do not represent

sites of active fluid flow and large scale advective mass transport. On the contrary, veins

are interpreted to form passively in that failure induces local pressure gradients which in

turn lead to vein formation by a combination of local fluid flow and diffusive mass

transfer.
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6.2. SOME ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

6.2.1. Porosity destruction versus porosity creation

Mathematically, the generation of fluid overpressure (and porosity) by mineral

dehydration is typically treated in a identical manner to the generation of fluid

overpressures by compaction of porosity [Walder and Nur, 1984; Gavrilenko and

Gueguen, 1993; Connolly, 1997]. However, given that the rate of dilational strain

accommodation by viscous creep is proportional to the absolute porosity (i.e. the strain

rate goes to zero as the porosity goes to zero), dehydration and compaction may result in

significantly different physical processes and rheological responses. The mechanism that

accommodates dilational strain generated by dehydration reactions occurring in the ductile

regime is likely to be brittle, at least initially, because of vanishingly small initial

porosities. The result will be an abrupt and almost complete loss of strength under

undrained conditions. Compaction on the other hand involves the progressive destruction

of already existing porosity and hence is more likely to be accommodated by ductile

creep. Compaction is not anticipated to generate an abrupt rheological response.

6.2.2. Brittle versus ductile deformation

The style of fluid pressure-induced deformation is critically dependent on the magnitude

of the existing porosity, which itself is a function of rock strength. In the upper crust

where deformation is dominated by pressure-sensitive brittle deformation, the strength of

rock is sufficient to maintain a connected pore structure and a fluid that is underpressured

relative to the rock pressure. This behaviour changes because of increased temperature in

the lower crust where deformation is dominated by temperature-sensitive ductile creep

and rock strengths are so low that pores can only be maintained if they are filled with a

fluid phase pressured approximately to the rock pressure. A paradoxical feature of the

porosity structure resulting from these two rheological regimes is that fluid overpressures

in the upper brittle crust are more likely to be accommodated by ductile deformation

whereas those in the lower ductile crust are more likely to be accommodated by britde

deformation.
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6.2.3. Pervasive versus focused fluid flow

One of the issues which remains almost completely unresolved in this study is how

fluids released by dehydrating rocks systematically move to structurally higher levels.

The close spatial relationship observed between dehydration and brittle deformation

implies that reaction-generated brittle deformation is not propagated pervasively into the

overlying rocks resulting in their progressive weakening. Several studies have shown that

upward fluid flow may be accommodated by laterally extensive, pulsed fluid flow,

accomodated either by hydrofracturing [e.g. Gold and Soter, 1985; Nur and Walder,

1992] or by ductile creep [e.g. Connolly, 1997; Connolly and Podladchikov, 1998]. A

potentially important factor not considered in these analyses is the role of deviatoric

stresses and deformation in response to regional stresses. A fundamental difference

between failure of deviatorically stressed rock in comparison to the failure of isotropically

stressed rock, is that whereas the former results in differential displacement, the latter

does not. The differential displacement resulting from shear failure may be important

because it provides the opportunity to localise further displacement, providing positive

feedback with the regionally applied stresses. Thus, once shear failure is initiated, these

features may amplify to control the entire system, causing the localisation of both

deformation and fluid flow. The most powerful indication that such a scenario occurs

during metamorphism is the presence of precious mineral deposits which not only

require large degrees of fluid focusing but which are typically spatially associated with

major crustal-scale shear fractures.
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Chapter 7:

Phengite Thermobarometry: Calculated Phase

Relations of Assemblages Involving Combinations of

Phengite, Chlorite, Biotite, K-feldspar, Quartz and

H20

Abstract: The phase relations of divariant and trivariant assemblages involving

combinations ofphengite, chlorite, biotite, K-feldspar, quartz and H20 were calculated

with THERMOCALC for the KFMASH system and the KMASH and KFASH

subsystems. The stability fields of the various equilibria are represented in pressure-

temperature projections by contouring sets ofcompositional isopleths for the Tschermak

(Mg.,Si., Al2) and FeMg., exchange vectors, buffered by the coexisting phyllosilicate

phases. Four multivariant equilibria, which occur in different regions of pressure-

temperature-composition space, are potentially useful as thermobarometers for low-

medium grade metamorphic rocks of granitic and pelitic composition.

Thermobarometric calculations performed here show reasonable agreement with respect

to experimental and field-based data and calculations performed with alternative data

bases and solution models, at phengite compositions close to the muscovite end-member,

but display progressively larger discrepencies towards the celadonite end-member.

Fortunately, because celadonite-rich compositions (i.e. > 50 mol% celadonite) are

unusual in nature, the actual differences resulting from the choice of data and solution

models are anticipated to be significantly less than 5 kb for any given temperature and

composition. This study demonstrates the potential value ofmultivariant assemblages for

obtaining thermobarometric estimates, but indicates that the current errors associated

with such calculations may be on the order of 1 kb.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION

Low-medium grade metamorphic rocks of pelitic and psammitic composition undergo

multivariant reactions in which the compositions of coexisting phyllosilicate phases vary

continuously along both Tschermak (Al2Si.,MF.,) and FeMg^ exchange vectors

[Miyashiro, 1985]. Although the mineral assemblages of such rocks at low grades are

insensitive to changes in pressure and temperature, it is possible to define their

progressive metamorphism in terms of the compositions of the coexisting mineral phases

[Essene, 1989; Spear, 1989; Thompson, 1976]. Indeed, numerous workers have

observed that the Tschermak component in natural phengite increases with increasing

pressure and decreasing temperature [Ernst, 1963; Guidotti, 1978; Sassi, 1972]. These

observations have been confirmed and quantified experimentally for the KMASH

assemblage phengite+biotite+K-feldspar+quaitz+H20 by Velde [1965] and Massone and

Schreyer [1987], for the KMASH assemblage phengite+pyrope+kyanite+quartz+H20

by Massonne and Szpurka [1997], for the KMASH assemblage

phengite+talc+quaitz/coesite+K-feldspar+kyanite+H20 by Massonne and Schreyer

[1989] and for the KFASH assemblage phengite+almandine+kyanite+quaitz+H20 by

Massonne and Szpurka [1997]. Following these investigations there have been several

attempts to extract thermodynamic data for the phengite Tschermak end-members, Mg-

celadonite [Bucher-Nurminen, 1987; Holland and Powell, 1990; Powell and Evans,

1983] and Fe-celadonite [Holland and Powell, 1990; Massonne and Szpurka, 1997]. The

extraction of this data for phengite, along with thermodynamic data for the biotite and

chlorite Tschermak (Fe and Mg) end-members, has enabled the calculation of a large

number of new equilibria [see Bucher-Nurminen, 1987; Powell and Holland, 1990;

Roots, 1995, Worley and Powell, 1998; Powell et ah, 1998], which are currently used

extensively by petrologists to constrain the pressure and temperature conditions of

multivariant natural assemblages [e.g. Droop, 1985; Evans and Patrick, 1987; Graham

et al, 1983; Massonne and Chopin, 1989; Moles, 1985].

This work presents results of calculations performed using THERMOCALC [Powell

and Holland, 1988] and the data set of Holland and Powell [1998] of multivariant

equilibria existing between combinations of the phases phengite, chlorite, biotite, K-

feldspar, quartz (and H20) in the KMASH and KFASH model systems. Several of these

equilibria, namely those involving the formation of biotite, are commonly observed in

low- medium-grade metamorphic rocks of sedimentary and granitic origin. The principle
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aim of this investigation is to constrain the positions of, and relationships between, the

various phase fields, the schematic topology of which has been presented previously by

Bucher-Nurminen [1987] and Wang et al. [1987]. Given the recent work carried out on

extracting thermodynamic data for Fe and Mg Tschermak end-members for the common

phyllosilicate phases [e.g. Massonne and Szpurka, 1997], penologists are now

confronted with several different versions of data for a single phase with which

calculations can be performed. This work evaluates the application of the calculated

reactions for thermobarometry, and assesses the sensitivity of the calculations presented

here with respect to the version of thermodynamic data set used.

7.2 THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS

Thermodynamic calculations were performed with THERMOCALC (v2.5/ppc) [Powell

and Holland, 1988] using the solution models (Table 7.1) and internally consistent data

set (Table 7.2) of Holland and Powell (1998).

Table 7.1 Phase and component notation, site mixing models and activity-compositions relations

used in calculations [after Holland and Powell, 1998]. The M2 site involved in mixing is bound by

rounded-brackets, the Ml site is bound by cusp-brackets and the T2 site is bound by square-brackets.

XFe is defined as Fe/(Fe+Mg),Y is defined as the proportion of tschermak substitution (muscovite,

Y=XA1 ; biotite, Y=XA1 ; chlorite, Y=XA1) and N is defined as XMM2-XMT2. Non-ideal

(symmetrical) mixing is treated with the interactions parameters Wmus_cel = 0, Wafchi.ames=20, Wafd.

—18 W -18 W —40 W —0 W —1f\ W —0 W —^ W —1fl W
clin- lu' '" chn-ames-10> " afcl-daph ^"> "

chn-daph-w>
"

ames-daph-JyJ'
" phl-ann '• "

phl-obi-J>
"

phi-east- lu'
"

ann-

east=-l, Wann.obl=6, Weast.obl=10 (kJ). In this Table and throughout the text, phases involving solid

solution are represented with upper case characters whereas end-member components are in lower

case.

Phase End Member Component Formula Activity relation

Notation Notation

PHE muscovite mus

celadonite eel

Fe-celadonite feel

BIO phlogopite phi

eastonite east

annite ann

obi

CHL chlinochlore clin

amesite ames

daphnite daph

afchl
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K(Al)AlSi2[SiAl]O10(OH)2

K(Mg)AlSi2[Si2]O10(OH)2

K(Fe)AlSi2[Si2]O10(OH)2

K{Mg}(Mg2)Si2[SiAl]O10(OH)2

K{Al}(Mg2)Si2[Al2]O10(OH)2

K{Fe}(Fe2)Si2[SiAl]O10(OH)2

K{Fe}(Mg2)Si2[AlSi]O10(OH)2

Mg4{Mg}(Al)Si2[AlSi]O10(OH)

Mg4{Al}(Al)Si2[Al2]O10(OH)8

Fe4{Fe}(Al)Si2[AlSi]O10(OH)8

Mg4{Mg}(Mg)Si2[Si2]O10(OH)g

Y2 (2-Y)

0.25 (l-XFe) (1-Y) (2- Y)2

0.25 XFe (1-Y) (2-Y)2

(l-XFcM,)2(l-XFeJ(12)(l-Y)2(l+Y)

0.25 (l-XFeM2)2 (1+Y)2

XFeAI1XFe„22(l-Y)2(l+Y)

XFe,M1(l-XFeM2)2(l-Y)2(l+Y)

4 (l-XFe)5 (1-Y+N) (Y+N) (1-Y) Y

(1-XpJ4 (Y-N) (Y+N) Y2

4 X,,5 (1-Y+N) (Y+N) (1-Y) Y

(l-XFe)6 (1-Y+N) (1-Y-N) (1-Y)2
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Table 7.2 Thermodynamic data extracted from Holland and Powell [1998] which was used in

calculations presented here. AfH is molar enthalpy of formation, sd(H) is the standard deviation on

molar enthalpy, S is molar entropy, V is molar volume, a, b, c & d are coefficients in the heat

capacity polynomial Cp = a + bT + cT2 + dT"2.

Component AfH
(kJ)

sd (H) S

(J°K')
V

(Jbar1)
a b

( x 10"5)
c d

H20 -241.81 0.03 188.80 0 0.0401 0.8656 487.5 -0.2512

qtz -910.71 0.12 41.50 2.269 0.1107 -0.5189 0 -1.1283

ksp -3966.71 2.52 216.72 10.892 0.4488 -1.0075 -1007.3 -3.9731

clin -8929.96 1.85 410.50 21.090 1.1618 1.0133 -7657.3 -9.6909

daph -7153.99 3.33 545.00 21.340 1.2374 1.3594 -3743.0 -11.2500

ames -9052.53 2.02 390.00 20.520 1.1770 0.9041 -7458.7 -10.0530

afcl -8744.20 2.34 408.00 21.660 1.1466 1.1225 -7855.9 -9.3288

phi -6219.44 3.08 328.00 14.964 0.7703 -3.6939 -2328.9 -6.5316

ann -5143.44 3.30 428.00 15.432 0.8157 -3.4861 19.8 -7.4667

east -6348.94 4.70 306.00 14.751 0.7855 -3.8031 -2130.3 -6.8937

obi -5871.5 3.05 361.33 15.120 0.7854 -3.6246 -1546.0 -6.8433

mus -5984.12 3.04 292.00 14.083 0.7564 -1.9840 -2170.0 -6.9792

eel -5844.48 3.04 287.00 14.040 0.7412 -1.8748 -2368.8 -6.6169

feel -5497.32 3.08 318.00 14.250 0.7563 -1.9147 -1586.1 -6.9287

7.2.1 Topology of Tschermak end-member equilibria

In the six-component KFMASH system, there is one divariant equilibria and six

trivariant equilibria involving the six phases phengite, chlorite, biotite, K-feldspar, quartz

and H20 (only equilibria with a variance of three or less are considered here). To illustrate

the phase diagram topology of these equilibria, it is constructive to reduce to the KMASH

subsystem and to fix Tschermaks exchange at a constant value. This results in one

invariant assemblage and six univariant equilibria, formed by the progressive absence of

one of the six phases present in the invariant assemblage (Figure 7.1). Reactions in the

Tschermak end-member KMASH subsystem represent limiting cases of the continuous

reactions investigated in subsequent sections. The stoichiometric coefficients of the

KFASH reactions are listed in Table 7.3. In the remainder of this work, the activity of

silica and H20 are taken to be unity.
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Table 7.3 Reaction coefficients, entropy change of reaction (dSr, FK"1), volume change of reaction

(dVr, Jbar"1) and Clapeyron slope (dP/dT, bar °K"') for various KMASH reactions involving

Tschermak exchange (Tsh, AljMg^Si.,) in muscovite, biotite and chlorite. Reactions are labeled by

noting the phase absent (i.e. [phase]) and are written with phases on the high temperature side

negative. The compositions of phases are defined in Table 7.1. The volume of water was calculated

at 300°C, 5kb using the Holland and Powell [1991, 1995 CORK] equation of state. The

thermodynamic data for Tsh was calculated from the relation eel + AljMg^Si., = mus.

Reaction Phases involved in reaction dSr dVr dP/dT

(phase mus phi clin ksp qtz H20 Tsh (J°K') (Jbar' (bar °K-')
absent) ')

[mus] 0 -2 1 2 -4 -2 -1 -342.1 1.23 -278

[phi] 6 0 -1 -6 -2 -2 -5 -440.1 -10.3 43

[clin] 3 -1 0 -2 -3 -2 -3 -391.1 -4.6 86

[ksp] 3 -3 1 0 -7 -4 -4 -733.2 -3.3 221

[qtz] 12 2 -3 -14 0 -2 -9 -538.1 -21.9 25

[H20] -3 -1 1 4 -1 0 2 49.0 5.8 8

[Tsh] -3 -5 3 8 -9 -4 0 -635.2 8.2 -77

W

M

(X,

llH2UJ ksp + clin

. [qtzlv-s?

[phi]

100 200

TEMPERATURE (°C)

300

Figure 7.1 Calculated

topology of the reactions

emanating from the

celadonite-phlogopite-

clinochlore-K-feldspar-

quartz-H20 (KMASH)

invariant point. The dotted

line shows the

displacement locus of the

invariant point along the

FeMg.[ vector, the dashed

lines shows variation along

the Tschermak vector,

Al2Si.,Mg., (Si p.f.u. (PHE)

is the silica per formula

unit in phengite).
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7.2.2 Stability of the KFMASH divariant assemblage phengite +

biotite + chlorite + K-feldspar + quartz + H20

In the KFMASH system, the six phase assemblage phengite+biotite+chlorite+K-

feldspar+quartz+H20 is limited by the divariant reaction:

CHL + KSP = BIO + MUS + QTZ + Tsh + FM, + H20 (7.1),

whereby the compositions of the coexisting phyllosiUcates continuously change along the

Tschermak (Tsh = Al2Si ,FM,) and FeMg, exchange vectors. The P-T projection of this

divariant equilibria can be represented by contouring two sets of compositional isopleths

for the above exchange vectors buffered by the coexisting phyllosilicate phases (Figuie

7.2).

w
Pi
D

CO

m
Pi
Oh

7

5-

3-

0

_L _L

CHL + KSP = BIO + PHE + QTZ + H20
KMASH

2L 36

xFe=o:

200 300 400

TEMPERATURE (°C)

500

Figure 7.2 Calculated P-T projection for stability of the assemblage phengite+biotite-chlonte+K-

feldspar+quartz+H20 in the KFMASH system The dashed contours show the tetrahedral Si per

formula unit (p f u) of phengite in the equilibrium assemblage, which directly reflects exchange

along the Tschermak (Al2Si ,MF ,) vector. The solid contours show the XFe (=Fe/(Fe+Mg)) of

phengite in the equilibrium assemblage The inset Al203-KA102-FeO-MgO (AKFM) tetrahedral

phase diagrams (projected from quartz and H20) show the calculated compositions of coexisting

phengite, biotite, chlorite and K-Feldspar at various pressures and temperatures
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Because the extent of the Tschermaks and FeMg., exchanges in the coexisting

phyllosilicate phases are strong functions of pressure and temperature, the stability field

of equilibrium (1) extends over a considerable pressure (ca. 6 kb) and temperature

(250°C) interval. Although the stability field presented in Figure 7.2 delimits the

maximum accessible portion of reaction space for equilibrium 7.1, the actual stability

field is likely to be more confined due to the restricted compositional range of natural

assemblages. As illustrated in AKFM tetrahedrons (inset in Figure 7.2), the

compositional volume defined by tie lines linking the phases phengite-biotite-chlorite-K-

feldspar expands with increasing temperature and becomes progressively displaced

towards more Mg-rich compositions with increasing pressure.

Reaction 7.1 exhibits three singularities at compositions close to the Tschermak end-

member, chlorite-absent reaction in the KMASH (Figure 7.3) and KFASH subsystems.

10 _L _L

KMASH
[clin]

3 eel
/

(4 0)/ Phl + 2 ksP
'

+ 3 qtz + 2 H20
[BIO]

6PHE(3 83)/
/'CHL + 6KSP

+ 2QTZ + 2H20

[H20]
-

15 BIO

+ 15 PHE (3 33)

+ 25 QTZ

200 300 400

TEMPERATURE (°C)

500

Figure 7.3 (a) Calculated P-

T projection in KMASH

showing stability of the

- assemblage

phengite+chlorite+biotite+K

-feldspar+quartz near the

Tschermak end-member

reaction celadonite —>

phlogopite + K-feldspar +

quartz + H20 (reaction 7.5).

The numbers bound by

rounded brackets are the

calculated tetrahedral Si per

- formula unit in phengite.

Three singularities (denoted

by solid symbols) occur in

the presented pressure-

temperature space (see text

for discussion).

The most obvious singularity occurs as the Clapeyron slope of reaction 7.1 changes from

positive to negative, which is coincident with H20 changing sides in the reaction and the

entropy change of reaction going to zero. At this singularity (solid triangle in Figure 7.3a),

no fluid takes part in reaction 7.1 and a degenerate H20-absent equilibria emerges
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tangentially. The second singularity (solid star in Figure 7 3a) occurs when phengite is

compositionally colinear with chlorite and K-feldspar (Figure 7.3b). At this point, biotite

changes side in reaction 7.1, and a biotite-absent equilibria emerges tangentially The third

singularity (solid circle in Figure 7.3) occurs as reaction 7 1 terminates into the chlonte-

absent degenerage reaction which contains pure-Tschermak compositions of biotite and

phengite.
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BIO + PHfc + QTZ + H?0

CHL + KSP

CHL + KSP

BIO + PHfc. + QTZ
[H2OJ

CHL + KSP + QTZ + H2O

BIO + PHE

CHI +KSP + QTZ + H20

PHfc
[BIO]

CHI + BIO + KSP + QTZ + H2O

PHE

phi + ksp + qtz + H2O

K

Figure 7.3 (b) A (A1203) K (KA102) and M (MgO) plotted in rectangular coordinates to show the

highly-condensed phase relations of the P-T projection in Figure 7 3a The shaded region shown in

(0 is expanded in (n) Close to the Tschermak end-member system (i e A = 0), the composition of

phengite is A-poor relative to the tie line linking the compositions of K-feldspar and chlorite Hence,

phengite breaks down to form chlonte+biotite+K-feldspar+quart7+H20 However, because the A

component in phengite increases more rapidly than in all the other phases, eventually the

composition of phengite becomes colinear with K-feldspar and chlorite, resulting in a singularity At

more A-nch compositions, the composition of phengite is more A-nch than the tie line linking

chlorite and K-feldspar Hence, the reaction in this region involves chlorite and K-feldspar breaking

down to form phengite and chlorite.
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7.2.3 Stability of KFMASH trivariant assemblages

In the KFMASH system there are six trivariant equilibria involving the phases phengite-

biotite-chlorite-K-feldspar-quaitz-H20 (Figure 7.1), each of which is formed by the

absence of one of the phases from the full assemblage (termed 'phase-absent' equilibria,

hereafter). Because the calculations were carried out assuming unit activities of both Si02

and H20, the number of trivariant equilibria considered here reduces to four. In order to

graphically present P-T projections of the four trivariant KFMASH equilibria,

calculations have been performed in the KMASH (Figure 7.4a) and KFASH (Figure

7.4b) subsystems. This effectively reduces the variance of the assemblage

phengite+biotite+chlorite+K-feldspar+quaitz+H20 to univariant, and the phase-absent

continuous reactions to divariant. The phase-absent equilibria can then be represented by

contouring isopleths of the tetrahedral Si content in phengite, which directly reflects

variations in the Tschermak component. The results of these calculations are presented in

Figure 7.4 (a and b, isopleths for [PHE] are not shown).

u i 1 f 1 1 1 1 r

200 300 400 500

TEMPERATURE (°C)

Figure 7.4 P-T projections showing the calculated phase equilibria of assemblages involving

phengite, biotite, chlorite, K-feldspar, quartz and H20 in (a) KMASH and (b) KFASH (shown on

next page). The phase-absent assemblages, denoted [phase], are represented by contouring the

tetrahedral silica (per formula unit) of phengite in the various equilibrium assemblages. The inset

Al203-KA102-MgO (AKM) ternary phase diagrams in Figure 7.4a (projected from quartz and H20)

show calculated compositions of the coexisting phases at various pressures and temperatures.
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Figure 7.4 b (Figure caption on last page).

W~|| | | 1 | | |

200 300 400 500

TEMPERATURE (°C)

On the low temperature side of the univariant assemblage phengite+biotite+chlorite+K-

feldspar+quartz+H20, the two stable divariant equilibria are the phengite-absent

assemblage, denoted [PHE], which is limited by the reaction:

CHL + KSP = BIO + QTZ + H20 (7.2),

and the biotite-absent assemblage, denoted [BIO], which is limited by the reaction:

PHE = CHL + KSP + QTZ + H20 (7.31.

These two assemblages occur in the same P-T field but they occupy different

compositional space, with the biotite-absent equilibria being stable at more Al-rich

compositions. The remaining two divariant equilibria emerge from the high temperature

side of the univariant assemblage phengite+biotite+chlorite+K-feldspar+quaitz+H20. The

K-feldspar-absent assemblage, [KSP], which occurs in the more Al-rich compositions, is

limited by the reaction:

PHE + CHL = BIO + QTZ + H20 (7.4).
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The stability of this assemblage has been calculated previously by Powell and Evans

[1983] and Bucher-Nurminen [1987] for the KMASH system, and by Roots [1995] in

the KFMASH system. The chlorite-absent assemblage, [CHL], occurs in more Al-poor

and K-rich compositions and is limited by the reaction:

PHE = KSP + BIO + QTZ + H20 (7.5).

The stability of this assemblage in the KMASH system has been investigated

experimentally by Velde [1965] and Massonne and Schreyer [1987], and has been

calculated by Powell and Evans [1983] and Bucher-Nurminen [1987].

7.3 DISCUSSION

7.3.1 Constraints on stability of the chlorite-absent KMASH

assemblage: comparison between calculations and experimental data

The only equilibrium considered in the above calculations that has been investigated

experimentally is the chlorite-absent assemblage phengite+biotite+K-

feldspar+quartz+H20 (reaction 7.5). Both Velde [1965] and Massonne and Schreyer

[1987] undertook experimental stability studies of this assemblage in the KMASH

system. In both cases, the starting materials were synthetic minerals, oxide mixes or gels.

Experimental data extends from 300 to 700 °C, from 2 to 23 kb and covers phengite

compositions ranging from pure muscovite to 80 % celadonite. Although the

experimental data obtained in the different studies show broadly similar trends (Figure

7.5), the data of Velde [1965] predicts greater celadonite contents in phengite at lower

pressures and temperatures. Such differences may be due to the fact that both

experimental investigations failed to satisfy the desired conditions of reaction reversal and

phase characterisation. Massonne and Schreyer [1987] did however, demonstrate the

reproducibility and internal consistency of their results and while these conditions are

insufficient criteria for equilibrium, these conditions do suggest that the experimental

results are meaningful.

Thermodynamic calculations of the KMASH chlorite-absent equilibria show good

agreement with the experimental data for phengite compositions close to the muscovite

end-member (< 30 % celadonite) but show progressively larger deviations as phengite

compositions approach the celadonite end-member (Figure 7.5). The calculations

underestimate the pressure-stability of end-member celadonite by approximately 5 kb.
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Figure 7 5 Comparison between THERMOCALC calculations and experimental data from

Massonne and Schreyer [1987] (filled circles) and Velde [1965] (crosses) for the assemblage

phengite + biotite + K feldspar + quartz in KMASH The solid isopleths (representing tetrahedral Si

per formula unit in phengite) were calculated using THERMOCALC [Powell and Holland 1988] The

dotted lines indicate the conditions where the chlonte-absent assemblage becomes metastable with

respect to the univanant reaction defined by the assemblage phengite + chlorite + biotite + K

feldspar + quartz The shaded region shows the extent of one standard deviation variation on the

enthalpy of formation for the isopleth Si - 3 5

7.3.2 Stability of chlorite-absent assemblage based on calibrations

by Powell and Evans [1983] and Bucher-Nurminen [1987]

Powell and Evans [1983] calculated the pressure-temperature dependence of phengite

compositions in the chlorite-absent (reaction 7 5) and K feldspar absent (reaction 7 4)

assemblages on the basis of the experimental data of Velde [1965] and thermodynamic

data set of Powell [1978] The equilibrium constant contours calculated by Powell and

Evans [1983] were recalibrated by Bucher-Nurminen [1987] by least-square fitting

phengite compositional data from 15 experiments performed by Massonne and Schreyer
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[1987]. Although the results of these studies can be used to obtain pressure temperature

estimates when used in conjunction with other independent thermobarometers

[seeDroop, 1985; Hudson, 1985; Moles, 1985], it is not possible to recalculate phengite

compositional isopleths solely on the basis of the presented equilibrium constant contours

because the partial molar free energy of the celadonite and muscovite components in

phengite are not independently variable. Hence, the compositional isopleths and the

equilibrium constant isopleths for any given phengite composition are unlikely to coincide

in P-T space.

7.3.3 Stability of chlorite-absent equilibria based on new data and

solution models from Massonne and Szpurka [1997]

Recently, Massonne and Szpurka [1997] have derived new thermodynamic data for the

Mg- and Fe-celadonite end-members (Table 7.4) based on new synthesis experiments

involving phengite, garnet, kyanite and quartz or coesite (carried out between 30 and 45

kb and 850 to 1100° C), and utilising data from previous experiments carried out by

Massonne and Schreyer [1987, 1989]. Massonne and Szpurka [1997] also proposed new

mixing models to describe the solid solution between Fe- and Mg-celadonite and

muscovite. The new models differ from previous models in that they are molecular and

non-ideal. The non-ideal behaviour of the muscovite-Mg-celadonite solid solution series

was modelled using an asymmetric Margules formulation, whereas a symmetric model

was used for the muscovite-Fe-celadonite solid solution. Exchange between Fe and Mg

was assumed to be ideal.

Table 7.4 Thermodynamic data for celadonite and Fe-celadonite from Massonne and Szpurka

[1997], which was converted here into a format consistent with the Holland and Powell [1998] data

set (AfH is molar enthalpy of formation, S is molar entropy, V is molar volume, a, b, c & d are

coefficients in the heat capacity polynomial Cp = a + bT + cT2 + dT1/2).

celadonite Fe-celadonite

-5832.42 -5492.29

288.53 303.15

13.87 13.96

0.6459 0.6648

0.0 0.0

-2368.8 -1246.0

-6.6169 -6.6169

AfH (kJ)
S (J0K-')
V (Jbar1)
a

b (x 10"5)
c

d
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A comparison between phengite isopleths for the chlonte-absent KMASH equilibria

presented by Massonne and Szpurka [1997] and the corresponding experimental data of

Massonne and Schreyer [1987] is presented in Figure 7 6 (a and b)
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Calculation results (presented by Massonne and Szpurka, 1997) based on the new data

and solution models display a reasonable fit to the experimental data over the entire range

of experimentally investigated phengite compositions. The deviation between the two sets

of calculations is greatest near pure-celadonite compositions, where the Massonne and

Szpurka [1997] isopleths are displaced by approximately 5 kb towards high pressure (at

constant temperature) relative to the THERMOCALC isopleths. The deviation between

the two sets of isopleths decreases as the muscovite component in phengite increases until

30% celadonite, when the two sets of compositional isopleths nearly coincide. At

phengite compositions approaching pure muscovite, the isopleths of Massonne and

Szpurka [1997] are displaced by approximately 1 kb towards higher pressure (at constant

temperature) relative to THERMOCALC computed isopleths.

7.3.4 Sensitivity of calculations to choice of thermodynamic data and

solution models

The results presented in Figure 7.6 illustrate that thermobarometric estimations based on

the phengite compositions in the chlorite-absent assemblage are dependent on the choice

of available thermodynamic data and solution models. In fact, the entire set of reactions

presented earlier (i.e. Figures 7.2 and 7.4) would be modified should the P-T projections

be recalibrated with the data and solution models of Massonne and Szpurka [1997].

Fortunately, because the difference between the two sets of calculations is greatest near

the pure-celadonite end-member, which is an unusual natural composition, the actual

differences resulting from the choice of data and solution models are anticipated to be

significantly less than 5 kb for any given temperature and composition. However,

deviations on the order of 1 kb are anticipated, even before accounting for errors

associated with the data itself.

7.3.5 Petrographic constraints on the stability calculations

To determine whether the calculations presented here are consistent with natural

assemblages, the literature has been searched for examples in which the stability of

assemblages involving combinations of the phases phengite-chlorite-biotite-K-feldspar-

quartz were constrained by independent thermobarometers (Table 7.5). The K-feldspar-

absent assemblage is described in numerous different studies, only a few of which are

cited in Table 7.5. References to the biotite-absent and biotite+phengite+chlorite+K-

feldspar+quartz assemblages are rare and no occurrence of the phengite-absent

assemblage was found. In general, THERMOCALC calculations yield pressure estimates
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that are broadly consistent (typically within 2 kb) with estimations based on independent

thermobarometers. An anomalous pressure estimation was obtained for one chlorite-

absent assemblage in which the THERMOCALC pressure estimate is at least 5.5 kb

lower than the pressure indicated from the observed stability of jadeite and quartz at an

estimated temperature 500±50°C [Massonne and Chopin, 1989]. In fact, the calculated

phengite compositional isopleths for the chlorite-absent assemblage are almost parallel to

the albite+quartz=jadeite isopleths. This relationship implies that either the calculated

isopleths have an incorrect Clapeyron slope or that they are displaced to lower pressures

than they occur in nature.

Table 7.5 Examples of occurrences of assembalges containing combinations of the phases phengite,

chlorite, biotite, K-feldspar and quartz. Also presented are representative phengite compositons

(XFe=Fe/Fe+Mg) Si per formula unit, pfu), independently contrained pressure and/or

temperature estimates (P, kb; T,°C) and pressure (P*)/temperature (T*) calculated using

THERMOCALC (with the relevant phengite composition and temperature estimate). The

abreviations alb + q and jd indicate that the assembalge occurs with the albite + quartz and

jadeite stability field, respectively.

sample XF, Si pfu P (kb) T (°C) P* T*

phengite-chlorite-biotite-K feldspar-quartz
Mather (1970) 16 0.56 3.21 - - 1.3 409

Wang (1986) 1407A 0.43 3.17 - - 1.0 420

James (1955) .... ...

phengite-biotite-K feldspar-quartz [chlorite]
Massonne & Chopin 8/26 0.51 3.57 >14 (jd) 500 8.5

(1989)
James (1955) .... ...

Evans & Patrick (1987) 21 0.69 3.54 <11-13.5 (alb+q) 420-500 5.2-7.3 -

Droop (1985) M32 0.49 3.41 6.5 500 6.5

phengite-chlorite-biotite-quartz [K feldspar]
Bergman (1992) 12B 0.45 3.21 6.2 505 5.5

Droop (1985) GD80B 0.31 3.18 7.5 620 10.2

Novae & Holdaway (1981) 157 0.46 3.12 3.8 570 5.5

phengite-chlorite-K feldspar-quartz [biotite]
Zen (1960) .... ...

James (1955) .... ...

chlorite-biotite-K feldspar-quartz [phengite]
no known occurrence .... ...
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7.3.6 The effect of FeMg., exchange on the stability of the various

assemblages

The calculations here show that FeMg.j exchange has a strong influence on the stability of

assemblages involving combinations of phengite, chlorite and biotite. The effect of

varying FeMg., on the stability of the various assemblages depends on the Tschermak

component in the coexisting phyllosilicate phases (Figure 7.2). In general, increasing Fe2+

relative to Mg2+ reduces the pressure at which a particular assemblage is stable. These

results contradict the sparse data available on this subject in two ways. Firstly, mineral

exchange data shows that the Fe2+ /Mg2+ ratios of coexisting muscovite and biotite are

nearly identical, with the ratios slightly less in phengite than in biotite [Tracy, 1978]. On

the basis of this data, the reaction phengite -> biotite + K-feldspar + quartz + H20 should

be virtually independent of the Fe2+ /Mg2+ ratio, not strongly dependent as shown in

Figure 7.4 (a and b). Moreover, the observation that the Fe2+ /Mg2+ ratios of coexisting

muscovite and biotite are nearly identical has the implication that the phyllosilicate Fe and

Mg end-members have nearly identicle thermodynamic properties. Secondly, because the

Fe2+/Mg2+ ratios are typically slightly less in muscovite than in biotite [Tracy, 1978], the

addition of Fe2+ will actually stabilise biotite + K-feldspar in the chlorite-absent reaction

(i.e. reaction 7.5) and thus reduce the Tschermak component in phengite, displacing the

Si-isopleths to higher pressure. This is consistent with the sparse experimental data

reported by Velde [1965] but contrary to the calculations presented here.

7.3.7 The status of phengite thermobarometry

Following the work of Velde [1965], Evans and Powell [1983], Massonne and Schreyer

[1987] and Bucher-Nurminen [1987] numerous penological studies [e.g. Droop, 1985;

Evans and Patrick, 1987; Graham et al, 1983; Massonne and Chopin, 1989; Moles,

1985] have utilised phengite thermobarometry. This method has enabled the estimation of

pressures and temperatures in relatively low metamorphic grade rocks that are otherwise

difficult to characterise. This study extends on the these earlier investigations by

calculating additional isopleths that are of use for thermobarometry and by recalibrating

previously presented isopleths. While this study illustrates the potential for using sets of

high variance assemblages comprising combinations of the phases phengite, chlorite,

biotite, K-feldspar and quartz for thermobarometric purposes, it also indicates that the

uncertainties associated with such calculations may be large. At present, thermodynamic

calculations performed with THERMOCALC and the data set of Holland and Powell
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[1998] show large (ca. 5 kb) discrepancies with respect to both experimental data and

natural assemblages for phengite compositions with celadonite contents exceeding 50%.

Fortunately, such compositions are rarely observed in natural assemblages and the errors

associated with typical phengite compositions will be less. Calculations involving

phengite compositions close to pure-muscovite produce a reasonable agreement with

respect to both experimental and field data.

Application of the calculated KFMASH phase relations to natural assemblages is limited

by the uncertain effect of FeMg., exchange. Both field and experimental data indicate that

THERMOCALC calculations over estimate the stability field shifts (for all equilibria

considered here) induced by the addition of Fe2+ to the KMASH system. Calculations

based on alternative thermodynamic data and solution models [e.g. Massonne and

Szpurka, 1997] predict greater pressure for any given phengite composition and

temperature relative to calculations performed with THERMOCALC, the results differing

by 1 kb at 10% celadonite and 5 kb at 80% celadonite.
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Chapter 8: Summary of Conclusions

This section presents brief chapter-by-chapter summaries of the major results and

conclusions of this thesis and provides some suggestions for future work on the role of

fluids in low grade metamorphism and deformation.

8.1 CHAPTER 2:

Dehydration-related deformation during prograde regional

metamorphism, NW Sardinia, Italy

The style of deformation during regional metamorphism on NW Sardinia is strongly

influenced by the spatial and temporal distribution of dehydration reactions. Deformation

during dehydration is penetrative and characterised by tight to isoclinal folds. This differs

from deformation in the absence of mineral growth that is non-penetrative and

characterised by folds with relatively large interlimb angles. The abundance of planar

fractures (veins) that formed coevally with dehydration, and that were deformed during

penetrative cleavage development, requires low differential stresses (< c. 20 MPa) and

fluid pressures in excess of rock pressures. The near absence of brittle deformation when

no mineral growth occurred, and the presence of rare shear fractures, implies higher

differential stresses and lower fluid pressures during these periods. This study indicates

that dehydration caused fluid pressures to increase and differential stresses to decrease

during metamorphism.

8.2 CHAPTER 3:

The evolution of strength and hydraulic connectivity during
dehydration: results from a microcrack model

This study shows numerically that rocks with zero initial connectivity which release small

quantities of fluid during dehydration (< 0.25 wt. %) induce large and abrupt strength

reductions (ca. 80%). Strength reduction occurs abruptly at the onset of dehydration and

continues until approximately 10 % reaction, when a low-strength plateau is reached.

Subsequent reaction causes almost no further effect on rock strength until the percolation

threshold is attained, at which point the strength drops to zero. Results with drained

boundary conditions yield similar strength reductions before hydraulic connectivity of the

crack network is achieved. Thereafter, fluid drainage allows partial strength recovery. The

results indicate that the dominant rheological response induced by dehydration is caused

by the generation of fluid overpressures and is unrelated to the establishment of hydraulic

connectivity coinciding with attainment of the percolation threshold. Although rocks
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characterised by zero initial hydraulic connectivity retain additional strength, relative to

rocks with initial hydraulic connectivity, the magnitude of this additional strength is small

(< 20 % original strength).

8.3 CHAPTER 4:

Synmetamorphic vein spacing distributions: the characterization

and origin of a vein spacing distribution on NW Sardinia, Italy

The vein spacing distribution measured along linear profiles in greenschist facies

metamorphic rocks exposed on NW Sardinia is non-uniform and best described by a

lognormal distribution. Although the vein abundance and absolute vein spacing is

strongly influenced by rock type, the vein spacing distribution is independent of rock

type. Comparison of the observed spacing distribution with synthetically generated

fracture distributions indicates that the observed distribution can be reproduced by the

iterative process of Kolmogorov fragmentation, but cannot be reproduced by either

random, even-bisection or fractal processes. These results are interpreted to indicate that

the positions of fractures which become veins are interdependent. Simple calculations

show that the fluid pressure drop inside a fracture coinciding with failure locally perturbs

the adjacent stress and fluid pressure fields such that the surrounding rock, extending

over a lateral extent equivalent to approximately two fracture lengths, is instantaneously

driven into a critical stress state that satisfies the failure condition. This will tend to

localise the nucleation of subsequent fractures close to existing fractures. This mechanism

may explain the existence of non-random or clustered fracture or vein spacing

distributions forming by hydrofracture.

8.4 CHAPTER 5:

Mechanisms for the formation of quartz veins: constraints imposed
by consideration of the time- and length-scales of metamorphic

processes

Axial planar quartz veins in metamorphic rocks are interpreted as passive features which

form in response to local processes driven by deformation under high fluid pressures.

The actual mechanism by which veins fill with silica remains uncertain. However, the

following general statements can be made:

• Large scale advective fluid flow processes such as fracture-induced focusing and

thermal convection do not significantly contribute to the formation of non ore-bearing

metamorphic quartz veins.
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• Local multipass advective fluid flow induced by repeated brittle failure can contribute

to, but not entirely account for, the formation of quartz veins.

• The formation of quartz veins is difficult to explain without contribution from local

diffusion of silica down chemical potential gradients. However, the origin and

magnitude of such chemical potential gradients remains speculative.

8.5 CHAPTER 7:

Phengite thermobarometry: calculated phase relations of

assemblages involving combinations of the phases phengite,
chlorite, biotite, K-feldspar, quartz and H20

Calculated P-T projections of multivariant reactions involving Tschermaks exchange in

KMASH performed with THERMOCALC and the recently published data set of Holland

and Powell [1998] show a reasonable agreement with respect to experimental and field-

based data at phengite compositions close to the muscovite end-member, but display

progressively larger deviations (i.e. 5 kb) towards the celadonite end-member.

Fortunately, because celadonite-rich compositions (i.e. > 50 mol% celadonite) are

unusual in nature, the actual discrepencies are anticipated to be significantly less than 5 kb

for any given temperature and composition. Application of the calculated KFMASH phase

relations to natural assemblages is limited by the uncertain effect of FeMg_j exchange.

Both field and experimental data indicate that THERMOCALC calculations over estimate

the stability field shifts (for all equilibria considered here) induced by the addition of Fe2+

to the KMASH system. Calculations based on alternative thermodynamic data and

solution models [e.g. Massonne and Szpurka, 1997] predict greater pressure for any

given phengite composition and temperature relative to calculations performed with

THERMOCALC, the results differing by 1 kb at 10% celadonite and 5 kb at 80%

celadonite. This study demonstrates the potential value of multivariant assemblages for

obtaining thermobarornetric estimates, but indicates that the current errors associated with

such calculations may be on the order of 1 kb.

8.6 GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE

RESEARCH

8.6.1 Field-based studies

Because the characteristics of fluid flow in metamorphic systems are determined by

variables that are not directly measurable (e.g. permeability, pressure gradient, amount of

fluid available, etc.), field geologists interested in the role of fluids are forced to make

deductions based on indirect evidence. Given that distinct processes respond with
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different sensitivity to the influence of fluids, significantly different ideas about the role

exerted by fluids can be obtained in studies considering data of a limited type. It follows

that the most robust approach to determine the role of fluid in metamorphism and

deformation on the basis of field-based data is to make observation of different features

which are generated by a variety of processes that operate on different time and length

scales. In this manner, one should be able to deduce the time and length scale over which

fluids perturb the system.

A considerable amount of attention has been focused on mineral textures in an effort to

understand the timing between metamorphism (i.e. heating and burial) and deformation.

The present investigation indicates that the rheology of metamorphosing rock may change

drastically during mineral reactions. Future research should focus on investigating the

processes associated with the observed textural transitions, recognising that the processes

may be coupled to eachother and that although metamorphism is ultimately driven by long

wavelength temperature and/or pressure perturbations, the processes driving deformation

and metamorphism may change abruptly during reactions as a result of this coupling.

8.6.2 Modelling of fluid flow and deformation

Given the inability to make direct observations on the role of fluids in metamorphism and

deformation, there is a need to develop numerical models in which the direct influence of

fluids can be investigated. Such modelling has already modified geologists view about the

nature of deforming fluid-rock systems in recognising that factors such as the

permeability, porosity and rock strength are not constant rock properties but dynamic

variables in space and time. However, most of the current models investigating

continental-scale deformation neglect the role of fluid, despite widespread recognition in

the geological community that fluids may exert a profound influence on rheology. The

reason why fluids are neglected is not because they are not considered important but

because the time and length scale of the perutbations exerted by the presence of fluids,

and the magnitude of the perturbations, are still relatively poorly understood.

8.6.3 Calculative thermobarometry

Recent work performed in extracting thermodynamic data for phases involving solid

solutions make it possible to calculate a large number of new equilibria which have

potential applications in thermobarometry. Although the resulting multivariant equilibria

have limited use in the field in that the assemblages are relatively insensitive to changing

pressure and temperature, the compositions of coexisting solution phases change

continuously with pressure and temperature and can be used to define equilibrium

conditions. Although compositional variation is often viewed as a hindrance to the
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investigation of multivariant assemblages, it is suggested that compositional variation can

be used to provide valuable extra information. Such extra information arises due to the

fact that at every pressure and temperature, there exist several assemblages for different

bulk rock compositions which are constrained by specific reactions that have different

Clapeyron slopes. Only at invariant points are the compositions of the phases in the

different assemblages identical. The magnitude of the compositional difference of

minerals between different assemblages depends both on the distance from the univariant

equilibria, and the relative slopes of the various equilibria. Hence by determining the

difference in composition of a single phase between two or more related sets of equilibria

it is theoretically possible to uniquely constrain the pressure and temperature at which the

assemblages coexist.

In practice, obtaining thermobarometric constraints from related sets of equilibria within a

given component system is limited by several factors: (i) Often the compositional variation

in the minerals within any one sample is on the same order as the compositional variation

observed between different assemblages; (ii) In some regions of P-T space, certain

equilibria are restricted to extreme compositions; (iii) The precise P-T location of the

multivariant equilibria may be poorly constrained due to uncertainties in the

thermodynamic data of the end member phases and/or poorly known solution models.
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